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INTRODUCTION 

The eenoral principles of medical surveillance for workers exposed 

to ionizing radiation were defined in the 1\u~atom Basic Standards in 1959· 

These principles, which are in accordance \'Ii th the early ICRP 

publications, have been adopted by the national authorities and implemented 

vlithout difficulty. However, because of the forthcoming publication of the 

revised Basic Standards in accordance with recent ICRP recommendations, the 

Commission decided to organize a meeting of doctors responsible for the 

medical swr:eillance of ~orkers exposed to ionizing radiation in order to 

disseminate as widely as possible the results of experience gained in the 

field of radiological protection and. to pinpoint the practical difficulties 

which migh~ arise \·rhen the principles were applied. 

rll}}e Co:nmission also considered it important to inform doctors 

specializing in radiological protection about the principles to be follov:ed 

by those responsible for the health protection of l'lorkers exposed to non

ionizing radiation, particularly microwaves and Laser beams. 

1I'his vol1JJne contains the English translation of all reports preser..ted. 

An edition in the original languages has been published in May 1975• 

Luxer.1burg, September 15, 1975 

Dr. P. RECH'l1 

Director of Health Protection 

Commission of the European Comn1unities 
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OPENING ADDRESS 

Dr. P. RECHT (CEC) 

Ladies and gentlemen, today's colloquium is the latest in a 

series of meetings of which the ~ost recent was held in 1970. We felt 

that the time had come to hold ~ meeting of doctors responsible for 

supervising the health of workers exposed to ionizing radiation, and 

to give the delegates of the three new Member States of the Community 

a chance to meet their colleagues from the six original countries, who 

have achieved such full and profitable cooperation under our auspices. 

I arn very happy to welcome, on behalf of the Commission, all the par~ 

ticipants from the nine Community countries and from the international 

organizations, and to open this valuable and i~portant colloquium which 

will help the Commission to gather the information it requires for the 

next stage of its work and for the revision and application of the 

Basic Standards. As you are no doubt aware the Basic Safety Standards 

for Protection Against Ionizing Radiation were adopted for the first 

time by the Council of Xinisters in 1959 and·are now undergoing 

revision, so as to finalize the procedure laid down in the Treaty. A 

number of questions, however, remain to be answered; we are st~ll 

trying to find ways of reconciling the points of view expressed by 

particular European countries in the discussions within the Council. 

Some 9f these problems will no doubt be mentioned in the course of 

this morning's session and others will be touched on when we come to 

discuss medical records. As in the past, your discussions and exchanges 

of opinion at this colloquium will be of considerable interest to the 

Commission. You all have a great deal of experience in the medical 

supervision of workers exposed to radiation. ive wish to hear your 

suggestions and comments, since they will help us improve the formula

tion of the directives to take account of progress and praGtical 

aspects. The work is of course nearing completion, but the final de

cision has not yet been taken and we will be able, to a certain extent, 

to 1~akc suggestions for changes on any important points. I should like 

to tha~k you in advance for your contributions and to declare open this 

colloquium on the medical supervision of workers exposed to radiation. 
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Thursday, 28 November 1974 

FIRST SESSIOH 

PRACTICAL ORGANIZATION OF MEDICAL SUPERVISION 
FOR THE VARIOUS CATEGORIES OF EXPOSED WORKERS 

Chairman : Dr. H. JAMMET 
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Dr. JAMFlET (France) 

As Chairman of this first session I should like to thank the 

European Communities and in particular the Health Protection Directorate 

for resuming an old tradition after a break of several years - the 

much appreciated tradition of periodically holding meetings of docto~s 

responsible for the supervision of workers exposed to ioni~ing and 

non-ionizing radiations, to give us an opportunity to compare our 

ideas and experience in this field. In this first session we shall be 

examining the problems of practical organization of medical supervision 

for the different categories of workers affected. 

I am also very pleased that for the first time in this series 

of meetings we shall be studying all types of radiation, not just 

ionizing radiation, but also non-ionizing radiation. Our field of study 

and concern has been widened considerably and we will have to deal 

with all electromagnetic radiations, thus completing the spectrum of 

radiation taken into consideration. But we should not neglect other 

type~ of radiation - both particulate and nuclear radiation, which are 

more familiar to the me0ical services responsible for surveillance. 

The problems of radioacitivity are included in the programme, and we 

shall be discussing radioactive toxins which, as you know, are liable 

to emit electromagnetic and/or particulafe ionizing radiation. In this 

session we shall also pave to discuss the hazards to which workers are 

exposed, in order to define the forms of supervision to be undertaken 

by medical services. These hazards are associated with three categories 

of exposure: exposure to high radiation doses in acute accidents, which 

can be caused by both ionizing and non-ionizing radiations; medium-

dose hazards and concommitant risks of occupational disease with pri

marily haematological symptoms; and h~zards linked with low radiation 

doses. At present there is a great deal of scientific discussion over 

the extent of danace caused by the last-mentioned type of exposure. 

Generally speaking, though, with low dose levels and partic~larly in 

the case of radiation workers, the problem is one of random effects 

and the possibility of the induction of cancer by certain types of 

radiation. These low doses are in the same range as the maximum per

missible radiation levels laid down in the European Community Directives. 
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A third important point to be examined is the definition of wor

kers exposed to radiation. Radioactivity is present everywhere and all 

workers, and indeed all human bein£s, Dre permanently exposed to ra

diations and radioactivity. It is cle~r, then, that for the purposes 

of industrial medicine, we must _know which workers are to be considered 

as being exposed to ionizing radiation. From the workers' point of view, 

"exposed to ionizing radiation" means that a particular risk exists. 

We must therefore fix the dividing line between everyday risks and the 

risks of exposure above a certain level, beyond which we can speak of 

occupational exposure to radiation. 

Subsequently we might consider whether the workers exposed to ra

diations should or should notbe divided into categories. At present this 

matter is being discussed in several circles at international level, 

with the aim of deciding whether t~ese distinctions between workers 

should be retained.The European Directives only stipulate one permis

sible limit for exposed workers,but they al~o specify that workersShould 

be divided into categories, and describe different systems of medical 

surveillance based m these categories. Thus there is ()nly one series of 

exposure limits far all exposed workr::rs, but for the purposes of practical 

organizationcl supervision, workers havcto be divided into categories. 

Furthermore, the role and the functions of the doctors responsible 

for medical supervision of workers will require to be clarified. Above 

all it is important to know whether workers are or are not fit to carry 

out their duties, whether they remainfit and whether they show any ab

normal symptoms which couldbe connected with exposure to radiation. Then 

we must discuss the problem of the part the doctor must play in certain 

circumstances, especially inemergency and accident situations. We must 

therefore decicE: on the best methods of practical organization for as

sesBing the fitnessof workers, for medical supervision during their 

workine life,c>.nd for medical interventionin the case of accidents. Lastly, 

the practical orcanization of medical supervision concerns doctors and 

the need for special training.Can all works doctors cope with this si

tuation or do we, in certain cases, need works doctors specializing in 

this particular field? Is the conceFt of the approved medical practi

tioner viable and desirable in practice? Finally, we must of course bear 

in mind t~1at at present the situation is not the same in all nine 

countries of the European Community, If we me.J;.ctge to arrive at the best 

common denominator for a'll countries, we will have succeeded in the 

task rlhich v-re have been set for these two days. 
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PRACTICAL ORGANIZJ. TION OF HEDICAL SUPERVISION FOR THE 

VARIOUS CATEGORIE.3 OF EXPOSED \VORKERS 

Dr. E. Strambi 

1. Introduction 

1.1.- The main aim of today' s meeting is to provide an opportunity 

for the doctors responsible fo~ radiological protection in the various 

Community cmmtries to exchange ideas and exp~rie:nces, on the basis of 

the laws and regulations in force in each.country. The time has perhaps 

com·e to define more clearly what medical supervision for purposes of 

r:>.d.ioloeical ,rotection consists of and tvhat its objectives are, and 

to discuss in greater detail the profession::tl attainments and status 

of doctors authorized to practise in this field. This work should in 

fact be considered in the wider context of the prevention of diseases 

resulting from the environment and deterioration o~ the orga~ism. 

Nodern social Medicine has been paying increasing attention to such 

diseases following the fundamental progress wrought by antibiotics. 

In this connection, a critical review of their ot~ role by doctors 

who have been active in this specialized branch of industrial health 

a.nd medicine for many years might prove tvorthwhile. As far as the 

Comwmity is concerned, this seems to be a particularly good time for 

such a review, as the basic Buratom Safety Standards, drmvn up in 1959, 

are about to undergo extensive revision in order in particular to take 

into account the principles and recommendations laid down in t~e repor·t 

dravm up by the International Commission on Radiological Protection 

(ICRP). 
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1.2- As an introduction to the discussion of the practical 

problems of orcanizing medical supervision for the vo,rious categories 

of workers exposed to the hazards of ionizing radiation, the following 

points will be investigated : 

a) the kind of activities which should be subject to special 

medical supervision; 

b) the authorization of doctors responsible for this supervision; 

c) the extent of medical examination. 

These are really three aspects of a single problem which has 

already been brought up frequently on other occasions and which could 

be expressed in the follorring rray : are v:e still justified at this 

st aee in asking doctors ( \•ThO should be highly qualified in the 

specialized field of radiological protection) to devote their pro

fessional time and energy to preparing, interpreting and assessing 

costly checks on the health of v~st groups of workers exposed in fact 

to a low risk? ilould it be better to devote more time and energy to 

the individual supervision of small selected groups rthose work 

involves a higher risk coefficient? The second alternative, undoubtedly 

offers more advantages, particularly as far as epidemiology is con-

cerned; there are, nevertheless, many arguments in favour of the first 

~lternative, and these should be discussed in detail, bearing in mind 

differing local situations. 

2 • .!£jiivities vrhich should be subject to special medical supervision 

2.1- The present Euratom directives establish the principle of 

compulsory individual medical supervision, carried out by authorized 

medical officers, for 'occupationally exposed' viorkers who, in a 

'controlled area', may be subject to an overall irradiation dose of 

over 1.5 rem per year; 'certain crours of people' on the other hand, 

are exempt from this compulsory supervision 

a) occasionally exposed HorkerfJ; 

b) workers eJ~osed to a risk below 1.5 rem per year; 

c) persons usually vrorking within a supervised area. 
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F'or these 'special groups', as we know, physical supervision 

only is prescribed. AccordinG to the present standards, the basic 

condition calline for compulsory medical supervision "is thus related 

to the ambient environment, since it is linked to the performa~ce of 

work in a controlled area. However, the definition of what constitutes 

such an area is not altogether .satisfactory. 

On the other hand, in the draft amendment to the Community 

directives on radiological protection which the Commission has 

recently addressed to the Council of the European Communities, the 

classification of workers is based solely on a quantitative evaluation 

of the risk witho·ut reference to the working environment or the 

duration of exposure. Article 20 of this draft in fact considers 

'any worker li~ble in the course of his work to receive more than 

Y10 of the annual maximum permissible doses' ('MPD) as 'exposed to 

ionizing radiation', irrespective of whether the exposure is 

'occupational' or 'occasional'. Dep~ndine on the type or risk, the 

workers are then divided into h1o categories, A and B, according to 

whether or not they are likely to exceed 3/10 of the annual ~WD. 

~cdical supervision is prescribed for both categories, but must be 

carried out by authorized medical officers only for workers in 

Cc,tegory A. 

2.2- Analysis of the risks actually run by each worker is of 

prime importance in the new draft Commtmi ty dire,ct ives, where the 

problem is regarded in a way that is entirely in keeping with the 

general principies of industrial medical practice. The followine 

requirements are laid down : 

a) a knowledGe of the place, equipment and operating conditions 

for the various kinds of work, with particular reference to 

the tasks assiened to ea.ch worker; 

b) an examination and assessment of devices and methods for 

protecting workplaces and individuals; 

c) the collection and interpretation of data rele,ting to the 

monitorine of the various a:nbient hazard factors. 
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In standard industrial medical practice, these tasks are usually 

the responsibility of the works medical officer who can call upon an 

expert to carry out surveys and special measurements (e.g. of the 

chemico-physical characteristics of powders, the chemical composition 

of toxic e2.ses, etc). This sort of collaboration is becoming more 

specialized ancl therefore more import2nt, t'lith the increasing complexity 

of modern technology. The profe~sional quality of the work of the expert 

assistine the industrial medical officer is thus becoming more apparent. 

jrhe importance of surveys and measurements of the ambient environment is 

now so obvious even to the general public in the context of present-

day industrial health, that there is frequently a tendency to give the 

expert exclusive responsibility for industrial health, while the medical 

officer is left to deal with preventive medicine and prophylactic 

vaccination. This idea is hotly .disputed - at least in our country -

not only by scientists, but also by workers' organizations, which 

regard medical officers as the only persons in the health and hygiene 

field capable of assuming complete responsibility for health. Areuing 

from that premis3, it is clear that'the industrial medical officer 

must know a.nd be able to assess the i.ndividual tasks and occupational 

risks of each worker from the aspect of prevention a.nd health protection; 

he must also be 2.ble to give an opinion on the standard of environrr1ental 

and workplace hygiene. 

2.3- Specific Community Saf~ty standards, which now appear in all 

national legislation, define the professional qu~lifications and 

authority or experts in the specialized field of radiological protection. 

The new dr8.ft European Community Directives, which are however open 

to amendment, define qualified experts very precisely as 'persons havine 

the knowledge 2nd training needed to carry out physical and/or technical 

tests~ to carry out radiotoxicolocic~=~,l tests, and to give advice in 

order to ensure effective protection of individuals and correct 

operation of protective installations and whose capacity to act in 

this respect is recognized by the competent authority'. This shows 

quite unarnbi6uously that ambient and dosimetric monitorine come within 

the fiold of the qualified expert. The problem arises when it comes to 

the assessment of risks onrl the corresponding classification of ~rorkers 

in cate[;ories A and B already mentioned. As the standards do not make 

this point clear, it should be established in pr~ctical terms whether 

this sort of classification is to com3 exclusively within the scope 
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of the expert or whether it should, at the very least, be worked out 

jointly by the expert and the medical officer. 

One or two further points should be made in introducing this 

first subject for discussion. 

a) A quantitative estima.te of the risk of exceeding 3/10 of the 

annual MPD ca.n be achieved fairly easily in the case of external 

exposure but is definitely more difficult for radioactiv~ con

tamination. :1e know that in the second case, secondary or 

derived sta"Yluards such as mn.xirnum permissible concentrations 

(~'IPC) must be used, but these can be applied with accuracy 

only to individuals who fit the lCRP description of the 

"standard man" as far as possible. 

b) It should be established whether this kind of risk assessment 

for dividing workers into categories A and B should take into 

account protection afforded by personal protective equipment 

(e.g. masks, gloves, etc.), or only that provided by stationary 

environmental protection devices mounted in a fixed position. 

Experience h~s in fact shown that the protection provided by 

indi vid.uFtl or easily portable appliances is unreliable as a 

result both of technical deficiencies and human error. 

c) Quite apart from the risk fa.ctor, medical supervision of the 

ca.teeory A "t~rpe, i.e. supervision carried out by authorized 

medical officers, mieht prove necessary, at least in nuclear 

centres, in order to assess fitn~ss for specific tasks or for 

the use of special protective devices. 

3. Authori 'Z"''.t ion of r1edic3.l offic~!'S resnon si bl~ for medical 

supervision in the field of r.-::;,diolo.sicP.l protection 

3.1- Accord.ine to the Euratom directives, the legal qualifications 

of the authorized medical officer responsible for medical supervision 

in the field of radiolozical protection are based on two requirements: 
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qualification c=tnd authority. Recognition of these basic qualities :md 

the subsequent guarantee of freedom to practise are the responsibility 

of the relevn . .nt authorities in each country. 

3.2- .~~ examination of the conditions eoverning the first 

requirement - qualification - in each country might be useful. 

Information can b"3 exchanged on them durin& the discussion following 

this introduction. In Italy, the 1972 law relating to this question 

lays down three conditions: 

a) (post-doctorate) professional practice during the past 3 years 

at least; 

b) a specialist diploma in industrial medicine, radiology or nuclear 

medicine, or equivalent experi~nce of industrial medicine; 

c) a special probative exarnina.tion to be taken before a national 

committee. 

The authorization is subject to a 5-year review, when documents 

providing evidqnce that the authorized m~dical officer has practised 

during this period must be submitted. 

Apart from the qualifications required for these doctors in each 

country (i.e. diploma in industrial medicine and/or supplementary 

examination in radiological protection), another important subject 

should be discussed; should the individual Hember States make inr1.ependent 

decisions about the scientific a.."ld professional knowledee vihich the 

authorized medic~l of:icer is expected to have, or should the Community 

produce specic;,l directives or at least recommendations'? In the latter 

ca,se, an analytical list woulc-1 have to be available giving the subjects 

with which the authorized medical officer should be familiar, with an 

indication of the sta"ldard required (e.g. working knowledge of dosimetry). 

3.3- The second requirement for our consideration is the recognized 

professional authority of the authorized medical officer. 

The word 'authority', \orhich is controversial today in every fiel,d, 

should be taken to imply that the opinions of the autho~ized medical 
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officer are officiA.l c.nd, therefore, £_C?_mpulsory for both employer and 

worker. In the first case, these opinions are basically concerned with 

the aptitude of workers for specific tasks and in the second, it is 

the medical officer who decides on the type and freque.ncy of the 

clinical and supplementary medical examinations to be carried out 

(specialized, radiotoxicological, spectrometric, etc.). 

One important problem Hhich has perhaps not yet been adequately 

discussed is the position of the authorized medical officer in the 

medical world or in relation to the use of ionizing radiation for 

medical purposes. It is necessary to specify whether his activities 

are restricted to protectinG exposed workers (doctors, nurses, radio

logists) or whether they also cover protection of the patient and the 

general public. As we k:nm·J, the second problem is a matter of consicierable 

concern in the field of radiolog~cal protection today, where the aim is 

to reduce 'unnecessary risk' as far as possible, particularly in relation 

to genetic effects. The authorized medical officer obviously cannot be 

given the same authority in this field as when he is supervising \-l01'kers 

and must, therefore, be restric~ed t·o giving 'advice' and not 'orders'. 

In other word~, his job should be to ~ake medical colleagues (general 

practitioners, radioloeists, dentists) a•.-~are of the situation, and this 

should be achieved with the close cooperation of a qualified expert. 

4. 'I'h8 extent of the rnedir.n.l ex··unin.s.tion 

4.1- The ICRP recow~endations in paragraph 121 of edition 9, 1965, 

set out the following principles 'The assessment of healt~, both 

before a..'1d during employment, is directed tm·1ards d.eterminin.;; whether 

the health of the worker is compatible wi-th the ta.sks for which he is 

employed. The type and e::x..-tent of the Rurveillance should be essentially 

the same an in general industrial medical practice and should include 

both prA-employment c .. nd routine examination, the frequency of the latter 

being determined mainly by the individual's general health and the 

conditions of work. Harkers whose exposure may exceed 3/10 of the 

Maximum Permissible Dose may require more detailed surveillance to 

provide a background of information v-:hich could be us~ful in the event 

of a serious over-exposure, and to detect any conditions contra-indicating 

employment on specific tasks. Provisions should also be madefur any 

necessary tests and examination on individuals referred to the medical 
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officer under the terms of paraeraph 102 (accidental exposures)~ 

This paragraph has been quoted in its entirety because it seems 

to covar the main aspects of the preble~. 

The first point is the choice of the type and frequency of 

examination, which should be based on clinical considerations and on 

the occupational risk involved. 

The second point is the ~of special examinations for radiation 

risks, which might be summed up as follows: 

a) assess~ent of ability for specific work (i.e. whether the 

general health of the worker is compatible with the risks 

attached to the workrlace); 

b) documentation on the background of the subject examined -

this is useful in cases of accidental exposure (for both 

diagnostic and forensic purposes); 

c) assessment of fitness for specific tasks, presupposing the 

use of special protective clothing. 

The occurational hazards due either to radiation or to other 

harmful agents must be investigated on an individual and overall basis, 

with specific reference to the ICRP reco~mendations on 'general in

dustrial medical practice'· 

4.2- ~e are, however, concerned here not so much with discussing 

the guiding principles behind the objectives of routine or special 

preventive medical supervision,as with making a critical study of the 

objectives themselves. The problems which deserve our particular 

attention seem to be the following : 

1) The advis~bility of providing authorized medical officers with 

general information on the type and programming of the examin~

tions required in the most common cases. This applies.to both 

routine examinations and examinations carrieq out after accidental 

exposure, particularly where risk of radioactive contamination is 

concerned.-This information should also cover basic technical 

details, so that ~ethods can be brou~ht into line and results 

compared. There are three types of examination for consideration: 
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a) Clinical, specialized and biological; 

b) Chemica-physical (radiotoxicological); 

c) Phy~ical (whole-body counting). 

2) The list of unsuit~bility· criteria f0r the pre-employment 

examination, routine examinations and examinations after acci

dental exposure. These criteria should, of course, relate to 

both the interpretation of the examination results and to the 

assessment of other factors (psychological, socio-economic, etc.). 

3) The need for the content and programming of the medical examina

tions chosen by the authorized medical officer to be brousht 

into line with those provided for by other public health ser

vices in the field of preventive medicine and the early detection 

of CB.ncer. 

It will be very interesting now to hear our colleagues' opinions 

on these three points and on the other problems mentioned i~ thi~ 

introduction. 
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DISCUSSI01T 

Dr JAMME1r (France) 

I should like to thank Dr Strambi for his paper on various aspects of 

the practical organization of medical supervision, and to open the discus

sion on the three points tackled. l~t us begin with the first point, that is 

the identification of activities which should be subject to special medical 

supervision. The question is, how should activities involving a certain 

risk be classified, and how should workers be classified? Should we take 

account of individ.ual protection, rather than just collective protection, 

or not? ~~o should be responsible for class~fication? Works doctors, quali

fied experts, the authorities, employers, or some other party? 

Dr GIUBILEO (CEC) 

We feel that employers should be responsible for the classification 

of work involving occupational exposure to radiation, and for the· classifi

cation of exposed workers. Employers should draw up lists of workers exposed 

to radiation (with a 1contamination sheet' for each worker) and give these 

to the approved medical practitioner, who should then decide on the medical 

supervision required by each worker. Doctors must however check that the 

documentation corresponds to the real situation (insofar as this can be 

assessed from the worker's medical history and site inspections), and doctors 

should ask for workers' records to be amended or updated, after consulting 

the ~ualified expert if appropriate. 

Dr BON1TELL (United Kingdom) 

The Electricity Supply Industry in the U.K. produces by nuclear power 

about 15% of the total electrical units. There are over 6,000 radiation 

workers employed by the Central Electricity Generating Board and the South 

of Scotland Electricity Board in total. 

Radiation exposure is merely one factor amo1~st the requirements for 

the health surveillance of workers. I a~ concerned with the proposal which 

suggests that special examinations by specially trained doctors are required. 

What special examinations? What are the special qualifications which are 

required of the examing doctor? 
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I suggest that persons may be certified fit for exposure to ionizing 

radiation who are totally unfit for carrying out job of work whilst some 

being exposed. Tnere is no contra-indication to the exposure to ionizing 

radiation of persons suffering a pulmonary or a CU disease, but such persons 

would be quite unsuitable for boiler inspection at power stations. It is 

the jo~ that matters not the ionizing radiation; for these reasons we believe 

that a properly constituted medical service, composed of nurses .and doctors, 

should review and interview radiation workers some of whom may require 

medical ex~ination. In addition it is vital that any person who asks to see 

the 6.octor has the right to do so: i.e. there should be an "open-door" policy. 

The main problem arising with the \iOrk force is anxiety caused by 

the widespread propaganda about the terrifying effects of small doses of 

ionizing radiations; we as doctors should not compound this fear. 

Dr F}..BER (Den'Ilark) 

As regards the type of doctor engaged as a ''physician 11 Dr Strambi 

has propose1 three types of background. I can accept industrial medicine as 

a be.ckground in the nuclear industry. 

In hospitals, radiologists instructed. in nuclear medicine are 

suggested as being the most suitable. I have reservations about this; it 

could well result in them examining ·both themselves and other members of 

their working group. It would be preferable for such examinations to be 

carried out by a doctor not involved in the use of ionizing radiation in 

the same hospital. 

Dr McLEAN (U.K.) 

In considering the conditions under which doctors may be approved 

it is important to bear in mind that radiological protection necessarily 

embraces :no,ny disciplines in addition to medicine. I believe that the re

quirements of a physician in this field are, in order of importance : 
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1. Good, sensible clinical ability; 

2. Experience in occupational health; 

3. If possible, experience in radioloeY• 

He r~quires no academic q~alification other than a degree in 

medicine and the best way of acquiring knowledge of the requirements 

of r.:Jc:iolor;ical protection is by practical experience "on the job" 

over a period of 6-12 months. 

Dr RECH~ (CEC) 

Although I am in no doubt as to the qualifications of the 

English doctors accompanying Dr McLean today, I should like to ask him 

what exactly is meant in his country by 'appointed doctor'? What is 

meant by the 'appointed doctor' responsible - in our translation,which 

may be slightly in error, it is taken to be· equivalent to the 'medecin 

agree• or approved medical practitioner. 

Dr t·lcLEAN (U.K.) 

The appella.tion arises entirely out of the demonstration that he 

is c&pable of assuming the responsibilities. It is in no way related 

to the fact that he is required to have dertain academic qualifications. 

It is a matter of showing by experience that he is responstble and 

relic..ble. 

Dr GIUBILEO (CEC) 

The fact that the doctor is approved should be confirmation that 

he is capable of assuuing his responsibilities. For this he will need 

extensive experience in industrial protection of workers and a good 

knowledge of radiation hazardE. The differences between the qualifica

tions required in different countries is due, in several cases, to the 

different stress lai~ on occupational medicine and radiatiori pathology 

in university courses on general medicine. 
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Dr JAMMET (France) 

In my opinion, good doctors with sufficient knowledee of public 

and occupAtional hygiene, and basic training in radiation protection, 

are cRp~ble of doing this job and being· approved. But I s~ould like to 

comment on Dr Faber's statement - I do not think it is normal fo~ the 

doctor responsible for medical supervision of workers to be the same 

person us their boss; in other words, a hospital radiologist should 

not be re~ponsible for the medical supervision of his o~r staff. 

Dr STRAMBI (Italy) 

The problem of approval of doctors is linked with that of their 

training. The main thine is toemphasize the need for specialized 

training leading to a proper qualification in occupational medicine 

and hyeiene and radiation protection, and thus to approval by the co~

petent authorities. Doctors with this training would then be able to 

practise on the basis of identical criteria and to draw up harmonized 

programmes on fitness for work, for example. 

Dr RECHT (GEC) 

Our ideas on this point have developed with time. The experience 

of experts in radiation protection is most vaiuable, and the entry into 

the Community of countries with diff~rent tr~ditions and different 

systems and practices in occupational medicine has given~us food for 

thought. The definition of the arproved medical practitioner in the 

revised Standards simply means that the doctor responsible for medical 

supervision of workers exposed to radiation must be acquainted with the 

principles and methods of occupational medicine and have fundamental 

and adequate knowledge of radiation protection. This is the basic mini~ 

mum, but it does not mean that the works doctor cannot obtain this 

basic knowledge of radiation protection 'on the job'. The S~andards do 

not stipulate that specialized tr~ining is required. Some c0untries, 

for example Belgium, have instituted this type of training; in Belgium 

trainee doctors can attend courses in radiation protection, followed 

by a special examination, and they must be approved before they can 

work in a nuclear in3tallation. This I think is preferable. Doctor 

L~tard reminded us that the doctqr belongs to a multidisciplinary team, 
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and if he is to play a satisfactory role in this he must have some 

basic notion of, for example, the units used in radiation protection, 

dosimetry, and radiation rathology. Without this knowledge the doctor 

will be unable to give a valid opinion on measures to be taken for 

medical supervision of workers ·in normal and accident conditions, and 

he will run the risk of being a mere figurehead. In radiation protection 

the clinical ~spect is not the most important one. We know_ that the 

levels of radiation normally encountered in the course of work in 

nucle~r inDtallations do not cause lesions which can be detected by 

the doctor or the clinic. But this is not ce~tral to the problem and 

I think there has been enough discussion on this point. Can we assume 

that there is general agreement on the wording of the Basic Standards, 

which state that an approved medical practitioner must have special 

knowledge in the field of occupational medicine and radiological pro

tectionr: 

Dr HOEHRLE (FRG) 

Ny opinion, after 14 years of radiological practice, is that 

the approvGd doctor ~u~t be able to show that he possesses knowledge 

of occupational medicine and radiation protection in order to be 

approved, as the proposed Basic Standards indicate. He must possess 

knowledge of occupational medicine, beca~se medical supervision of 

occupationally exposed persons overlaps to a great extent occupational 

medicine. He must possess specialized knowledge of radiological pro

tection for the specific requirements for the job. As well as this, 

in accordance with art. 35 of the Basic Standards he must have suffi

cient knowledge to at least initiate first-aid measures(internal or 

external decontamination) in the case of over-exposuTe, and other 

emergency measures. The approved doctor will need special training if 

he is to be qualified for all these duties. 

Dr POLVANI (Italy) 

I would like to make a comment on the meaning of the 'approval' 

the physician undersoes at present in the field of radiation protection 

(approved physician, m~decin agr~6). The approved physician is a ~edi

cal doctor whose specific traininL and role have been recognized and 

'approved' by the competent authority. 
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Let us consider the traininc first. As Dr. Letard and.others 

already pointed out, it is necessary for the occupational physician 

engaged in radiation works to get a general knowledge of some technical 

aspects of the plants and installations and in llie operations involving 

the presence of radiation and radioactive substances, in addition -

obviously -to the specific knowleqge in radiation protection, radiation 

patholoey and radiotoxicology. This wide training is the ground for a 

good participation of the physician in the occupational hygiene teams. 

In 1958 the common opinion was that such training was something special 

not obtait~able by the occupational physician in the university pro

grammes.'l'his is one of the reasons why the Directives stated that a 

recognition (approval) given by the competent authority is requested 

for this group of physicians. We were then aware that an approval was 

not requested for physicians dealing with other working risks, and 

that the 'approved' physician represented something rather peculiar. 

At present the situation has evolved in. some countries, and the questi~n 

becomes the followinc : in the interest of the health of radiation 

workers, is it useful or not to have 'approved' physicians? 

Let us novr conrJider the ~ of occur;ational physicians. In the 

fifties in certain countries the occupational physician was partially, 

under sorne aspects, a kind of advisor to the management, for the goals 

of the lDtter. In recent years, ar.d particularly in certain countries, 

the prevailing opinion is that the occupational physician has a kind 

of 'public' role in evaluating situations and medical matters, under 

the viewpoint both of the worker's health and of the public interest. 

It might be useful for the physician to be recoenized (approved) by 

the competent authority, especially in order to gain an adequate posi

tion, role and autonomy enabling him to fulfil his tasks. 

You see, Mr. Chairman, that I am not suggesting any solution or 

chan~e of attitude. I only wanted to stress some aspects of the pro

blems under discussion. 

Dr JAMHET (France) 

We have just heard the case for approval of the doctors respon

sible for ffiedical supervision; I think it is generally agreed that this 

type of arproval is necessary. But there are some differences of opinion 
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as to the requirements for this approval. Although the situation varies 

from country to country, we must not forget that the worker wants to 

be supervised and treated by a good doctor, a competent doctor, and a 

doctor who has the necessary knowledge to fulfil special functions 

connected with radiation exposure. The Fequirements for approval must 

be such that, given the educational system of each country, there is 

a guarantee that the doctor has this degree of competence. The autho

rities have an obligation to guarantee the doctor's competehce and this 

can only enhance the authority of the medical profession in this field, 

in dealing with employers, workers and with other qualified experts in 

the field of r~diological protection. 

Dr STRAMBI (Italy) 

The opinions issued by the approved doctor are authoritative and 

therefore binding on employers as well as workers. They are binding 

because the Basic Standards state that no worker may be employed in 

work involving occupational exposure to radiation risks if the approved 

physician opposes this. His opinion is authoritative and thus apparent

ly indisputable. Here another problem arises - that of the position of 

the approved doctor in a hospital environment, where the doses received 

by patients and medical staff are much higher than those likely to be 

received by workers in the nuclear industry. At present everyone is 

trying to cut down doses, especially the population dose. I think it 

would be useful to give a better definition of the role and duties of 

the approved doctor in the hospital envirnnment. Must he give opinions 

or simply advice? In what way should he collaborate with radiologists 

and health physicists? 

Dr MIRO (France) 

It would indeed be desirable for qualified doctors to give advice 

to those of his colleagues who use radiological methods as to the dan

ger of repeating certain types of examination. But this would be bound 

to lead to a storm of protest on the part of our colleagues because it 

would of course amount to direct interference by an expert in the 

doctor's freedom of treatment. We must, therefore, make the doctors 

using ionizing radiations more aware and better informed of the danger 

these entail for patients and ask them to exercise a certain degree of 

restraint in the treatment they use. 
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of over-exposure. Are there any fitness or unfitness criteria based 

on factors other than the therapeutic contra-indications in the event 

of an accident':' '::'he conclusion I draw from this is thHt in your opinion 

a person subject to the standards cannot be considered unfit in any 

circumstances. This is an important point. The Director of Health 

~rotection and ~yself must assume - and I shall report this to the 

ICRP - that in the opinion of occupational phy$icians there are no 

criteria of unfitnes~ for workers. 

Dr STOTT ( U.K.) 

Your conclusion is absolutely rig~t, Mr. Chairman, that this 

audience apparently cannot provide criteria for exclusion for radiation 

work other than the suggested one that a person may not respond to 

treatnent in the accident situation. However, I would like to hear 

from the me~bers of the group who drew up the draft directive what 

they had in mind for the list which member states are required to 

compose. 

Dr FABE:] (Denmark) 

I remember the meeting in Stresa where the same problem as today 

was in the discussion. It was suggested that persons with a low constapt 

level of lymphocites should be excluded from radiation work. Is any

body still using this criterion? 

Dr FAES (Belgium) 

In my or-inion it is quite inadequate to restrict pre-employment 

medical examinations to the r:ri teria which show \vhether ·the p&tient 

can tolerate the treatment required in the event of an accident. We 

must take account, amone other factors, of biological criteria which 

if they deviate from the accepted norms even before exposure to ra

diation, are of no value whatsoever when it comes to assessing radia

tion damage in tte event of an accident. 
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Dr HECHT (CEC) 

It is true that we have been discussing this problem for a very 

lone time and I should like to thank Dr Faber for reminding us of this. 

\!e came to th~ conclusion that it was not poesible to draw up a manda

tory list of contra-indications for radiation work. 'wle still take this 

approach, but radiation work nevertheless im;oses certain restraints 

which are quite normal. What medical criteria should be used to assess 

the fitness of individuals who have to wear protective suits or masks 

for their work, or who work in elove boxes? There are some particular 

contra-indications for this type of 'N'ork, such as pulmonary, cutaneous 

and psychiatric conditions. Althoueh these contra-indications are not 

connected with ionizing radiaticn, they do nonetheless exist. The ap

proved doctor must be more than a mere figurehead and must be a fully

fledged occupational medical officer in the widest sense. 

Dr JA}J.IET (France) 

Sn these proble~s are to be considered in the wider context of 

the worker and his fitness for the job. Ionizing radiations are a 

particular case, and one which is quite rare in occupational medicine, 

of pollution which is almost perfectly controlled. Once the irradia

tion or contamination limits are observed, it is obvious that unfitness 

for exposure to radiation as such, within these limits, will only be 

found in exceptional cases, as normally healthy people can be subjected 

to radiation within these limits without dancer. 
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HEALTH CARE DURlliG REACTOR SHUT DOWN 

FOR MAINTEl-f ANCE, lliSPECT ION Ai""lD 

REPAIR OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 

IN THE NEI'HERLANDS 

H. W i j k e r 

The health care for workers in power plants has medical-biological aspects 

a~d physical-technical ones. It requires a close collaboration between 

the madical doctor and the health physicist. 

A combination of prevention, supervision and checks provides an optimum 

health care. It includes plant design, medical examination, whole body 

counting, radiological passports, dose reserve calculations, dose 

measurements, radiation supervision services, physical and medical ohecks. 

The discussion of the subjects comprises organization and experience in 

the Netherlands. 
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1. lniroduction. Cooperation between the Medical Doctor and th~ 

~ealth Physicist. 

It was with great hesitation that I accepted the honour to present a paper 

at this colloquium
1
as the main subject is"medical supervision. I am a health 

physicist and not a medical doctor. But the organizers convinced me that 

the subject they had in mind for me, also has many physical and technical 

aspects. It concerns the care of health for all those people who are 

involved in maintenance, inspection and repair of nuclear power reaotors. 

Th~ health care is partly medical-biological but mainly physical

technological. A close contact between the medical doctor and the health 

physicist is vital. This contact can only be fruitful if each understands 

the language of the other and also his train of thought. Do not think this 

is easy -the approach to solve the problems is quite diff~rent because 

of the differences in the education of both disciplines. Therefore, it 

will be clear that I consulted my medical colleagues concerning their part 

in the care of health, as discribed in this paper. 

2. Characteristics of the Shut Down Situation. 

The characteristics of a shut-down for maintenance, including refuelling, 

inspection and repair where necessary, are ·: 

a) The great number of outsiders who work in the plant during the stop. 

b) The high speed of work that is needed. It requires rapid decisions 

from the staff in unexpected situations. 

c) The avoidance of unnecessary delay. 

d) Probability of higher exposure and contamination. 

e) Negligible neutron radiation, high beta radiation. 

3. frevention and Checks. 

The health care is partly preventive, partly a check whether the preve~tive 

measures worked as expected. The preventive measures serve the purpose of 

restricting radiation dose and radioactive contaminations as much as 

possible (i.e. physical-technical) and to limit the consequences of 

unavoidable low doses and contaminations to the utmost (medical). To that 

purpose, medical men and biologists set maximum acceptabel limits to dose 
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and external and internal contaminations and the doctor examines the 

radiation worker in advance. 

The whole body counting to assess internal contamination is more a 

physical measurement. Other preventive physical and technical measures 

are the determination of the dose reserve obtained from the results of 

individual monitoring and general and special instructions for the 

working procedure. The latter are based on measurements of dose rate and 

contamination in the working environment. Together with the dose reserve, 

the maximum time allO\'led to stay in a high radiation field can be determined. 

After the work has been done, dose and external contamination are verified 

and internal contamination is checked. The· physical checks are followed by 

a medical check only then if strong indications exist, e.g. if the dose or 

contamination is beyond the limits set up for it. 

Total Dose and Dose Distribution. 

As said before, during shut-dmm mcmy more people than usual are exposed 

and often to relatively high doses. Not only employees of the plant itself 

but also many people from outside, among which a number of specialists, 

such as inspectors and highly skilled welders. As the available number of 

specialists of these qualities is restricted, it is clear that not only 

on moral grounds the utmost care must be given to restrict doses, but also 

on practical grounds. 

The plant itself has roughly about 100 employees - I restrict myself to the 

situation in the Netherlands where the power reactors are both light 

water reactors, a BWR and a PWR. During a shut-down of usually 5 to 7 weeks 

many hundreds of outside people are involved in the work in the plant, 

partly from contractors and special firms, partly from the central 

laboratory of the electrical utilities in the Netherlands, which serves as 

a manpower reservoir, particularly of specialists. Inspectors of the 

Government also have to enter high radiation fields from time to time. 

Table 1 shows the distribution of work amongst people of different origin. 

It is clear that the total dose to all workers, expressed in manrem, 

inherent to the exploitation of the plant, will increase at a much higher 

rate during shut-down than during the period of reactor operation. A rough 
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estimation indicated that it may differ a factor of 10 to 100 for different 

situations. Measures to restrict the number of manrem for a certain job 

have to be realised by the health physicists. It is, however, the 

responsibility of medical specialists and-biologists to answer the question 

whether this unavoidable total dose has to be spread over more or fewer 

persons, though we, physicists, are eager to help them solve this problem. 

If the dose-effect-relationship is a linear, without threshold, the total 

chance of an effect is the same whether a certain number of persons get a 

dose n1 each, or half the number receive double the dose (fig. 1). In this 

case the manrem concept can be used to judge the risk. For many effects, 

however, the real curva "dives" underneath the straight l~ne and for these 

effects the risk is lower if the total dose in manrem can be spread over 

more persons. For such cases even a somewhat higher value for the number 

of manrems to perform the job can be accepted ~ithout ~oosing the 

advantage of spreading the total dose. This higher number may be caused by 

a lot'ler overall average workrate per man caused.by the greater n~ber of 

starting and finishing work. 

The Euratom directives of 5th July 1974, are not in accordance with this 

philosophy, anyhow as I see it. The first sentence of article 6 says that 

the irradiation has to be kept as low as possible - I read this as a 

minimization of the number of manrems - and that the number of exposed 

persons has to be minimized - which means that the exposure of each 

person involved in the job, will be the maximum permissible. Possibly this 

will be a point for further discussion. 

5• Medical Examinations 

5.1. Categories Involved 

We have now considered the first point of the preventive medical care in 

some detail and will go on to the second point : the medical ex?ffiination 

of persons who will start radiological work. This concerns persons who 

may be exposed to 5 rem a year or 3 rem a quarter to the whole body i.e. 

the A category of workers following art. 20 of the Euratom directives of

July 1974o 
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In the Netherlands it has been agreed not to surpass this 5 rem in any 

period of a year during routine power plant exploitation, including 

maintenance. That means that e.g. the D = 5 (N-18) rule only will be used 

in exceptional cases and when the necessity is accepted by Labour 

Inspect ion. 

Table 2 shows in which case it is customary to have a pre-employment 

medical exarnination, to repaat it annually and when whole body counting 

before and after shut-down is carried out. The question mark denotes that 

the situation decides whether or not it is done. 

Table 2. Pre- and post examinations. 

Medical examination Hhole body counting 

Category preoccup- annual preoccup- after the 
ational ational shut-down 

A (5 rem/year) 

frequently + + + ? 

ad hoc + - ? ? 

B (1.5 rem/year) - - - ? 

5o2• Organization 

The number of employees of a nuclear poHer station, roughly around hundred, 

is too small for full-time employment of a radiation doctor. But the 

Government as well as a number of institutes and industries have medical 

services with well-equipped centres and medical officers, specialized in 

labour hygiene. A number of these labour hygiene specialists have had a 

special training in the field of radiation. Moreover, there are close 

contacts betNeen the services and hospitals when necessary. In some cases, 

as for instance at the Kema, the radiotherapist of the hospital serves as 

a specialist for radiation problems next to, and co-operating with, the 

medical man of the institute. The advantage is that radiation problems 

are daily problems of a radiotherapist; he has built up great experience 

in this field. Of course he also has knowledge of radiation problems 

beyond his hospital practice. 
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Both nuclear power stations in the Netherlands have contact with. a labour 

hygiene Rervice in their neighbourhood: Dodewaard with a university ?~nter, 

whereas Borssele joined an industrial one, caring for 6500 employees of a 

number of industries. This system of ad hoo solutions will - as we see it 

now - be maintained when the number of nuclear power stations in the 

Netherlands will increaseo Furthermore, a close contact with the 

therapeutical departments of the hospitals must be maintained, especially 

for urgent cases after radiological accidents. 

5.3. Items of the Examinations 

The pre-appointm~nt medical examination is'outlined in art. 31 (section a) 

of the Euratom directives of July 1974. The main part of this examination 

is the normal labour hygienic examination concentrated on the prospective 

operations. This includes a history (anamnesis), a general impression of 

physical and mental condition and a general examination, blood pressure, 

urine, reflexes, eyesight etc. In the special case of a radiation worker 

the blood smear is determined and countings are done. Special attention is 

paid to the skin in connection with external decontamination and to mental 

stability. As for the eyes, it is considered of less importance to map 

cataracts in the eye-lenses as a part of pre-occupational examination, 

especially in case of the activities during· shut-down because there is no 

neutron radiation in that case and the beta radiation can be stopped by 

safety glasses. Only on indication, when eye-sight deteriorates, a more 

intensive examination of the eye is carried out. 

As for the blood the well-known series of determinations and countings 

shown in table 3 are carried out. For acceptability a blood smear does not 

require as a must that the number of each of these blood corpuscles 

separately lies between fixed values. The smear as a whole and the 

differential distribution are decisive and have to be judged by a doctor, 

experienced in this field. 

Annual reexamination of the blood does not serve the purpose to determine 

the dose to which a person has been exposed - I assume exclusion of 

radiation accidents - but to look at a gradual change, year after year, in 

one direction or another. The automatisation in handling and counting blood 

smears as it was developed during the last decade, makes the results more 
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reproducible and reliable. Not too long ago the results between different 

haematologic laboratories and even in one and the same laboratory, could 

vary appreciably, but now the variations are, apart from thrombocytes, 

greatly reduced. However, the human influepce is not totally excluded. It 

may play a part in taking blood samples. We separated the results of the 

blood samples taken by medical analyst A from those t a.ken by analyst B 

(toeether about a hundred samples). We found two Gauss-curves with a 

small significant shift, small enough to be of no importance, however. 

Obviously, one analyst stung the needle systematically deeper in the fingers 

than the other one did. 

Sometimes the medical pre-occupational examination has to be cut down to a 

minimum lower than indicated above • .An exa.11ple occurred this year, when 

suddenly, on very short notice, about a hundred persons had to be chartered 

from a number of firms and put into a rather high radiation field, up to a 

few rontgens per hour, in order to clean the outside of the reactor core 

vessel from the soot from a little p.v.c. fire and therefore, containing 

chlorine, very dangerous for vessel corrosiono As it happened in the 

summer period, the physicians already had to act as locum tenens for one 

or more colleagues. So after the consent of the medical doctor of labour 

inspection, the labourers were allowed to do the job as category A workers 

under stringent work conditions after pre-occupational medical examination 

restricted to anamnesis, general impression, mainly of the skin, palpation 

of spleen, liver and lymph nodes, inspection of urine and leucocyte number. 

The results of the countings of the other blood cells could not be obtained 

from one day to another, but were taken in the file later on. Of course, 

such a situation has to be considered as an exceptional, only accepted in 

urgent cases. 

6. £hysical Examinations, \-lhole Bod:v Counting. 

Persons, taken as employees for radiation work in nuclear power plant, are 

initially measured in a whole body counter to determine the gamma emitters 

already present in their bodies. In the Netherlands this is done by the 

Radiological Service Unit TNO, an independant technical-physical research 

and development institute, belonging to the Organization for Health 

Research TNO, a semi-governmental organization. Here I restrict myself to 

the whole body counters used for the power plants - those at the Reactor 
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Research Center at Patten and at the academical hospital ~t Leiden are left 

out of consideration. The res~lts of the countings are fixed on paper tape 

and can be used later on in case of low-level oont811'linations. The subtraction 

of individual zero level spectra are especially of interest in the case of 

quantitative-determinations of nuqlides with extremely low MPBB*. However, 

the important nuclides for il'lternal contam~nation dlU'ting a shut-down 

(59Fe, 58co, 60co, 54Mn, 51cr), all activa~ion products, do nqt require 

this co\Ulting sensitivity. Instead of large sodium-iodine crystals as used 

by TNO, a solid state detector can be used. Herewith, a contamination of 

1% of the MPBB can reasonably be measured for these nuclides. It has tbe 

advantage of the higher resolution. 

It is desirable that duri~ a shut-down the whole body counter can easily 

be reached by the radiation workers. As the l>odewaard pol'/er plant is 

situated not far from the TNO whole body oo\Ulter, there has not been a 

problem until now. Howeve~, it requires half a day travelling from 

Borssela to TNO. And the s~e might be the case for the power plants which 

are planned in the future. Therefore, the nuclear power plant in Borasele 

purchased its own whole body counter, which will be in operatio~ next year. 

Moreover, TNQ is considering to procure a mobile whole body counter, with 

which legal measurements can be made locally at the plant. Such a unit can 

also be used for health physics and nuclear medicin applications in 

hospitals. In that situation all workers involved in shut-down can be 

measured in the whole body ool,Ulter after the job has been done. Up to now, 

only a representative sample was taken. 

1. Radiation Supervision. 

1.1. Organization 

During a shut-down a large team of health physicists and radiation super

visors is required, much larger than the plant can provide. Some 20 people 

for day and night supervision, and help, all the week through, during 6 to 

1 weeks continuously. They form the SCD, the Radiation Supervision Service. 

Up to now, the reservoir of the extra manpower consists of the volunteers 

from the KEMA employees, the Assistance Radiation Supervision Group. 

* Maximum Permissible Body Burden 
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We use two levels of education. The first level is the g-c·oup of the well 

trained members of the health physics teams. Ue call tho:~m the health physics 

engineers. Second level is the group of radiation supervisors who get a 

2 to 3 weeks training course and have to take only limi"ti~d responsibility. 

During shut-down they are the supervisors on the spot wi1c have to guard 

the normal routines and to carry out the required radiati.on and 

contamination measurements. They have their backing in ·Lhe first level 

physics engineer for abnormal situations which require a higher knowledge 

and experience. The health physics engineer can - if necessary - always 

ask advice from the health physicist on academic level at the KEMA. 

The health physics engineer is based in the Main Entrance Supervision Room. 

Each person, who wants to enter the supervised zone has to pass this room. 

Here the written working instructions for each person are listed and health 

physics instructions are added, included those about the protective clothes 

that have to be worn. As a rule, private clothes, including underwear, are 

prohibited in the supervised area during a shut down. 

Supervision 

7.2.1. Measu'rement s 

Each worker receives a pen-dosimeter and th9se who belong to category A 

and partly those of category B - namely those working frequently at the 

plant - wear also a filmbadge to assess legal doses. 

7.2.2. 

This year, TNO has introduced a computerized dose-data registration system, 

especially on behalf of the electricity supply utilities. This system will 

in future be extended to a national dose-data bank. 

It implies that each person who wants to start work in the supervised area, 

and therefore has to pass the Main Entrance Super·vision Room, delivers his 

radiation passport to the health physics engineer. It shows the dose reserve 

at the end of the last radiological job performed as well as the .date of the 

last medical examination. If the worker has forgotten to take his passport 

with him to the plant, then the health physics engineer asks information 

from the employer or from TNO. If no passport has been issued to the 
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worker, the health engineer provides him with one on behalf of TNO. 

These passports stay in the SCD file as long as the owner works at the 

plant. At the end of this work the SCD fills up the passport and sends 

it to the worker's employer. Each· week the Central Dose Registration 

provides the SCD with a list of dose reserves of the people working at 

the plant. 

Dose Reserves. ________ ...., 

Tl-ro kinds of dose reserves are used, the legal dose reserve DR
1 

and the 

working dose reserve DRw' which has been chosen Ba% of DR
1

• So DRw • 

0.8 DR1• 

Pre-planned doses for an individual never may surpass the working dose 

reserve. The legal do~e reserve at any time is : 

for category A workers: the lower of 5000·- D - P/0.8 mrem as year reserve y 
a.Yld 3000- D ·- P/0.8 mrem as quarter reserve; q 

for category B workers: the lower of 1500 - D - P/0.8 mrem as year reserve cy 
and 1000 - D - P/0.8 mrem as quarter reserve. cq 

Here D and D are the legally measured doses in mrem received during the y q 
last perdiod of a year or a quarter, respectively. It has been measured 

by an authorized institute with a monitoring device provided by this 

institute, for which the filmbadge is still in useo 

P is the dose in mrem measured at the plant with the pen-dosimeter since 

the time the last filmbadge dose became available. In the formula it is 

divided by 0.8 to provide a safety factor for discrepancies with the 

readings of filmbadges - not yet known at that time. Differences between 

pendose and filmbadge dose are expected not to exceed 2o%. 

In order to simplify the calculations it was agreed to use the calendar 

year (cy) and calendar quarter (cq) in the formula for category B workers 

instead of sliding periods. 

Each week the P-values are sent to TlW and the computer provides lists of 

working dose reserves in which the last legal dose reserves are incorporated. 

During the r,reek, from day to day, sometimes for shorter periods, P is 
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measured and P/0.8 subtracted so that at any time a safe preliminary dose 

reserve is obtained, neglecting possible increments by changes during the 

corresponding week, a year or a quarter ago. 

There are plans for changing the individual monitoring system in the 

Netherlands. TNO is studying to replace the filmbadge by officially issued 

devices, based on thermoluminescence dosimetry. It offers the possibility 

to read the dose at any moment in a short time by an automatic reader 

system, developed by TNO. Then it is considered to replace the TLD pens 

and filmbadges, now in use at the plant, by TUO-TLD-badges and to install 

automatic TLD-readers at all plants for evaluation under supervision and 

responsibility of TUO, which carries out calibrations and maintenance of 

the equipment. Then the dose read at the plant can be taken as the legal 

dose, so that the term P/0.8 in the formulas for DR1 can be omitted. 

Fig. 2 shows an example of legal dose res~rve ·variations for a category A 

worker. 

8. Conclusions from Dose Measurementso 

8.1. Dose Distribution. 

All the r~diation workers being recorded in the Central Dose Registration 

System, it is easy to provide information on total dose distributions via 

the computer. 

This year we had an exceptionally long shut-down of 21 weeks at the 

Dodewaard reactor, because of very special repair on reactor vessel nozzles 

during which the fire occured that I mentioned before. 

This resulted in the abnormal high total of 630 manrem, 1/3 of which was 

taken up during the short cleaning period after the fire. We have tables, 

produced by the computer, showing in detail how this dose is distributed 

over personnel of plant and different firms, over the various jobs carried 

out, over the groups of workers in the plant etc. From these tables we 

gather the experience where the main doses come from,so that w~ can give 

information to the designers where to make changes in the design, to obtain 

a more dose-friendly plant. 
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8.2. Dose Restriction &~d Plant D~sigr. 

It must be possible to construct nuclear power plants with a total dose of 

no more than about 100 manrem per year whereas the older generation of 

reactors lead to 300 to 400 manrem per year. Of course, a plant in which 

these dose restrictions are built-in will be more expensive. However, the 

exploitation costs can be lower in such plants so that the total costs 

over reactor life time has not to be higher (ref' R. Wilson, Man-rem 

economics and risk in the nuclear power industry, Nuclear News l2r 2 1 Febr. 

1972, P• 28). 

The feed back from this reactor experienc~ to designers - and contructors 

is only slowly developing. These problems can be considered as technical 

problems in connection to health care. 

9• Medical Inspection •. 

To finish my talk, just a few words about medical inspection after the shut 

dotmo If no abnormalities have occurred there is no need for it. However, 

a number of measures have been taken to cope with continsent casualities. 

In the plants e.g. tablets or dosed solutions of KI are at hand to ingest 

after an abnormal 131I inhalation. Taken within one hour after the 

nccident this competitor greatly reduces the uptake of the radioactive 

nuclide in the thyroid. 

The governmental medical service has distributed a guide for first aid 

after radiFl.tion accidents. It contains lists of actions that have to be 

taken urgently, lists of radiation specialists who can be consulted, lists 

of hospitals capable to receive victims of radiation and contamination 

accidents. A special case is the isolation ward of the academical hospital 

of the university of Leiden. This hospital is experienced in nursing 

isolation patients and a number of beds arc reserved for victims who have 

received a high radiation dose, higher than 100 rem whole body radiation. 

A plan of action for admittance has been distributed by the director of 

this ward. 
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10. Conclusion. Cooperation between the Medical and the Health 

Physics Services. 

You will have noticed that I switched from medical to physical problems 

and the other way round. It shows the necessity for the close cooperation 

of both disciplines for the optimum health care of radiation workers. 

F'ig. 1. Dose-Effect Relations 

EFFECT 

Elucidation. 

Number of persons with dose D
1 

is N
1

, say. Number of persons with dose 

D2=kD
1 

is N2=N
1

1k. So the number of manrems is the same for both groups. 

For the approximation of the linear dose-effect relation E12=kE11 so that 

N2E12 = N
1
E

11
, i.e. the total effect is the same for the same number of 

manrems, independent of the dose distribution. 

For the real dot:e-effect relation E2 >kE,., so that N2E2 >N
1

E-1. That means 

that the total effect is larger if the same number of manrems is distributee 

over a smaller group of persons. 



Fig. 2. ,Example of Dose-Reserve vs. Time 
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Table 1. 

Other Health Medical Radiation Activities -+ Inspection Repair Cleaning 
maintenance advices examination supervision 

Workers from: 

J. 

Plant itself + + + + + + + 

KEMA (central lab + + + + + + + 
electric utilities) 

Contractors + + + 

Special firms + + + 

Government + + 

+ work carried out by tile group 
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Table 3. 

BLOOD SMEAR. 

ESR (erythrocyte sedimentation rate) 

Haemoglobine 

Countings erythrocytes 

leucooytes 

thrombocyt es 

Differentiation: basophils 
eosinophile 
stabs 
polymorph granulocytes 
lymphocytes 
monocytes 
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DISCUS3 ION 

Dr UFOI-JTJ.INE (Beleium) 

I should like to thank Dr· ~Hjl::er most sincerely for his well

documented paper and to thank him, too, for drawine our attention to 

the need for collaboration between health physicists and doctors. I 

would add t~at workers are, after all, human beings and we must net 

forget the uiedical, that is human, aspects of the problem. I therefore 

call for discussion of the topic of Dr Wijker's paper. 

Dr FABEH (Denm3.rk) 

In your discussion you mention that during normal shut down you 

permit workers to work up to 80% of permissible whole year dose - this 

is correct for cateeory ~ workers - but heW can you have category B 

workers in a situation where under 'normal w?rkin3 conditions' you 

work with a risk above 1.5 rem? 

Dr ~;IJKEH (Netherlands) 

~s a rule most peorle who work in the reactor plant during 

reactor shut down are category A people.·But suddenly some other people 

may have to enter the plant to do some work in a r~diation field as 

for instance a photocrapher or people from other firms who have to do 

clean-up wo~k or to paint some pipelines. For these people we use an 

upper limit of 20% of 1.5 rem. From a practical point of view we ex

perienced it as very usef~l that such people are available from other 

firms to do these jobs so t~at our own plant people keep more dose 

reserve available for their daily, often more speci~list work. 

Mr GABRIEL (:J:"'RG) 

I sbonJ.d like to ask three questions~ 

1. Why does Dr Wijkcr ~ake a distinction between cateeory A workers 

and catecory J workers, although both grours are in effect exposed 

to the sa~e doses a~d thus to the same risks? 
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2. Do you think that the 20% marsin you rr.entioned for dose monitorine 

Makes sufficient allowance for the possible effects of work in 

non-homogeneous radiation fields? 

3. Th~ ~adiation rass 1 you showed us does not give any information 

on the holder's exposure as a result of medical diagnosis and/or 

treatment, although these entail a significant risk. What is the 

rea.son for this? 

Dr .E'E:tZ:--!A NDEZ ( U. K. ) 

Dr Wijker has stressed the vital combination of the health 

physicist and ths doctor in controlline· the health of exposed workers. 

We in the Central Electricity Generating Board would also add to this 

team, the nurse. 

In my opinion 80% of the assessm~nt 6f a worker's health comes 

from the history. The doctor visits the powe~ station regularly but in 

the day to day visit with t~e worker i i; is the n:1rse who regularly ob

serves working behaviour patterns. 

I rene~ber being informed by a nurse of a worker who had an 

uncontrollable hand movement - a tic of rubbing his eye. Because he 

worked in a contaminated zone the health physicist and rnyself felt he 

was unsuitable for the work. 

My reason for sreakinB is to stress the important role of the 

nurse in telpins to control the health of ionization radiation workers. 

Dr RECHT (CZC) 

It was never our intention that the A and B classifications in 

the Basic Stan1ards be applied once and for all, so that workers are 

definitively classified as A or B for a range of activities exposing 

them to ionizing radiations. A B wor~er can become an A worker if he 

is li~ble to receive more than 1.5 rem per year. This means that any

one can be used for maintenance work as long as he or she is fit for 

work with ionizine radiations, and is subjected to individual dosime

try and ad~quate medical surveillqnce. 
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Dr LET.A.fiD (France) 

In major maictennnce work on Electricit~ de France power reactors, 

a minimum level of irradiation per head has been established. This 

arrangeme~t makes it possible, in the great majority of cases, to 

avoid exceedine the maximum permissible quarterly doses, which is im

portant fro~ the psychological roint of view. It also means that per

sonnel at th0 nuclear power station are available for occasional minor 

maintenance work. 

It goes without saying that before personnel start on any such 

work they are snbjected to the vrhole range of clinical and biological 

examinations to determine their fitness, from the medical angle, for 

radiation work. 7his arrangement has been used on several occasions, 

for example on the large site at ~t Laurent-des-Eaux a few years ago. 

I would add that in these cases the works doctor is given very 

precise information of the operations the work will involve and he 

knows what tasks will ~e assigned to each worker. 

Dr LAFO~:TAINE (Jelsi um) 

You have just raised an extremely important point, as many of 

our colleaeues here have a certain responsibility, as wor~s doctors. I 

should also like to mention other responsibilities of a more general 

kind. The decision to permit a certain deeree of exposure is one which 

should not be taken liehtly, for we do not want to lay ourselves open 

to criticis~, justified or otherwise. 

Dr RECHT (CEC) 

We have found that there is a tendency, which is clearly shown 

in the organization of naintenance work at nuclear power stations, to 

use unqualified perGcrnel on contract from outside companies. It appears 

that these workers are not subject to the same medical and physical 

surveillance rules as rower station personnel. This has aroused the 

concern of the Commission; surely it is quite unacceptable for there 

to be differences in the treatment of people exrosed to the same risks? 

Is this fear justified? 
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Dr BOIWELL (UK) 

It is of the utmost importance that personnel who may be brought 

on to power plants to assist in maintenance work should be subject to 

the saoe requirer.1ents, rules and regulations as personnel permanently 

employed on site: and they must be seen to be so treateq. 

CEGB plants are ~aintained by power station personnel, but on 

the occasions that contractors are broucht in to carry out special 

duties, the employer of these men retains tte responsibility for 

maintaining records and provides proof of the validity of these records 

before the men are allowed to commence work on the plant. No short-cut 

should be permitted for the sake of expediency, otherwise rules will 

fall into disrepute. 

Dr ~viJKErt (Netherland) 

I quite agree with what you have said, ·namely that there must be 

no difference bet\teen dose limits for people from outside and those 

for employees of the pl~nt. Differences can only be made on category. 

Therefore it is important that it can be seen in the plant from the 

passport whether the last medical examination was done less than a 

year aso• To that purpose the passport has to show a doctor's signature 

or paraph and the date of the examination for the workers in the 5 rem 

per year group, As I pointed out before we do not consider the 1 1/2 

re~ per year group as radiolosical workers. We consider them as a 

special group out of the population, a sm~ll special group to which, 

in certain cases, it is allowed to receive somewhat more radiation 

during their work in the plant. A dnse higher than the normal maxim~~ 

permissible ~npul&tion dose can be motivated by two areuments, firstly 

that the group will not include children and weak people unfit to do 

the necessary jobs, and secondly that this special group is a very 

small group out of the population. 

The case of a somewhat restricted medical examination I mentioned 

in my talk is an exceptional case which could only have taken place 

after a special consent of the labour inspection because it concerned 

a very urgent si t:1ation •• ',s there is alw&ys a certEd~l medical responsi

bility, the startine pqint in this case was the examination programme 

the 5 rem rer year group. 
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Dr HAZAURY (France) 

French leeislation covers all workers without any distinctions 

f.i.s to their particular industrial sec tor. 

At the CEA, our radiation. protec t"ion services require all out

side contract labour working in our plants an jobs involving a routine 

risk of exposu~e to ionizing radiation, to be medically fit for ra

diation work. 

Dr ~ECHALI (France) 

The French regulations also apply to workers from private 

companies who come to give assistance or do maintenance work in a 

nuclear power station, as well as to power station personnel; before 

they can work in a controlled area, they must have the required decree 

of medical fitness, and thus to have undergone the appropriate medical 

examinations. 

Dr t:OEHRLE (FRG) 

Dr Recht has just described the situation in German nuclear 

power stationr,. I should like to make the following comment. Outside 

labour is used for repair and maintenanc~ vrork in nuc:ear power sta

tions, but thGse workers are subject to the same controls as permanent 

category A workers occupationally exposed to radiation. There are 

special safety regulations, laid down by the trade association, for 

outside :naintenance and repair workers, extendine even beyond the 

Gcroan regulations for nuclear research, and these workers must also 

be provi~ed with the radiation protection pass used as a matter of 

course in nuclear power stations, which eives all data on radiation 

protection monitoring and ~edical supervision. 

Dr PECHE (?RG) 

Dr Moehrle has just told you about the surveillance arrangements 

in the Federal Republic of Ger~any. I should like to point out, in 

reply to the question asked earlier, that it is r.ot up to the doctor 

to deci~e how many people are en~aced on repairs or maintenance work, 

but there are several foood, medically- founded, reasons for protecting 

the perrnan·~nt pO\!er station personnel from constantly hich exposure. 
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Dr HILL ( U. K. ) 

The question has been raised as. ~o whether it is ~ctter to give 

a small dose to a large nu~ber of persons or larger doses to a smaller 

number. Some years ago I was asked this question when maintenance work 

was required on the Dounreay F~st Reactor which involved penetration 

of the biological shield. 

I authorized eight persons to be exposed up to._lQ rems each 

because these persons were familiar with the reactor and expert in 

their speciality, so that the work would be completed in the shortest 

possible time. In the event no person received more than 7 rems and 

the total man rem dose was about 50 man-rem. If a larger number of less 

skilled persons had been employed, the total dose might have been 

almost daubed and in my opinion it is the total man-rem dose required 

to complete the job which is the important factor. 

Dr 1./IJKER (netherlands) 

I should like to make one comment on the last remark. The total 

dose in man-rem is not the most i~portent thing. The crucial point is 

the total effect of that total dose. In reality this effect is not in 

ratio with the num~er of man-rems in most cases. Therefore it is ad

visible - and I especially wanted to stress this point - to spread the 

total dose over ~ore persons if you have the opportunity to do so, 

keeping i~ mind that the total effect - or rather the total risk - may 

be decreased by it. 

Dr LAFOHTAINE (Belgium) 

This problem is a serious one, ~s it could result in a tendency 

to i~crease the number of category B workers. This attitude could well 

exacerbate t~e genetic hazards, and I should like to hear the Health 

Protection Dire~torate's opinion on this. 
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Dr R1CH'l' ( CEC) 

The 1959 Basic Sta~dards still in.force stipulate that the ex

posure of persons and the cumber of persons exposed to ionizing ra

diation must be kept as low as possible. The new version states that 

exposure of persons must be 'as low as reasonably practicable' , which 

shows tltat we are trying to pptimize radiation protection in this field. 

i~e ha vc to find a balance. Tl:e example given just now by our British 

collcazue is a logical one, as he stayed within the dose limit of 10 

rem, the maximum dose which can be permitted at any one time over a 

sinele reriod of exposure. I should like to give an exanple of an ac

tual case that occurred in an EDF power station. ~epair work had to be 

done at the power st~tion, and the doctor responsible had to choose 

between two approaches: allowing a small number of individuals to be 

exposed to doses above 3 rem or exposine more people to lower doses. 

This shows the high degree of precision and plannine which went into 

the orsanization of the work. The doctor decided that it was preferable 

to Rxrose individual workers to doses below 3 rem, by increasing the 

number of work~rs exposed. This new tendency, which is also found in 

the Euratom Standards, seems to be more reali~tic, as it allows doctors 

and health physicists to make the best choice as to the number of 

persons exposed and the dose they receive. At all events, the doee of 

10 rem at any one time is still valid fc~ each worker, as long as the 

other regulations are observed. There is no question of damage or in

jury. The most realistic approach is to examine each case according to 

its merits, the particular working environment, and the circumstances 

of the accident to be offset. 

This, I think, is a special case and it is most fortuitous that 

we have chosen this topic of workers encaeed in maintenance, inspection 

·and rep~ir work. In these cases, how often should medical examination 

and insrection of medical records take ~lace? Note that I emphasize 

the difference betw~en msdical examinations and inspection of medical 

records. Do those take pl~ce annually? Every 6 rronths? Or every five 

years? Dr Jijker, could I have your opinion on this point? 
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Dr WIJKER (Netherlands) 

The medical examinations are re~e~ted each year fbr the 5 rem 

per year group. As a rule a man is not allowed to enter the plants for 

radioloeical work if the date of his last meeical examination tin his 

passport is more than a year ago. If necessary medical examinations 

will be done more often, namely if there are indications to do so. As 

for the physical supervision the pen dose is read within short times 

after the irradi .... tio:r.s, each day or more often, whereas the legal dose, 

measured with the film badge, is determined every fortnight or every 

month - that depends on the organization giving this service. 

~r L.4.FOHTAIIiE (Beleiwn) 

This does give some indicaticn, althoueh the medical examination 

is linked with a calculation of the radiation dose. Nevertheless I find 

it very difficult, as a doctor, to believe that only ionizing radiation 

is significaLt here. It is rather like saying, in a different context, 

that doctors should only examine pa~ients with a temperature of more 

than 37.5°C. It is not enoueh to consider only workers in the nuclear 

industry - we must consider all workers exposed to radiation. 
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THE MEDICAL FILE AND RECORD OF IRRADIATION, 

Dr. Mazaury and Dr. Sarbach 

I - INTRODUCTION 

According to the Law of 11.10.1946 setting up Industrial Medicine 

in France (1) a medical file mus_t be kept in respect of each worker. 

Moreover, French legislation (2) imposes heavy obligations on 

the industrial doctor responsible for the medical supervision of staff 

regularly exposed to ionizing radiations; these obligations apply, in 

particular, to the number of examinations to be carried out and the 

~ecording of medical files. 

Indeed, it is a legal requirement (3) that the complete case 

history of a worker occupationally exposed t0 ionizing radiations, be 

kept throughout the whole of his working life and for at least 30 years 

after he leaves the industry. The medical file contains the results of 

routine examinations and all clinical, paraclinical, biological and 

toxicological examination which are of vital importance for preventing 

risks (industrial in general or nuclear~ and for assessing the man's 

suitability for his activity. 

In short, medical files of workers in the Nuclear Industry must 

meet ~umerous requirements. They must also present certain features 

which are set out below. 

(1) - Law of 11 October 1946 

(2) - Decrees of 20.6.1966 and 15.3.1967 

- Orders of 18 to 24.4.1968 
- Medical r~commendations (O.J. of 8.6.1968) 

(3) - Art. 30 of the Decree of 15.3.1967 
(4) - Annex I of the Decree of 20 June 1966 'Personnes directement 

affectees a des travaux sous rayonnements ionisants' 

- Workers directly assigned to tasks under ionizing radiations. 
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II.- THE PRESENTATION OF THE MEDICAL FILE 

1. - Clarity 

The medical file has been complic~ted by the number of records 

which it must contain and so the first requirement is that it should 

be clear. 

Its presentation should be such as to make searching unnecessary 

and the doctor who consults it should immediately be able to pick out 

the required information. 

2. - Ease of handling 

The updating of the medical file and the recording of results of 

examinations as follow-ups to medical observation should present no 

problems. 

3. - Ease of reproduction 

The medical file should be able to facilitate relations with the 

attending physician; hence it should be possible to photocopy the 

various records so that they can be sent to him. 

4. - Flexibility 

The medical file should be easily adaptable to each doctor's 

personality and to each Nuclear Centre. 

5. - Ease of revision 

It should be possible to improve separately the presentation or 

composition of each record. 

6. - Comprehensiveness 

The medical file should include full records relating to every 

aspect of medical observation involved,including all files. 
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III. - THE FORM ADOPTED FOR THE MEDICAL FILE 

In order to meet the sum-total of these requirements, early in 

1962 we designed a medical file in the form of a booklet with an index, 

bound by a plastic cover. Since then the documents contained in it have 

been ~egularly revised and at presen~ it covers the following records: 

1. - pre-employment medical file 

All the observations following the first medical examination 

after recruitment including examinations by specialists, aptitude tests, 

results of additional biological and radiological or other examinations 

are recorded in this file. 

2. - Personal record card 

Gives information on 

- Civil status 

- Previous employment 

The employee's vocational training and career. 

Source: Personnel Department. 

3. - Employment and noxae medical record card 

It includes the following records: 

- Working conditions 

- Specific duties 

- Radiological noxae contamination 

Non radiological noxae irradiation 

- Sensory, motor and dynamic, and neuropsychic demands. Record 

for the use of the industrial doctor. 

Contribution from : 

- The Head of Department 

- The Safety Expert 

- The Head of R.P.S. (Radiation Protection Service) 

- The Industrial Doctor 

Signed by the person concerned. 
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4. - Medical observation file 

The purrose of this file is to record written medical information 

by means of automated data processing. The file is in booklet form and 

findings made during medical examinatio~s can be entered in boxes 

designed for that purpose. 

The boxes are set out in such a way that medical observations 

can be entered in words along with the coding required for data 

processing. 

A full description of the file is given later on. 

5. - Record chart of absences due to illness and accidents at work. 

6. - Summary card of X-ray examinations 

7. - X-ray photography record card 

This card is in the form of a cardboard frame in which the two 

latest X-ray photographs 10 x 10 are inserted. 

Thus the two latest photographs can be compared at any time. 

8. - Biological record card 

·9. - Radiotoxicologic and spectrometric record card 

10. - Irradiation record card 

This card is of particular importance, since the industrial 

doctor is accountable for the amount of irradiation to which the 

worker is exposed. 

The total amount of irradiation is made up of external irradiation 

due to the monthly dosimetric films and internal irradiation as a re

sult of possible internal contamination. The dose incurred is calcula

ted and determined aft.er. every contamination incident. 

Every contamination incident is described in detail on the back 

of the record card. The overall total is updated each year. 
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11. ~ Ophthalmological record card 

12. - O.R.L. record card 

13. - Audiometric record card 

14. - Cardiological record card 

15. - Envelopes 

These envelopes contain 

- Special examinations: basic metabolism, specific examinations 

etc. 

- Correspondence with the family doctor (G.P.) 

16~ - 'Archives' sheet 

This sheet contains two jackets of microfilms each with 5 rows 

by means of which all the case histories of filed records can be 

classified. 

IV. COMPUTERIZATION OF THE ~EDICAL FILE 

It is not hard to imagine the sheer volume which a medical file 

will amass for an employee who joins the undertaking at 19 and works 

in a controlled area for 46 years; furthermore, the medical file will 

then have to be kept for 30 years after the retirement of the employee 

concerned. 

An enormous amount of filing must therefore be carried out: on 

the one hand, the most elementary security measures oblige us to ~eep 

records in duplicate in case of loss or destruction, and on the other, 

records must be filed on a medium resistant to wear and the vagaries 

of the weather. (In what state are we likely to find one of our present 

files which may have been started 76 years previously?) Moreover, work 

exposing to ionizing radiations is a relatively recent occupation and 

it is still impossible to assess the full effect$ on the health of in

dividuals. Therefore, we need to carry out a continuous theoretical 

study which will lead to freq~ent consultation of all the data recorded 
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in the medical file. 

In the case of an individual, micro-film dosimetry is a neat 

solution for keeping medical data in a small volume, on a reliable 

medium; furthermore, the data are prese~ted in an immediately visible 

form and lend themselves readily to duplication. However, this system 

is unsatisfactory when investigations are carried aut on a group of 

workers, requiring consultation of a large number of medical files; 

automated management is the only solution to this problem. 

For this reason the medical file has been designed so as to be 

readily adaptable to computerization. 

Data processing is indeed the only way to double filing on a 

safe, indestructible and compact medium. 

Moreo7er, it is the ideal solution for recording epidemiological 

statistics of our various categories of-workers. 

The chosen system, developed from a study carried out at C.E.A: 

VALDUC, is being put into general use within the whole of the C.E.A. 

A full description will be given at a later date. 

V. - MEDICAL OBSERVATION FILE 

1. - Presentation 

The medical observation file is in the form of a 22 page booklet 

(21 x 27). The last 17 pages are divided into boxes for recording 

medical findings. (Numbered 1 to 68). 

The booklet can easily be inserted between the plastic sheets of 

the docu~ent file. In theory there are enough boxes for the continuous 

medical observation of a worker for half of his working life. 

2. - Advantages 

All the medical findings made during the employee's working life 

(routine examinations, examinations on .return to work, voluntary examina

tions, e~ergencies etc.) can be recorded in one type of printed book. 

*Commissariat a l'Energ~e Atomique -Atomic Energy Commission 
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Pages 4 and 5 give a general survey of the worker's present and 

previous employment,particular stress being laid on any marked inap

titudes. 

By consulting the cover page an ov~rall view may be obtained 

of the diseases detected which ~ay require special medical observation. 

To bring about the transition to data processing, a code is used 

for examinations, medical observation, illnesses, occupational ethology 

and medical decisions; the code is summarised in the end paper of the 

file. 

A large proportion of the space is !eserved for medical findings. 

Indeed, in traditional files the organs or systems to be examined 

by the doctor are noted down in words. 

This arrangement considerably restricts the space available for 

comments. 

We felt it more logical to use a code (in clear, in an abbreviated 

form) to record this information, followed by a box, in which the 

figure ¢ or 1 is to be written according to the result of the examina

tion. 

Example: DIGE: Digestive system 

CARD: Cardiovascular etc. 

If the doctor finds an anomaly in the system under examination 

(hence figure 1), he can use the space below which is large en~ugh for 

writing his comments. 

In practice, indeed, the doctor rarely has to enter comments for 

more than three systems examined, which makes the spaces left opposite 

other systems in the traditional file superfluous. 

To sum up, the presentation of the file in booklet form has the 

advantage of revealing at a glance all the findings made during the 

employee's working life, in chronological order. 
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3. - Directions for use 

The first page indicates the emplo~ee's identity and con~ains 

his photograph along with a summary of important medical information. 

The second page - the so-called end paper - indicates the code 

to be used by the doctor. It can be readily consulted. 

The synopsis of the following two pages forms a record of·the 

jobs held by the employee in the undertaking. 

Left page : Fer marked suitability 

Right page: Inabilities. The number corresponding to the box of 

the file in which the judgement of inability was recorded should be 

entered in the final column. 

The following pages contain boxes for medical examinations and 

findings. Each box has a number. 

On the first line the name of the examining doctor should be 

entered. On the second line 

- on the left the teason for the examination should be coded by 

a number. 

Examples: 07 

05 
annual medical examination 

return to work examination after an accident at 

work 

On the right : the date 

The two ~paces below offer the following information : 

- on the left (left space) the results of the examinations 

carried out as a minimum basic requirement 

- on the right (right space) examinations left to the dDc~or's 

discretion. 

The examinations to be carried out as a minimum basic requirement 

have been studied and codified by a group of doctors of the CEA. These 

examinations have undergone full analysis. 
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Findings made during the medical examination should be. recorded 

in two forms : 

Detailed form in which the doctor will write out in words his 

findings if any (space left blank) 

Coded form for data processing 

GENERAL CODING PRINCIPLE 

-U = Examination not carried out 

-W = Examination carried out and normal or NAD in comparison 

with the previous examination 

- l:_j = Examination carried out and abnormal 

A) ~ LEFT SPACE - Result of the basic examination 

- There is an abbreviation (usually in 'clear abbreviated' form) 

followed by a box for each organ or system examined : 

Example: DIGE U (digestive system) 

The doctor is the judge in this matter and he alone decides 

whether he should put a l&J or a W for an old chronic d:i.sease or a 

sequela or a hereditary disease. 

If he puts a W he considers the disease stabiliz,~d and does 

not think it necessary to draw another colleague's attention to the 

system in question. 

If he puts L.:.J he feels that a change, an aggrava t::_on or an 

improvement is still possible, and that particular attent:~on should be 

paid to the system in question. 
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Stomach ulcer detected in 1973 

1973 DIGE w 
Medically treated 1974- 1975· 

1974 DIGE w 
1975 DIGE w 

The figure ~ indicates that the examination has been carried 

out, that a pathological (or abnormal) symptom has been detected, or 

that a disease already known has become worse or requires particular 

observation of the system concerned. 

The comments noted in words in the space left blank and if 

necessary coded, should correspond, in theo~y, to this figurel:_j. 

B) RIGHT SPACE - Examinations left to the doctor's discretion 

- Visual acuity right eye AVOD UJ as a lOth example~ 
- Visual acuity left eye AVOG W as a lOth example l1 I 0 I 
- Ophthalmology OPHT L_j ocular pathological symptom detected at 

the medical examination. 

Use the same code for the left space: 

U W or LJ 
- PSYC L_j = (abbreviation for psychology) means: no psychological 

examination has been carried out. 

PSYC lEJ = a psychological examination has been carried out, result 

normal. 

PSYC L:J = 

abnormal. 

a psychological examination has been carried out,result 

- 'l1obacco NICO LU number of grammes of tobacco consumed daily. 

(One cigarette ; 1 %ramme) 
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- Alcoholism ETHY L__j alcoholism suspected 

- Sugar sue LJ - Albumin ALB u -Cytology CYT u 
for departments which systemat~cally carry out these tests at the 

medical examination. 

Same coding U W or llJ as before 

- J,ong X-ray examination UtTH (radioscopy, or radiography or X-ray 

photography). 

IMTH L__l no X-ray examination carried-out. 

IMTH ~~ X-ray examination normal or NAD in comparison with the 

previous examination. 

IMTH L!_l X-ray examination abnormal. 

Electrocardiogram ECG U 
-Audiogram AUDII__j 

- Ruffier-Dickson RD U 
I Same coding 

C) SPACE LEFT BLANK 

Enter here comments arising from the medical examination. In 

particular, write diagnosis IN WORDS. 

D) LOWER SPACE 

For coding 

1. Diagnoses made during the medical examination or arising from an 

interview with the person concerned, the cause of the illnesses and 

the stage of development (three possibilities) (WHO code). 

2. Cau§e of acc1dents at work, or occupational diseases or other 

accidents in accordance with the CEA code. 

3. Number of days off work - if any. 

4. Professional conciusion to be drawn after every examination. 
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5· Medical directions given to the employee. 

6. Sickness declarations. 

Thus the last three lines are res~rved for the coding of medical 

findings, professional conclusions, directions and declarations. 

This coding is essential to the storage by means of automated 

data processing of all the information concerned. 

The description of the computerised medical file, the codes used 

and the abbreviations will be included in a future publication which 

we will gladly consider compiling withi~ the framework of a symposium 

organized on this subject by the European Communities. 

Annexes: 

- Recruitment Il!ed:i.cal file, 

- pe~sonal record oard, 

- employment and noxa medical record card, 

- medical observation file, 
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NOM: Nee: 

Pn\noms: Sexe ~ 0 Situation de famllle : 

Ne(e) le: a: 

Adresse: 

NATURE. DATE, SEQUELLES DES AHECTIOtJS, llV>!T[tvii::NT DE LONGUE DUREE, SEJOURS EN ETABLISSEMENTS SANITAIRES. HOPITAUX. 

SANAS. HOPITAUX PSYCHIATRIOUES, CLINIOlJES. MI>.ISONS DE REPOS etc 

AFFECTIONS CONGENITALES 

MALADIES 

ALLERGIES 

INTERVENTIONS CHIRURGICALES 

ACCIDENTS DU TRAVAIL I.P.P. 

AUTRES ACCIDENTS 

MALADIES PROFESS!ONNEl LES I.P.P. 

lndemnlsables Non indemnosabi<>s 

Intoxications autrPs que ies M.P 

SEJOLIRS HORS DE t=RANCE ,n"'l'ons trt'l"'·•w r. - ~-:.o t•or '""'"->) 

r--·-------·----------------·---------·-·-·-·-----------------1 
SITUATION MILITAIR£: 

Reforme 11 Temporatre 

Deftnitivf! 

Mctil· 

;.;,,.,,:;,-"" , ' Sursitaire 1-1 Exempte I J 

Pension l! 0/o 

..._ __ , ___________ --·-----------·---·---· -·----------·-·-·--···-----··---------------l 

1------------·-------------------·---··-----~--------·---------------------4 
ACTIVITES SPORTIVES 

.__ __________________ -.·------·------ --- ·--- ------·- .. -- _,_ .... ,_, _____________ ----~ 
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RADtODIAGMO&TIC : (EJ<amens radaologiQIJeS · lesqtJel:;, quan!t, motif) 

R4!1!fOTI..:RAPI!: (Rayons X, Co 60, Radium, Radioelemerots artificiels, etc .) 

A ... TECEDENT9 ~Of'ESSIONNELS D'IRRADIATION f)IJ Of; CONTAMIIIA,ION: 

MERE 

CONJOINT 

COLLATE RAUX 



• 
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r ,,,.l ;,..,.,,,.,,,,,;~·;'li~·······•••• ~ 
l: .'~.·,:.:.·~.,·.,,;.,; . 

. : """' .. , . . •. _ .~Q~~- ·.;.~;~ • IM~tJIIf!Hl-·f.\~~· ct. f;·~l c 
APPAREIL LOCOMOTEUR Taille 

- Arthralgies ? LJ I I I I 
- Myalgies? LJ Po ids 
- Nevralgies ? LJ Force 
- Sequelles? LJ musculaire . Main Dte. Main Gche: I I I I 

O.R.L. 
Tympans: 

- Audition correcte ? LJ 
0. D · 

- Acouphimes ? LJ 0. G.: 

- Angines frequentes ? LJ 
- Sinus1tes ? U Rhinites ? L-.J 
- Epistaxis ? U Otorrhees 'W 

OPHTALMOLOGIE Pres Loin 

- Fatigue oculaire ? LJ 0. D. LLJ U,_j 
1- Secret1ons ? u Couleurs: 
I- Douleurs ? LJ 0. G. LLJ U,_j 

PEAU • MUQUEUSES 

-Allergies? LJ 
- Psoriasis ? u 

HEMATOLOGIE ET GANGLIONS Rate· 

- Tendances hemorragies ? LJ Gangl1ons 

- Tendances ecchymoses? LJ 
- Tendances adenopathies ? LJ 

-
RESPIRATOIRE AuscultatiOn pulmona'"' C. V. 

\ V.E. M.S. 

- Toux? LJ 
1- Expectoration ? LJ TIFFENEAU 
1- Dyspnee? LJ 

Consommat1on tabac g:l 

CARDIO·VASCULAIRE Auscultallon cardiaque · Pouls 

I I I I 

T. A 

- Palpitations ? LJ 
- Precordialgies ? LJ Mmim. LLJ 
- Oedeme Mbres interieurs ? LJ 
- Douleur a Ia marche ? LJ Maxim LLJ 
- Dyspnee d'effort ? L..J Vances 

ABDOMEN 

- Hernie? LJ 

(1) Repondre par ¢ ou 1 





DIGESTIF 

Reg1me ? U Gastralg1es ? LJ 
LJ 

Ooule•Jrs abdommales ? L..J 
LJ 

Const1pat1on ? LJ 

GENITO-URINAIRE 

Oysmenorrhee ? 

NEURO-PSYCHISME 

Claustrophobie ? 

Crise nerveuse ? 

ENDOCRINO-NUTRITION 

Fa1m? 

Caisson: 

Chaleur: 

LJ 
LJ 
LJ 

L..J 
L.J 
LJ 
LJ 
LJ 

LJ 
LJ 
L..J 
LJ 
LJ 
LJ 
LJ 
LJ 

-. 7J.-

DENTURE: 

Examen du fo1e. 

ORGANES GENITAUX · 

SEINS: 

REGLES· 

GROSS ESSE 

REFLEXES: 

Tend1neux 

Ocula~res 

Cutanes 

Chvoslek 

TREMBLEMENTS : 

THYRo'iDE: 

TESTS POUR APTITUDES AUX POSTES PARTICULIERS 

Tolerance a !'oxygene · 

Test d'efforts: 

CONCLUSIONS DU MEDECIN DU TRAVAIL 

Annexe .1 

Plongee: 

CONSOMMATION 

D'ALCOOL 





wr\~zme: 
NOM· 

Prenom 

Date de naissanc~ 

Date de 

l'ea:amen 

N e:camen 

T 
I 

Folio n" 

N INSEE 

r T 1 T T 

hEMATOLDGIE 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Erythrocytes 

t-l~r..a1ocr1te 

l 

r-----------~--------r--------+--------~--------+--------t---------

-+-- I '-'<!'m091C'~In€ e 

___J_ 
'- ;o"' l I 

(SUite) I 1. 2. 4. 6. 

BIOCHIMIE 

SANG 

---
Uree 

A unque 

Glucose 

Llptdes lotaux 

Tnglyc 'ycer1des 

Chole holesterol 

-

~,t I ! 
;e; c•,.ocytos _ __ --4--

~~otocy!es I Po~--;::-.;::-." --t- 1 -- L--- t ±= -t----=--+ I I -- -1::_~-:-~CO:.'. -=~=--+----1-- --~ ±-=~-= I -g ti·:::~~~~=~lL-~ ----+·-- ______ .. ___ 1---- I - - _ --- . _ ~ 
r -·· --··- ------ ' ---f-----.- =t - -~-~~-.:-:.·~---l-- -- --t-·t----1---------+---- -- -- - ..... --- ---ir---1~--~: o:.:_~ __ l__ --- -- --- -- . ---·-1- - t ------- -t -' '"'"- _j • • ~ I --------+. ! ---- -- .--- - - j ,-----

! -~; :~ -- : -e-~-2!--- I --1$: ~-- ==~--- ~;:;:.:.:-- >--- I 1 
_c __ l__ ,-- -- _- -e- ""' - l 

~ I ---- --1---- - -- f------1-~ -- 1-- - - +-· -~ --- -!-- _------t----+---j_=--

L 

I --
---4--- ---- -- -- -- -· 

.__L1.j_ 

1 

-- -f--- - -=+=_:_---~-----:_ = 
I l --1-- I f-- I I -

~ I -~J____ 1 

-
--

-

-

-
-

I 

3 
-

OBSERVATIONS 

2. 

3 I I I I I I I ~ ----+-----_j 

Ls I I 
Slgnaturo 
DIR. LAM. I I I I ~ 

-J 
1'\) 

i 
>< 
(1) 

....... 
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DOCTEUR 1 2 DOCTEUR I 
3: 

V•s•te IAI MDVI LL_j Dah· V10:.1!t· (A) MOVI LL_j Oatt· 

POKG LL.LJ AVOD L.L_j AVOGL..L_l PO~G LL.L_j AVOD L.L_j AVOGLL_j 

TAl I I I lrouL LL.LJ OPHT L_j PSYC LJ TAL...L_l_l__j POUL LL.L_j OPHT L_j PSYC LJ 
CARD u wcoU 

NICO L..LJ ETHY LJ CARD u LocoU 
NICO L..L..J ETHY LJ 

RESP LJ GGLtU RESP u GGLIU 

OIGE u ENDoU sue u ALBLJ CYTO L_j DIGE u ENooLJ sue LJ ALBLJ CYTO L_j 
ABDO u NEUA u 

LJ ECG LJ 
ABDO u NEURLJ 

LJ ECG LJ 
GENI u TEGU LJ IMTH 

GENI LJ TEGU LJ IMTH 

GROS u OAL LJ AUDI LJ RD LJ GADS u QRI LJ AUDI LJ AD LJ 

OOCTEUR I 4 ll<lCT[I;f1 I 5 

V•s•te (AI MOVI LL_j D.ltP V1··.t•• (A) MOVI LL_j [1,111' 

POKG LL.L_j AvoDL.LJ AVOGLL_j PDKG Lj___j__J AvoDL.LJ AVOGLL_j 

TAL...L_l_UPOUL LL.L_j DPHT L_j PSYC LJ l ALL.JLL_j POUL LL.LJ OPHT L_j PSYC LJ 
CARD LJ LocoU 

NIC.O L.LJ ETHY LJ 
CARD LJ LOcoU 

NICO L..L..J ETHY LJ 
RESP LJ GGLIU RESP LJ GGtiU 

OIGE u ENDoLJ sue LJ ALBLJ CY1() LJ OIGf LJ FNooLJ sue LJ ALBLJ CYTO LJ 
ABDO LJ NEUA LJ 

LJ ECG LJ 
ABDO LJ NEUR LJ 

LJ ECG LJ 
GENI u TEGU LJ IMTH 

GENI LJ 1fGU ,u IMTH 

GAOS u ORLLJ AUOI LJ RD LJ 
~---

GAOS u ORL LJ AUDI LJ AD L_j 
1--· 

IMPRIMERIE CJU CENTRE OE /tiiAHCOULE 
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I 
I "TfTTT' I l_c_oN_F_ID_EN_T_IE_L _-_s_ER_v,_cE_M_ED_Ic_A_L __, 

[ DATE ~MISSIO~ J 
FICHE DE POSITION 

N• SECURITE SOCIALE 

.__ ____ ___.I I I I I I 
OR ACT. 

NOM JEUNE FILLE I M" I M"' NATIONALITE 

ADRESSE I CODE POST ALl 

NOM PRE NOM 

ORIGINE : ACTIVITES PROFESSIONNELLES ANTERIEURES O~IGINE : FORMATIOt:J 

QUALIFICATION EMPLOYEUR DATE DEBUT DATE FIN CODE PROMO ECOLES - DIPLO"'ES 

CARRIERE : AFFECTATIONS CARRIERE : CLASSEMENT I DERNIER 
CODED 

DATE tTAB. DIR. DtP SERVICE SECTION CODE STATUT CLASS EM DATE FIL lstF QUALIF. PROFESS I 

l 
FORMATION PROFESSION NELLE 

NATURE DURtE ORGANISME DE FORMATION 

I 

DERNI~RE 
POSITION t' G. F fT l.OC. CODE SERVICE 
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NOM - 1"' prenom · ln1t1ale des autres prenoms 

~ 
Code 

employeur 

Expose detaille des fonct1ons · 

L~J.~tJ u Masques foltrnnts 

Travail paste part1culier 

Permanences - Astreintes 

Deplacements hors domtcile 

Travail a l'exterieur 

Stat1on debout prolongee 

Paste de Secunte 

Condu1te Auto 

Condu•te Po1ds Lourds 

Condu1te Automoteurs 

Condu1te Pants Roulnnts 

Condu1te Grues 

Manutent10ns 

Chant1ers Souterra1ns 

Travail dans les Egouts 

Jardinage 

MenUisene 

Blanchisser~e du Lmge 

Collecte des Ordures 

'P' 

0103 u 
0111 u 
0112 L.J 
0113 u 
0114 u 

u 
0201 u 
0202 l_J 
0203 u 
0204 LJ 
0205 LJ 
0206 u 
0207 L_J 

u 
0211 u 
0212 L_J 
0213 L_j 
0214 LJ 
0215 L_.J 
0217 u 

u 
·• 

Tenue Non Ventilee 

Tenue Ant1 Sod1um 

TrJnuc Ventilee 

App Resptratotre Autonome 

Travail Sous Atr Compnmf' 

Travail en H.1uteur 

Tr<1v8ux So11s-Manns 

Travail StJr Explostfs 

Pomp10rs 

Prod Al1mcnt Rcstaurat1on 

Bailes a Gants 

B0itcs a P1n< l'S 

TeiPmnntpdl<:llcurs 

V1srvn n travPis Hublots 

DecontamtnPur~ 

Mecanographlt1 

MJc.roscol)l' 

NOTA IMPORTANT: Pour rr·mpltr cpttp frche V•'uriiE01 
votJS prOC 1 Hr~r Sr~rv1ct: tvlcdtc:d 

0120 u 
0121 u 
0122 u 
0123 u 
01?4 u 
0125 u 

u 
0220 L_J 
0221 LJ 
0222 u 
0223 L __ j 
0224 u 
0225 l_J 
0230 L__l 
0231 LJ 
0232 L_J 
0?33 l._ __ j 
0234 L_j 
0?35 L __ __j 

0240 LJ 
0?4t L_J 
0::'42 LJ 

-Annexe 3 

I I 
N" CEP 

Basses Temperatures 0130 u 
Hautes Temperatures 0131 u 
Lum1ere Art1f1C1elle 0140 u 
Tahiti 0141 u 
Atolls d'experimentat1ons 0142 u 
Autres S1tes 0143 u 

u 
Travaux Photograph1ques 0243 U 
lmprirnNIC 0244 U 
Galvanoplastre 0245 U 
Trragc dr' plans 0246 U 
Soudure a I'Arc 0250 u 
Soudure Autogene 0251 U 
Soudure E:lectronrque 0252 U 
Soufflage de Verre 0253 U 
MeulafJE' f'ol1ssage 0254 U 
Manip Ln1ne Verre ou Roche 0255 U 
Pe1nt Vern1s par Pulvens 0256 LJ 
SablagP 0257 U 
Arumaler1e 0260 U 
Elt'Ctf1Cit8 0280 u 

u 
!;1 nc.ltu~ f~;-qdu. :1f111e quL~ vous pourrez 

-(Ll'J(ll] 

~------------------------------- ----·-------------------·--------------~, .. ~ •• ~,uc~•~.c~o~u~c.~.,~oc~o~c~w~ •• ~co~ucr< 
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'•' .~. 

CODE des EXPOSITIONS . 0 = Nulle ou Potentrelle - 1 "- Occasionnelle - 2 "' Frequente. Hab1tuelle ou Permanente 

· A Infra-Rouge U Bases caust1ques LJ Metaux sans U HC Alicycliques U Alcools U Matu~resplast•queu 
. ·10551l hsoo1 ~-~~~- -----~------=~ rnooJThermoplast 
~, ....... · A Ultra-ViOlet u Chaux LJ BerylliUm L.J HC Aromatlques u~t~er Ethylique u~esplastrqueLJ 
~ L!.t 0502] h5on ~~~::::r~~ _: ___ ~ -----· _ ~~ J7700 Jlhermodurc. 

~.!_~ · Laser u Ciments u ~m metal u ~ene u~es u Polyesters u 
.• ,__ 05031 t1So2l 1 23211 1 38011 I 5700 I tT720l 
·: C,. Bruit l I Metallo1des u Ac Chrom1que elu Der non fluores u Acetone u~poxydes u 
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C. E. A. 
SERVICE Mf:DICAL DU TRAVAIL 

DOSSIER DE SURVEILLANCE MEDICALE 

No1n ................................................................................................................... . 

Prenoms .................. . 

Date et lieu de Nais~ance: .... 

N" INSEE 
ou s.s. I 1 

Entre au C.E.A. le 

I I N• carte C.E.A. 

A ............................................................ Je 

A .......................................................... Je 

A ... __ ......................................... ............ Je 

RENSEIGNEMENTS MEDICAUX 

CET AGENT EST A SUR\'EILLER TOUT Pt\RTICULIEREMfiNT SUR U:S POINTS CLINIQ!lES SUIVANTS. 
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RUBRIOUES 

MOTIF VISITE (A) (MOVI) 

MISE AU TRAVAIL 
I EmbaLChilge 

Retntegratton 

I Depart 

REPRISE TRAVAIL 

'-1.Jiadte 
I tvtatern1te 

Ma1aa•es protess1onnelles 

SURV. MED. SYSTEMATIQUE 
Annue 1 h3' 

SURV. MED. PARTICULIERE 
Pos·c s.,c,,rtte - Cond veh1cule 
R sc;ue M;,·adtes Protoss10nne'les 
Def·c·£nts - Handtcapes 

SURV. MED. OCCASIONNELLE 
A .;:-. c, .... ,,,~ne de J'tnteresse 

A I~ C(:'m~"O" d£' l'emploveur - Titular 

Aot ~ :Jec sur dosster 
A •J 2 'mJ~de du Med Trav 

TESTS APT POSTE PARTICULIER 

Ptuncc:r protondeur 

SURV. MED SPECIALISTE (B) (1) 
OFi l 

Ca·dto:oq,,. 
Pn!:~rnolog e 

··o DNm;Jtoloqt" 
AulrPs 

PROTOC. MINIM. D'EXAMEN 

Tens,cn Ar!ertelle 
Paul~ 

Loc:Jrr.oteur 

EncJocnno·Nutnlion 
1-bCO'Tlen 
Neuroloqte 

Tecwrr(:nts 

Grosse sse 
ORL 

AUTRES EXAMENS 
Acut'e Vtsuelle O.D 
Acutte V1suelle 0 G. 
Onhta:mo 
Taccac 
Ethyltsme 

;Psychologte 
G\ycosurJe 

Albumine 

CODE 

31 

10 
11 

12 
32 
33 

13 
14 

15 
16 
17 

18 

19 
20 
~1 

23 

25 
:<6 
27 
28 

29 
30 

en kg 

Nb Mn 
ou 1 

c ou 1 
oc. 1 
ou 1 

'· ou 1 
ou 
ou 

~- ou 

ou t 
ou 1 

ou 1 

Nb 10'" 
Nb 10· ' 
,.·, ou 1 

Gr Jr 

cu 1 
ou 1 

() ou 1 

~· ou 1 

SIGLE 

CASE 

MOVI 
MOVI 
MOt' I 

MOVI 
MOVI 
MOVI 
MOVI 

MOVI 

MOVI 
MOVI 
MOVI 
MOVI 
r.wv1 
MOVI 
MOVI 

MOVI 
r-.~OVI 

MOVI 
MOVI 
MOVI 
I.IOVI 

,._WVI 

MOVJ 
MO'Jl 

~.~ov1 

MOVI 

tv'OVI 
MOVI 
~.10V! 

MOVI 
MOVI 
MOVI 
MOVI 

PDKG 
TA 

POUL 
CI-R8 
LOCO 
RESP 
GGLI 
DIGt: 
ENDO 
ABDO 
NEUR 
GENI 
TEG~! 

GROS 
ORL 

AVOO 
AVOG 
OPHT 

NiCO 
E'THY 
PS'rC 
sue 
ALB 

(1) Code a inscnre un1quement sur Ia fiche de surveillance. 

RUBRIQUES 

Cvtoloo1e 
Electrocard!Ogramme 

Audtoaramme 
Rad,oohoto Pulmonatre 

BILAN M~DICAL 

ORIGINE MALAD. AFFECT. (ORMA) 
AlfcCt1on a Caract. Prof. 
Attectton Medtcale 
Affectton Chtrurgtcale 
Aftectton Contag.teuse 
Jlcctdenl Travail 

Acctoent de Sport 
Acctdent ldtvers) 
M~l~dte Prc'esstonnEtlle 
Handtcaoe 
Grosses~e 

Cure Thermale 
Ccntammatton 

STADE EVOLUTIF (STEVI 
Posstbtlite de 

Non trattee 
En tr;~ttem~nt 

Rccnute de 
Seouc.lies de 
/.tqrvavatJcn de 

Deceae de 

DIAGNOSTIC (DOMS) 

CAUSE PROFESSIONNELLE (CEA) 

ASSENTEISME NSRE DE JOURS (ABST) 

CONCL. PROFESS. (C) (COPR) 
A:Jt'? Peste ae Travail 

CODE 

2 ou 1 
0 ou 1 
0 ou 1 
0 ou 1 
C· ou 1 

AP 

ME 
CH 
AC 
AT 
TR 
AS 
AD 
MP 

HA 
GR 
TH 

co 
IR 

0 
N 

R 

A 
M 

0 
X 

OMS 

CEA 

Nb Jr 

SIGLE · 

CASE 

CYT 
ECG 
AUDI 
IMTH 

R D 

ORMA· 
ORMA ·: 
ORMA; 

ORMA:: 
ORMA 
ORMA 
ORMA.;, 
ORMA 
ORMA· 
ORMA' 
ORMA' 

ORMA 
ORMA • 
ORMA 

ST<EV 
STEV 
STEV · 

STEV 
STEV 
STEV 
STEV 
STEV · 
STEV : 
STEV , 

STEV : 
STEV ~· 

OOMS ·, 

CEA 

ABST .. 

APT COPR • 

lnap'•" INA COPR 
Ap:c· Trav e~pose R I (DATAl ADA COPR 
A:Jte non o·rect atfecte AND COPR 
Excluston Te,...,p Peste ETP COPR ' 
E> cluston De!tn Paste EDP COPR 
E>ci·.tston Z C Ternporatre EZT'O" ~,__C:::...O=..;P..;.R"--1 
Exc:uston Z C Deftntttve EZD COPR 
Recl?.ose'Tlent Obltgatotre RO COPR 
Aptttude Ac\:v Redutte AAR COPR 
Ar·\·lude a Temps Part•el .ATP COPR 

""''£ Sous Survetllance ASS COPR 

~A~pt~e_s~u0cr~D~o~s~s~,e~r----------------~--~A~S~D -~~C~O~P..;.R"--1 
Rave des Contr61es ROC COPR 

CONCLUSIONS M£DICALES (D) 
ORIENTATION (CMOR) 

Medectn - Trattant 
f.lcdect~ Soectaltste 
Hosprtal:~.at ~r-, 

Servtce de I E:molot 
Aut res 
Ex compt dem par Med. Trav 

DECLARATION (CMDE) 
Malad Prn 1ess lndemnts 

I Malaote Caract Professton 

MT CMOR 

MS CMOR 

HO CMOR 

so CMOR 
SE CMOR 
AU CMOR I 

EC CMOR 

Cht CMDE 
DEC CMDE 
DEC CMDE. 
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POSTES OCCUPES 
HORAIRE & CONDITIONS DE TRAVAIL 

Aptitudes prononcees 
DATE CF~TRE SERVICE FONCT10NS No F1che CATI:GORIE DfCISIO:" 

de Poste 

~ 

l 

I' 
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DANS L'ENTREPRISE 
.ACTIVIT.'ES PARTICULIERES 

lnaptitudes prononcees 
DATE CENTRE SERVICE POSTE (huraire cond1t1on DECISION MOTIF D'INAPTITUDE V01r No 

trav. Act1v. panic.) 

--

-
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DOCT EL:R 1 

Vt':>tt•~ (Al MOVI I I I Ddtt• 

PDKG I I I I AVOD I I I AVOG I I I 
TAl I ll I IPOUL I I I I OPHT L_j PSYC U 

CARD u LOcoU 
NICO I I I ETHY u 

RESP U GGLIU 

DIG E L_j ENDO u sue u ALBU cYToU 

ABDO LJ NEUR u u EcGU LJ TEC)ll U 
IMTH 

GENI 

GROS u onLU AUDI u AD u 

ORMA STEV DOMS CEA ABST 

I I I LJ I I ' I I I LJ L I I ,_j L.J___L__j 

I I I LJ LL I I I I LJ CUPR l I I J 
I 

I I I LJ Lt I I LJ L_J CMORI I I CMD[ I I I I 
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hEDICAL RECORDS A!iD HADIA I'IOr,; EXPOS URt: CARDS 

Dr c. Vigar:: 

~.11e11 I Has e.sked to tell you about our experL~~ce in th~ ~urato~ 

E·~dical Servic0, 1 noted from the prozra:m:e t:'lOlt my contribution 

Houle!. follm-T thu.t by my colleaol.l.e a.."YJ.d fri::md :Or l11azaury on the S3Jne 

subj'3ct a~1d I Ho.s immerliatel;y- assured th~1.t he vlas goinc; to give a 

very ft:.ll and vlell documented_ :wcolmt, fi,S you h~we just f01.md., 

Uncler thes~ circumstances c-rnri to avoid any rcpeti t ion, I sh3.ll b~ 

brief. I s:b.'lll 2.lso ot"Tli t. th;::! leeal e.spect s E,ccordi;:;,c; to 1-1hich openiug 

of medic.1.l. r2corci.s const.itlJtes e, statutory requirement, the actual 

:r:-roce:l1.lr.::~ d.ependinc on the Cor:,mtm.ity co,Jntr~.~, end I shall m2rely put 

forl:.::.rci some of r:1y iclec::,s concerned t·lith the work at our Ispra Centre. 

One i:J.t ~resting point is th-e diff~rence b~":ltr,:een convent io~'lnl industrie..l 

m3dir.c:_l_ ,...:.-r:rJ::-rl2 :'.::.1d those 'Js~d for staff 'x;o~~rl. to io:·~J.zins ~YJ.·J non

ionizinG r~iiation. 

Le::.vine; etside dosimetry, I v-1ould say tho main difference is thP..t 

certP.in headincs a!.'e treated in mor-e det.?-il ra.ther than that e.ny 

ne\·l ones a.re used. 111he apy.ro~d mec'.ic"'.l :;'r2.ct.i tioner has in fact two 

main tas::s : h".l must gather enoueh relevant information to decide on 

the Harker's suitability md also to determine .. his phyF:ical condition, 

normal or other~·Iise, -:J.nd he must record it Hith enough detail to permit 

cor:1parison Hith findj.n3's at later examinations. 

My collea.e;ues and I attach a great deal· of importance to the occupational 

m~dical histor~r and to the detailed d(·scdpiion of the workplace given by 

the person concor>n""d, wh:i.ch often differs considerably from the infor

mation provided by management • 

Account-keepin~ of radiation doses administered for-.diagnostic or 

therap~utic purposes should ·oe more strict. 'rhese are indeed high doses, 

oat of proportion -v:ith the very moderate ones fror.: occupatione.l exposure 

which are nevertheless a great cause for concern to us. 
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For the purposes of medical records, clinical examinations and comple

mentary investicatio~s, a larce proportion of the measurements are of 

cov.rse made 0:1. the critical orz;ans. I· will not go into any further 

detail since these were ~iscussed by Dr Strambi this morning and will 

be covered again to.~orrow by Dr Renz in co:1nection with non-ionizin6 

radiation. 

On th~ other hand, I think it would. be useful to consider the preble~ 

of the container or, if you prefer, the physical medium receiving the 

information to be recorded. 

The written style of medicai records, although subject to heavy competi

tion,is still very much with us,and other rnethocs seem unlikely to 

replace it in the near future. It comes in various models, t~e 

luxuriousness of whic~ varies depen~inc on the funds available, but 

the practicality of which varies also. 

Broadly speakinc,we are torn between the need for chronological re

cording and the advantage of simultaneous display of successive results, 

not forgettine the u0efulness of having different types of information 

(clinical, X-ray, laboratory data, et~) laid out side by side. 

The system and typ0 of printed form used are a matt~r of individual 

preference. A ~erious deficiency, however, shows up whenever one 

wishes to make statistical studies, and this is one of the major ar

euments in favour of other methods such as punch card syst~~~s, which 

are alrea1y at an advanced ste~e of development and, more recently, 

data processing systems. 

What should one choose? It seems that the decision must be based on 

thR nucber of individual records to be handled, which is necessarily 

high (for data processin3 I would certainly say more than !0 000), a~d 

the funrls available, unless it is possible to share an existing com

puter with other departments of the undertaking, of an institute or 

univer3ity, or even with other undertakings.· 
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As \;c =..re .')J.l avmre, even if it is r.'el.:-~ively easy to handle nnr.erica.l 

valuos at the st.'U't, such as haematological or biochemical findings, 

clinical d.::ta must unfortrt.:."le.tcly b::; codsd. 7in8.l1y, it has been said 

thc:t us~· o:· the computsr jcopncliz'O's m8dic_:1.l secrecy and underr.1il:es 

the do..:;tor's inclcp:;.!:ldence in 9:;ercisi:~1g his :prol'ession. 

I TrJill not exQJJ1in8 this problem further, since it is a matter for 

spcci::.list::::. ancl has alrcCLd.y beca tho subject of intercsti.."lg -v;or~: in 

our countries. 

This brings me to the problem of storagz. I do not n~ed to remincJ. you 

the.t records on e:,:~)osecl rersonnel r.TJ.St be kept for 30 years am". ti1c.t 

using microphotography which moreover facilitates mailing of records. 

An rc.::;.::::.rd.s tra.ns:·erring recorcl_c, perh2.ps we should get do-vm to clari:yir.c 

and b.£!.! or in ~-ih;::t form - c:.s G. sm:11n:;.ry or in full? It should also b") 

possible to tr:'l1Sfer these ~~octvncnt s 2nd. still 01-12-rant ee Medical secrecy. 

cl.ecisio:-1 0~1 this m?.tt 2r. 

In thin co::L"lectio~~~ I nhould like to b:m·1 the opinions of the experts 

pres3nt on the introduction oi a he3.lth recorcl boo:..-, which I 

pr;rsonA ll~r consider ;,t~ 2.bsoh1.~ e n ?cessi t;;r. Ideally -9-:.ch perso~1 L'ould 

receive on-:J <::.t birth and keep it thror.;-hout his life, thus obvic.ti1:c 

the neecl to rocite or r8invent his medical history e:;.ch time he 

consulte.:l 3. nev.r doctor. This .i.ocv.n'?nt woulcl contain sur;lm.<J.ries o": the 

Clifferrmt fiL~B !:ept on hira 3irJC3 'Jirth, c:.t. th-3 :nat·3rnity hospital, 

at scl1ool, ourir•:e; ::~i li t8.ry n:rvic~, by th'3 doctors tre8.ting hir:~ i::-1 

hospital (if -3.p;lirJ.'='.bl13) "':·;cl of C0'.'.!'8") by i:~.dustrie.l doctors. 'rher2 is 

~10 re:>,son Hhy ther<J shoul::l not be, if' necessCJ.ry, o~1e or more sre~i :.1 

2.<'i.d:i tion·J.l sh')st s, ior e:·::::,r:;ple to record dosimetric data on e:q-:-OS'Jri 

ar~ CC'~'"'~"+, 2.:;::t l;'l tr::-.vslli:1C oetu2cn the ~1ucles..r inct r.llo.t ions in the nin~ 

countri2s. 3uch 2. <>ol,~t ion ~-roulci u:nfortuna,tely not eliminate the need 

to ~cecp a COJ.='Y SOiil'JHhere in CQ.S8 o::_~ loss • 
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A computer used as a d2.ta bru11<: tvou.ld.. be a wonderful tool, ma.l-:il1€ it 

possible, by nf!ans of a Tn2.(?:netic key held only by tho person concorned, 

to shor~' the records on -"'. visu8.l displcty u..."llit or printer, even in any 

desired la.."luc-u.as-8 (this is technically po~siole), wherever such terminals 

were available, provided oi course that the nett·rorks were connJcted. 

Plea.se forgive my departure f~om tl1 e S'.lbject, but I do not think this is 

really in the realm 0¥ scianc~ fiction. 

I t·12.s also going to speik about the radiation exposure card but I thi!11: 

th2.t my colle%"lle, Professor Giubileo, is better qualified to d0 this. 

I therefore c2.ll on him to speak and I hol:Je that I have provided some 

points for discussion. 
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HEDICitL :::ECORD3 .AND RADL\ 'l'ICN EXFCS URE CARDp 

Dr Giubileo 

Occupational exposure to ionizing radiations is authorized in 

accor~c-nce with the maximum permissible doses laid down for workers. 

Since these li~its were adopted, it became necessary to record indivi

d~al dosimetric data on special forms. 

Two general tendencies have been observed for cases when the 

risk is connected with the use of X-ray generators and devices of 

industrial gammagraphy 

- for workers subject to reeular control by an industrial medical 

officer, the dosimetric information ic recorded side by side with 

the results of other additional examinations noted in the medical 

record; 

- for other persons (such as radiologists and health personnel in 

general), dosi~etric data often forms a separate source of infor

mation ~nd as such are kept by the person responsible for physical 

monitorine. 

Later, wit~ the development of nuclear research for peaceful 

purposes and the increasinely widespread use of radioisotopes in 

medicine, the health surveillance of exposed persons became more 

specialize~, r~rticularly in Nuclear ~entres where the health per

sonnel responsible for controlling hazards due to radiation drew up 

a new type of card which, apart from sitnl)ly recordine the dosimetric 

count, also giveo various details of the tyre of protection used. 

We are all familiar with various types of form, some of which 

supplement personal dosimetric data with information on the location 

of the dosimeter on the individual, monitoring devices in the working 

environment an~ results of blood tests. 
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The European Atomic Energy Community subsequently drew up 'Basic 

Safety Standards for protection against radiation hazards' , also known 

as the 'Euratcm Basic Safety Standards' .• Article 26 of the Basic 

Standards covers health records for exposed workers. It specifies that 

'the medical file shall include information reearding the duties to 

which the worker has been assigned,personal doses received by the 

worker and the results of medical examinations' ; it also requires 

Kember States to brine in regulations for the practical procedures 

for keeping ~ecical records up to date. 

It should however be mentioned that the official text of the 

Basic Standards and the national legislation in the Member States 

concerned have since been supplemented by the work of the Committee 

of experts referred to in Article 31 of the treaty of Euratom. In 

April 1959, the latter examined a draft 'radiation card' and, the 

following December, adopted an improved version containing the fol

lowing details : 

- general information on the place of work and on the individual 

(marital status); 

- technical qualifications of the worker; 

- detailed anamnesis covering former activities involving exposure 

to ionizins radiation, type of radiation, individual and environr.1en

tal monitorine and doses absorbed for occupational reasons (under 

normal and exceptional circumstances); 

similar inforraation (in the same detail) in connection with the 

individual's present position; 

- regular records of individual dosimetric data with quarterly and 

an~ual totals. 

This model radiation card was ado~ted bj the Euratom Medical 

Service in Brussels and has indirectly influenced the cards now in use 

in the various Community countries. 

The radiation card prerared~ our Medical Department which is now 

beinc use~ at the JRC 4t Ispra (Fig. 1-4) includes all the above 
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EURATOM 
C. C. R. - IS P R A 
SERVIZIO SAN IT ARlO 

Fig. 1 

SCHEDA DI IRRADIAZIONE 

CUO/IIO.HE f. 1\'U.\IE 

DOMICIL/0 

nATA Dl NASCtrA 

SESSO 

STArO CIVILE 

FIOLI 

REPARrU • N• MATittCOLA 

QUALifiC.:A TEC/IIICA 

! - -- -----·------- --

ETA ALL'/Nt:I..W 
DtL LA~'ORO 
CON RADIAL/ON/ 

DATA Dl ISTITUZIONE 
-----1 DEllA SCHEDA 

ANAMNESI 

I 
A. AniVITA' PRiCEDENTI CON ESPOSIZION£ A U.DIAliONIIONIZZANTI B. TIPO Dl CONTROlLI EffrTTIIATI IN PASSATO 

1. IMPIEGATO PRESSO: 

- ------ -- ---- -- . -- del ----- •• 

_ . _ ··-- del ------·- .• al 

.... _ del --··- --- -·-·- el 

2. OCCUPAZIQf',;l • 

e) $orge-l"'t• non 11g.11.,te 

....• del _____ . al 

-- d•l - ··---··--·---- ol . 

b) Sotgonh sigollate 

..•.• dol • al 

. .. ·-------- d41 • al . 

c) Re~:ttort nwcleari 

. dol . - ··----·--· 
... dal _ . al ··-- • 

dl Apparo<<ho o ro}gi X 

-·-dol . 

__ . ------- dol _ 

e) Gnr'ldl ml(tcch•n• ecce!erofric• 

.. dol _ 

_ dal _ 

3. NATURA DELLE IRRADIAZtONI • 

8sferrto. 'D991 X del 

.. ... 
------•' 

.• al 

----•'-

·---........... 41 

rsgg• y dol --·- --- ol .. 
parl•cclle ~ dol ol ~ 

neutron• dol ···- •• 
attre p .. ut.cel!e: 

... _dol - ... 
'"ter,,e (rad•onuclad•. 

d•l ol 

..) 

• Sol•ol•ne~,..e r.~HI)I'T'~r,te I~ n3tur5 d~litt o<eupcuhni e delft~ irra· 
duutonl e forntrlt le ,,.f~r,T'.l!ltOnt o•.,pon•b•IL 

._. lnd.t.&reo, ~· O~"·htb.lf', H'l .t.1 hn'f., dt una irrada'tii:LOO~ 1niem4 0 
t'~!l!!rr~ o -j, ur•t'l: ,~rt.'t•1 •.ll (''"' r"'•~t1 Se s• hd1t" dt urn irre

d•'l one 1,lt.fn '· ~'"'d•<d'tt t1 nt.tcl• j#J, 

1. CONTI!OLLI AMBtENTAll. ·-·-· ------·-.. ··----

2. CONT'<Olll INDIVIOUALI: 
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information with two differences: 

- the dosimetric table has been modified with a resulting reduction in 

the available space (4:1) to provid~ 'ror the present monthly perio

dicity of the dosimetric counts; 

- a column allo\oJing lone;-term (20 year) integrated dose balances has been 

added. 

By and large we are satisfied with this type of card owing to its 

versatility and comprehensiveness; however, our extensive experience 

leads us to make some critical comments: 

1. The Basic Standarcs call for obligatory recording of the above data 

thoueh these need not all appear en the radiation card; 

2. the approved ~edical practitioner who conducts the anamnesis when 

making periodic visits is in the habit of transcribing the details 

of place of work, means of prevention used and any incidents in the 

medical record before his clinical examination. Thus the updatine 

of the radiation card with regard to 'pos~ing and controls' occurs 

at some other time (e.g. when a new radiation card is re:eived) and 

is usually carried out by other personnel in the ~edical Department; 

3. suitable space should be allocated to accidents (radioactive conta

mination - even if slight, exceptional concerted radiation, esta

blished incidents). I propose that quite simply a small box entitled 

'incidents and over-exposure' should be included with provision for 

the date, a summary of the incident and a reference to an appended 

health report. Indeed, the ICRP (in Fubl. 9 § 102) recommends that 

doses connected uith an ~bnormal event should be recorded separately. 

The possibilities offered oy computer techniques in this area both 

for calculation~ and for access to personal doses should certainly be 

taken into consideration. Indeed, these are already being used in prac

tice. One cxamrle is given in the last number of the 'Health Physics 

Journnl' (27, 396, 1974). I feel t!1::1t this is a useful tool for drawing 

up and comrnunicatins data although it does not exclude the conventional 

card in the individual medical record. 
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I hore that mcst of my colleacues who hav~ lisL~ced to my paper 

agree with My observations and trust that at this collo~uium it will 

be possible to cive practical euidelines on the adoption of radiation 

cards (perhaps standardized at the international level) which satisfy 

all the practical require~ents cf radiological protection. 

:8ISCUSSION 

Dr OBERHJ. US:t;N (FRG) 

It is clear from the first two papers, that the examinations and 

records can be made as complicated as you wish. 

We can, for example, call in specialists from a major clinic 

every six montts and increase radiation exposure even further by coill

pulsory X-rb.ys. 

On the other hand, we were told this rr.orninc by our British 

colleagues that these ~edical examinations aFe not effective for the 

purposes of radiation protection. I should therefore like to ask our 

French colleagues what percentaee of employees have been excluded from 

work because of raiiation effects observed in nedical examinations, 

and if so, what were the medical erounds for this exclusion? 

I am asking this question because I have the impression that we 

are confusin~ two factors which should be clearly separated from each 

other: 

1) fledical examinations in connection with work involving exposure to 

radiation. 

2) General aspects of occupational medicine and public health. 

Dr HAZA URY (France) 

When we talk about medical surveillance of workers exposed to 

ionizing radiations, we are not necessarily speaking only of the W0~

kers to be excluded frolp this vJork. Under French legislation we are 
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obliced to give all exposed workers special medical surveillance. At 

the Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique the number of occupationally 

exposed workers is in the region of 50-60,~, and sometimes 70-80%. 

Fortunately the number of persons judged unfit for'work because of 

contamination or exposure is very low, and if such cases were frequent 

I would consider that we were not doing our job properly. If we judze 

a worker unfit, as thincs stand at present, it is for· external reascns 

connected with the individual's state of health and Soriunately these 

reaEons are rarely the consequence of exposure or conta~ination. In a 

nuclear centre like Narcoule, where I have been ~orking as the medical 

practitioner for a long time, a8out teu workers were judged unfit &s 

a result of exposure in 195~/59 and 1960, and at preseut the number of 

such cases can be counted on the finsers of one hand. 

Dr GABRIEL (F:tG) 

As a representative of the employees being discussed here today, 

I should like to make a few basic comments: 

The explanations given tc·:ay in connection with the 'health card' 

have referred exclusively to the administrative aspects. Rarely a 

word has been said atout the objectivee from the point of view o~ 

the worker involved. To my mind there is a danger of ~edical sur

veillance for radiation rrotection being conducted for its own sake. 

- What are the objectives? 

a) Supervic-ion to cetect eny damace to health; 

b) judgment of a worker's fitness to remain in a certain post; 

c) definition of damage symptoms? 

For this purpose, all types of exposure, includinG exposure 

durinc diaenosis and therapy, should be included. 

Dr N:SHL (FRG) 

I think that here we are distincuishinc between two componentG; 

you have mentioned a third component, the radiation pass. ~e are 

discussinc medical ~ecords and exposure cards, and there is a thirc 
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factor, which is not in fact on the programme, the radiation pass -

as used in the ~etherl~nds, the Federal Republic and Switzerland.These 

three thinss :nust be kept separate. Her.e we are discussine only medi

cal records and radiation exposure cards. 

Dr FABER (Den·nark) 

I have been considering 

1) is your document meant only for CEA employees or also for hospital 

employees? 

2) In what form and at what rate have your lung pictures been taken -

are they taken as full pictures or as micro pictures? 

3) ~hat is the test of 'Ruffier-Dickson'? 

Dr EAZl\. Lr:tY (France) 

The file in question has been dev~loped by doctors at the Com

missariat ~ l'~~er~ie Atomique, ane anyone can use it. As for the fre

quency of X-ray ex~ruinations, these are given once or twice a year, at 

least once in ec.ch case. You will have noticed that these are 10/10 

X-rays, and we have used this format for ten years. We thought these 

were preferable to large radioGraphs which tend to emphasize certain 

non-Fatholo0ical irr.ages. ?inally, the'Ruffier-Dickson' test is a test 

of fitness for exertion, for certain jobs callinc for special physical 

endurance such as those for which protective suits rnuGt be worn. In 

so~e of our nuclear plants, workers are exposed to contamination ha

zards and have to be completely isolated from the atmosphere in which 

they are working. For this we can either use self-contained breathinc 

apparatus or make workers wear proper protective suits with an air hose 

linking then with the outside atmosptc~e. Th~ work is difficult and 

taxins, and the medical practitioner m~st therefore ensure that such 

workers are absolutely fit. 
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Dr KS:IL (FRG) 

I a,n sure there are many more que.stions to be asked on the 

French parers. I should like to know, for example, whether these 

X-rays ca~ be by-passed if anoth~r X-ray has already been taken, for 

exa~rle 5n connection with cancer detection in the pre-employment 

examinations. I ima~ine that this is the case and that they are not 

simply a matter of routine. I should like to give you an opportunity 

to comment further on the papers read by our colleagues from Ispra, 

and I invite any questions or remarks. 

Dr .STRALBI (Italy) 

1) Are there any plans for quantitative evaluation of the risks to 

v.:hich workers are ~xposed, which would be r.1.ost useful both for 

classification of workers and for devisinc supplementary examina

tions? Who should be responsible for this tyre of evaluation - the 

employer, the he£lth physicist or the medical rractitio~er? 

2) We should discuss the need to inform work~rs of the risks their 

work entails and to see that they are prepared to accept these 

risks. 

3) We must also think about the possibility of a written clinical 

record of majcr events which have a bearing on the worker's health, 

includi~g abnor~al exposure, and perhaps use comJuters for pro

cessin3. This ~oul1 have certain advantages, as the medical practi

tioner would be able to analyse such events critically and thus 

follo~ the situation of each worker with greater ease. 

I should not like there to be an~ misu~derstandine about the 

'fiche de position' (record card) which is in reality a record of civil 

status showing the professional activities, background and training of 

the employee, ann the position he has filled in various postings. It 

is in fact a recor~ of the indivi~ual's civil status at work. It has 

nothine to do with the 'fiche de peste' or 'fiche de nuisances' (ex

posure car:.'l) \.;hich vJe have developed, but which we have been unable to 
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discuss in ~uch depth here, because of lack of time. You also speak 

of quantitative evaluation of hazards. What in fact are the criteria 

which have enabled us to decide and to .specify whether a given worker 

should be assit::;r:.ed to radiation work? As far as we are concerned, one 

of the first criteria is that of exposure to the risk of contamination 

and we think that whenever there is a risk of exposure to contamina

tion, workers must be classified as being assi~ned to radiation work. 

This evuluation is the responsibility of the radiation protection ser

vice, and we, as doctors, feel that the works doctor should play a 

part in this and should assist the radiaticn protection service and 

the employer in such decisions. Lastly, we do our utmost to ensure 

that wor~ers are well-informed, because French leeislation stipulates 

that we may not ascign a worker to radiation work unless he has had 

suitable training anj siened a document stating that he has had this 

traininc. From now on we will also require workers to sign the expo

sure c&rd so that they cannot contest the exposure levels recorded on 

the card. I would ask my colleazue, Dr 3arbach, to reply to the question 

on the use of computers. 

Dr SARBhCH (lrance) 

Since cor.tput·~r facilities are available at the CEi .. , \.Je felt that 

doctors should make use of them. That was why we decided to compute

rize nll of the ~e6ical records,althoush this will entail a number of 

difficulties for other concerns which do not have the same facilities. 

You spoke of the difficulties experienced by all doctors when the 

number of documents in the medic&l file was considerably increased. As 

far as we are concerned, there has never been any question of cutting 

out the 'paper' medical record and replacinz it with a computerized 

file. 'l'he computerized file exists a1onc;sice the 'paper' file; we keep 

these files and, to ~inimize the rather tricky preble~ of archives, we 

have decided to microfilm all the documents which were ~reviously kept 

in the two little folders at the back of the file - which will mean 

that we c~n store at least two or three files on each individual's 

medical background. Finally, the use of computer techniques will enable 

us to keep a duplicate of every entry in the medical file, so that if 

the file is lost, there is still a record of all the entries made by 

the doctor durine the individual's working life. 
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Dr CAB!~L (?ranee) 

The vc.rious types of file t-:hich ha.ve been described are all of 

great v~lue for exposed workers. In some countries these files must 

be rreserve~ even when the wcrker is no longer occupationally exposea 

to ra<1ia ti:::m haz2Yds (for exar.1ple, after retirement). HovJever this is 

not Eufficient and we must devise a system which guarantees long-tern 

continuity of Qedical supervision, especially for retired persons. 

Dr EEHL (FRG) 

Unfortunately we must now bring the discussion to a close and 

Dr Recht will close the session with a summary of today's conclusions. 

Dr RECHT (CEC) 

At the end of this first ~ay of the colloquium, Ishould like to 

present a few brief conclusions and make a number of comments. One of 

the aims of th2 Cam~issio~ of the European Communities is to harmonize 

the con1itiJns of safety prevailin~ in all industrial activities and 

especially in those activities where workers are exposed to ionizing 

radiation. T~e le~al instru~ent uaed is the •Directive laying down 

Basic Safety Standards' which, t2king due account of national tradi

tions a:1d existing orcanizations, sets out a number of objectives, 

leavinz national authorities to choose how they are to be attained. 

These objectives ~ust be sufficiently precisely formulaten to allow 

har:noniza.tion anr~ the achieve.ner_t of a uniform level of safety in all 

Member States. At present the free movement of workers is r~latively 

low in the nuclear s~ctor, but it is by no means impossible that it 

will increase in the future and the idea of an 'exposure passport' 

might well be envisaced; but it would be rremature to discuss such a 

co~cept naw. In any event, the Co~mission is not at all 'upset' by any 

differences between the various systems for applying Yegulations, as 

lone as the Basic 2afety St~ndards are applied and observed, and as 

~on~ as the objectives are attaired. Currently the greatest differences 

are connected with tte various approaches to occupational medicine in 

c.iffcrent l:eJ:ter 3tates. Obvious}.y occurational :nedicir..e is not suffi

ciently tvrmonized over &11 nine hember St~tes. ~his is because occu

patio:~L: .. l meG.icin8 is go'ing through a critical period a11d -u-"ere are 
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differences of opinion as to the significance, extent and make-up of 

medical exa~inations for preventative purposes. The range of medical 

su~ervision of exposed workers is wid~ ~nd is increasing. I have just 

done u quick calcula.tion based on the populatinn of the nine Member 

States. If we take it that one person in a thousand in the Community 

is at present exposed to ionizine radiation for occupational reasons, 

there are, in the whole of the Co~munity, at least 250,000 persons who 

should be considered as being 'exposed'. Taken in relation to the 

workinc population, this fiGure is not one per thousand but three per 

thousand, since the workine population in the Member States varies 

between 35 and 4o; of the total population. Three workers in a thousand, 

then,are exposed to ionizing radiation. Of these 250,000 persons, only 

1/5 work in industries usine nucleRr energy (nuclear power stations 

and nuclear industries). This means that 4/5 of the exposed workers are 

workine in industrial, medical and scientific sectors and are not 

subject to the same controls as workers on nuclear sites. I would not 

hesitate to aJree th~t the medical su~ervision in nuclear power sta

tions and major nuclear sites adheres very closely to the rules of 

radiation protection. But this represents a privileeed position, because 

since 1945 the nuclear industry has be&n fortunate in that radiation 

protection has been led by established physicists and biolosists who 

have now become masters in the field of radiation protection. But now 

their positions must be filled by new men, and althoush I know that 

there are a number of doctors a~ons you whose competence and ability 

in radiation rrotection matters are above reproach, I am not sure that 

the people who will be takine over the responsibility for radiation 

protection will allhave the same degree of competence and experience. 

The concept of the approved medical practitioner was introduced in 

the B3sic 8afety Stand&rdc and we will abide by this. The medical 

practitioner must obtain his specialized knowledge before or in the 

course of his work and I would find it quite unacceptable, as a works 

doctor, if the mecical pr~ctitioner were unable to play his proper part, 

as is expected of him, in the multidisciplinary team he will be joinine 

for radiological protection work.The dignity of the medical pro-

fessio~ would suffer if he were unable to do this. A doctor responsible 

for the medical surveillance of workers exposed to radiation must 

possess at least some basic knowled3e of radiation protection, either 

from university trai~inc.or from other sources; he oust be capable and 
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worthy of respect, or the medical profession will lose face. Another 

point has to do with the distinction made between A and,B workers. I 

have alreaGy said that this is not a rigid classification and that 

this was not what the IC~F intended. It is also i~portant to avoid a 

situation where catesory B workers, who cost less because there is no 

individual dosimetry a~d no specialized medical supervision, are used 

in preference to A category workers. As for maintenance personnel, I 

have duly noted the fact that there was no discrimination between the 

protection guarantees for outside workers and those for personnel per

manently e~ployed in the nuclear plant. In~eed, any discrimination in 

arrangements for radiation protection would be unacceptable, from both 

the human and the legal points of view. As far as medical records are 

concerned, it is clear that the use of computers is part of a general 

trend towards the collection of dosimetric a~d medical data and the 

establishment of data banks. This is bound to affect occupational ~e

dicine too. Such systems have not yet been perfected but there is no 

doubtinz the importance of what Dr hazaury told us, and the file 

described just now by hioself and his colleague may be taken as a 

startins point for possible Com1"unity action. The main thing is to aim 

at collection of all availa~le data and to devise econo~icnl, efficient 

systems for storage and suLsequent processing of information on ex

posed workers. This colloquium has touched on the subject, but it will 

need to be reconsidered in greater detail at a special meeting at a 

later date. 
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SKIN DECOr·:TAHIIIA TICN 

G. Hohrle 

In the fi V0 years Si!lce the L.:.st S:Gl·lL.J tl..a. mr 2i~T2KTAL A~TD urrsn:P.L 

D~COji':\l.iLJ J1IO:? O.i? lWCLi:AR iiORY-.:.·~B.S in Lurdch in ~;ovember 1969 there 

have been no important nmv discoveries in the field of s:cin deconta

mine.tion. ::Voday' s most t-rclcome e:x:cha.nce of opinions and informa.tion 

should contriot:.t'3 to better 1-:nO)-lleo.g-c of the princi~les and methods 

applied in L~~clivid.'..l:tl Comrnu.nity cou.11tries. 'i'he follmving accotmt 

therefore attempts to give a general survey of sl:in deconta~ination 

me 3.sures, Hi th the emphasis, of necer3si ty, 0~1. ray mm e:cperience. 

~Jhatever me:?Lf.mres are t::.ken to remove skin contaminc::nts, care must 

be t~<:en th·Jt the skin is not evert ax·ed. !.Tost cleD21L1g measures, 

ap'::'l.rt from scru'bbing Hith soap and a brush, Hhich is norme.lly carried 

out immed.i~tely, hav~ so:nc m0cha..'1ically or c}l_=mica.lly c::.brasiv<} effect 

and should not ther'3fore be used tvi thout carer1'.1 co:nsidera:tion. 

~:~erimentc l:.:>.ve shot·m the.t c;.bro.siv3 -thinning of the str.3.tum corneum 

of the epic1err:ds lee.ds to a numb<Jr of f,_,_nctional alterv.ticns of the 

skin, such a3 incre.?...38d water loss, q11ic~:er all:c;.li neutrc::.lisat ion 

(therefore cp.:icker penetre.t ion by solutions) a."ld above all increc,sed 

rouc-lL11~Gs of ~he skin. 'J:lhere occurs in eitdi tion mainly with oech.qnical 

mothocls a. slic;;ht irritatio~l reachir_c; :::;_s f.::-:..r as the corium, detectable from 

an incr0r1.s~ in skin temperat'.:tra even if the Goril}n 2.nd epidermis are 

not injured. In more :pro:'lou ... "lSAd cases, a r-Jd.d:-:J!l:i.ng 811d. · oed~:~t:·. of. the 

such as a skin lesion followed Ol'll~r b~· dischn.rge o.;<> serum and pain 

( n3rve end.s oi the epide':mis) 1 affects o~1l:r the epid .. ermis froo r:m 

a.."l injury is accoop2nied by bleeding, hotlever slit:;ht, the stratu.m 

thR.t tl1"' n:1tura.l b2..rrier against penetration of radioa.cti ve substances 

into the body form,3d b:r the he:.:lthy a.::.1.d intact epidermis is broken. 
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The tissue compositi0n of the sl.cin is not uniform. A distinction is 

P.:71.de bet,;e')n the epi th3lial pc>:t, the epidermis, and the fibrous part 

benaath it, the corium; this t,-Tadually merges into tho subct\t3.1J8ous 

adipose tiss;.;'3 (s,.lbcatis). The epidarmis ·is about 0.07-0.17 mm thick 

excludinG t:>3 soles of the feet, palms of the hands c...11d parts of the 

fin.:;ers an:.L toes, \·rhile the corium is bet>veen l. 7 and 2.0 mm thick. 

11he meet ir.~1-:c:-tev:'lt te..~~.;: ot the corium and more specifically its 

"p11pillo.Y'j" J.?.J':lr" is to nourish the v..vascular epidermis and c<J..r!'y 

metabolites Ev'-1-ray from it. By me&"1S of its closely sp1.ced dome-shaped 

papillae Hhicn co~1tain the fine-meRhed capillal'i8s a.nr1 t'i1eir lymph 

sp2ces, it r~.:>.ch3s up in tmves into tn.e lm·.fest layer of the epidermis, 

the stratlun b:•.se.le of tte .::;""r!'1 le.y~r (stratum .;ermin-'1ti'\mm). The Hhole 

C:.eal of cel:i. clivision takes pl?.ce in t~1is la.y3r, it is pCJI'ticul<-..rly 

sensitive to ionizin: r2~i~tio~. 

·rho str<>..t u.rn .-:;r:c_J.ulos'J.ffi adjoins the str2.t'-..u:t er;rmin<?.t i v1.:.m 8.Xld consists 

otructu:"8S initiJ.~e the cor!1L'ic::dion f't'Ocosr. Xoov·? the st:r<.>.tum 

co . .a b,-J 1,;,:p to 20 ti::ns as thie\ on tl18 f:l.lrm o.:.~ t£1~ hi'l.rl.cls ~..:.1cl soles of 

the j_~eet. It consists o::: cle.?d o~1t :firraly connected epithelial cells. 

and die in a process of co~1t in""J.al :r':lr.:.eTtJ&l .-u1d are cont L1uously sh3d 

Tho e}1i·'ler::1ir> has no bloo<l supply. 1lutrir:mt s are diffused from the 

corium. It l.1~s also bce:'l established thErt, lor ex?,mple, the pen<:;tra.t ion 

of r3.dio.e.c-t i V':'! ::n1bst .::r..cJs thro1.:.5h the s1::i.n into the bocl..y is d.eterr:linecl 

by d.i:CI':.:sion, the di:Z'~~t:sion speed being proportional to t::-1e concentr.::.t ior 

mat-3ri~ls c:-:-1 p,;n::;trs-.t~ s. st:i'.:ici~ntl;;r r•1oist ol.d21 r.r.1ch more quicl:ly 
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order of m~nituQc. This is alco the raason for rubbing talc into 

th'9 h~1ds or ':Tenril"!g thin cloth gloves U.."Hler the rubber ones 

g'9nerally •1sod by persons WOrl-:i:n~ Nith e7q~osecl radioactive substances. 

These noa.s'\.:.rcs ZJ.ir.1 to pre....-ent, o.s fc::.r .:.ts possi"l:il~, the formC".tion of a 

lay·Jr of c0isture on the skin as a result of p13rs:pir9.tion. 

It is t:enerally tho:.'-.~;:1t today that diffusion through the streytum 

cornewa ancl ::::trnh~.~.l lucidt,_m is i'airly rc.;pid, 1·;hile the stratum 

era.:.w:.lcsum has c>. V<Jry lm·I di f'f1.~Si0~'1 Speed in vie~'l Of itS histoloe;ical 

structure :mel thn~ for:nr~ a n<:>.tnr~.l b<".rrier ~ainst penetr."J.tion into 

deeper s:.:ir. la:/ers. ~oluble raclioac·tive substa. .. 'I'J.ces mo.1.y .:;radue.lly 

accumulate in th3 stre.tum granulostw a.."'l.d th<:mce perhaps diffuse further 

down. Diffusion occurs partly into the body and.,. if the sup;>ly from 

the surface of t!l.e s~-:in has diminished sufficiently, also to the 

out sida a,c2.in. A s-..:.bst o..nce which has once diffused throueh the strntu.'n 

t;!'e-llul0su.,.: 1 (iis'J.p.;.~·e:;rs quickly in the body u..'Ylless it is P .. dsorbed. 

b')c.:1.use o? its ctc~:~::.c~J. composition. ::il:in perr.~e~bility, moreover, 

increa~\~s co;.:sider:J.bJ.y if chomic2.l or ·l;'rerm?J FrGr'38SeR or::cu!' ".:t the 

sa..·,o t ir:JP n.s co:ut -:ni~l~t ion. In e;en~r2.l, hoHever, it c.:>.n be s;. .. id thco.t 

r.-~so!'rJtion of:' the m0n~ comElonly used I''ldio!lcti'\rz. material through the 

il"l·toct s::j.:c. iD e.:)r-l~a:'..nly lo1-r, b·,t n0t nezliciole, s.t lea>Jt not ir.. the 

The bi"l':o~;ic~J. ef{:'ccts of radioactive :r.aterialonhum:m tissue, :i.ncludine 

the s~:ir-. 1 (~-"'};'') 1.,r13 on t::,9 type of raO.is..tio:1 and its el".~"r:'::;y. Th~ ren.~tr.:t,-

t :i.on oi, fo!' "3:c::;m~J.:;), a r:=:ys is lo~r (maximurl appro:dm01tely 0.04-0.Co m.il), 

so thc.t the a l;c.:::-t icl<;::l ci.o not reach the radios3nsi ti ve germ layer if 

no cli:.':':;.'tlsio:--~ t.:·;J.-:;:es pL1,ce. If there is, hm·Iever, conce:ntr:?.t ion in the 

strat·w'l zranulosum th0 strnturn gerrr:inativ11m is exposed to a certain. dose. 

Asst~ming thG.t 10,·~ of an a surface co~"lta.~inc.tion of 1 ~tCi/cm2 penetrat~s 
the sl:::in a.ncl tl1at all the penetrated activity accumulates in the strat\:..";1 

[;ra.nu.losur.l, :;;. close rate of 1000 rem/h iz calculated for the stratum 

germinat i vu.m. li'or {3 emitters, the dose rate c'-d.cule.t ion is more 

complicatsd, since rc•.diation of va.riou~ ene~;S:i~s is emitted a.nd the 

ma:x:imu:n range is in D~.n~" c~.ses much gr0a.ter thc:m l•rith a emitters 

(up to 1-2 c::.). using the sa.:nt3 e::cc.:nple as for a ~mitters, i.e. a 
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surface contamination of 1 pCi/cm2 nnd an assucred 10/J penetration of 
I 

the skin, the dose rate to the gerr.t layer may be calculated in a very 

simi,lified. ma:tner at about lC rem/h. $ip.ce Y -emitters are known al

most nlwa:,'s to emit {) r,articles too, calculations were made with 

various radion~clides which showed that with the assumed surface con

tamination of l/uCi/cn
2

, Y-radiation is nesligible for the dose to 

the stratum eerninativum, compared with }-radiation. 

In calculqtinc t~e internationally accepted mazi~um permissible values 

for surface contamination of the skin, allowance was made for the fact 

that the whole epider~is is renewed in three to four weeks. Further

more,a skin diffusion of approximately 10% of the contamination was 

assumed as starting point. The values generally applicable for a 

maximum permissible a-contaminaticn are 10-5 pCi/cm
2

, for ~-conta-
_lf 2 I 

ruination 10 pCi/cm • These values relate only to localized contami-

nation. 

In principle, all measurable activity, i.e. a pulse count which re

gisters abcve zero on a sensitive monitor, shoul~ be regarded as con

tamineti~n which must be eliminated. The intensity of decontamination 

measures, ho\!ever, depends largely on t~s- extent of the ccntamination. 

It i.s virtually i:npossi ole to de fine Hhen de contamination should be 

carriAd out by the contaminated person himself, done by radiation 

protection workers or surervised by the doctor, and this is moreover 

greatly affected by local circumstances and the staff available. 

Previous experience shows that it is most frequently the unclothed 

parts of the body i.~. hands, hair a~d face, which become contaminated. 

Extensive skin contarninntion or whole body contamination are much rarer. 

Shower equirment is hishly unsuit&ble for these types of partial con

tamination, since it wust be expected ·that localised activity e.g. on 

the hair or face 1 even if it were t0 so,ne extent dil ut ecl, will be 

distributed over the ~hole body and really thorough specific deconta

·mination of local raciioactivity e.e. on the hands, would be very diffi

cult under a snower and not really advisable. For this reason wash 

basins which are wid~r and in particular deeper than normal ones -

somewh~t si8ila~ to those used in laboratories - are much more suitable 

for the rarts of the bo~y where local conta~ination is most frequent 

i.e. ha~ds, hair and face. 
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Since tod.ay, ln_..::·~lr;:.rrn, i.e. appro:x.imately 30 to 32°C, is regarded 

as thq r:~ost nuitRble e.nd least harmful H~:.tcr t0mperature for 

d0c0~1.t ~ine.t io:1., it is a:ivisable to provide centr2.l mixer taps in 

:n:r~·r inst:..ll.:<..tio:'ls to -:.void ux:m.ecessary cor.:.tanination of individual 

fitting'3 when us~cl by conter..1i!1ated p~rsons. This also applies to 

shoK·::!r e·~uip.1(!!1t. ~~ ratio o-::.· about 4 yJc:..shbasins to one shm·>er is 

best, in nucl;9s.r ple:-:t r.t least. For shower equipment the follov-rine 

point a srwulr:l. l)<; ooP·~l~v·Jd. 'l1}1e s.ho~·ler hee.d at the top of the shotver 

shOl.'.ld. be e.s -v:id::J anc. flat as possible ::J.:1.d. provide a predominantly 

"~.rerticnl str.~am of 1-:ater. In e.dd.i t ioa, there should be a hc..nd shower 

3.t tho side \·rith a hose about 1 m long vrhich can be dir:?cted at 

loce..lly concen.tr:rt9d contamination on the truni:;: or lees. An approxi

r.latel~r 6-3 Cr.l hi3:h sieve-type perforated plastic platform should be 

:r-J.aced on t!1e floor of the shmter to prevent the feet remaining in 

cont2minated TtJ2.t·;r, since a build-up of vTaste W'3.t-=-r cannot A-S a rule 

b3 .:woided. 'l'he best type of sho-v;ar equipment h:1s in addition to the 

fle..t shov<er h~Ecd and plastic platform mentioned, three to four movable 

shov;er hec-.ds o::1 both side ~·Talls, the lm1est ;~.bout 40 em from the floor 

anJ. tl;:~ otiJers at the same c.l.istance a"oov0, each other. 

It has furth-;r :n··ov~d that, P.xcept i'r'l the c2.se o:f v~ry sli.:.;ht cant ?,mi-

t~·!o ho'Jr'S d~cont<:-.:niJ:l;.tion tim~ is necess'"'.ry. 11his, hoHever, also means 

that tt·:::r-3 m·,_l:Jt, l:·e ?:".O'lt;·h neasu:-i':1.£ devices in the decontanination rool7l, 

8i!.C8 un.YJ.\~CeSSPl';J j0u.r~1e~rq a:.:rl J 2.3 fe.,r as :f-OSSibl3, COYltR.Ct ~vith 

1.Fl"0'1+. ,,_~im::-1: ~d R·~ ~~n· s'-!.ould be avoided. It should. suffice to rr.ent ion 

m~:::-aly in p::1.ssin,:::) tl,?,t containers for con-!;2.ilinJ.ted t·ror1dne clothes 

:::nd shoes must ?.lso be provided in the decont2.mination area plus some 

temporary clot!l.ing v:hich can be worn by the persons concerned u...YJ.til 

thA:f ch:mge into th~ir mm clothes. 

A toilet should be inch~ded in larger decontami~ation areas. Periods 

sp8nt in rooms ~·;ith r-u_'l....YJ.ing we:ter inevitably increase the need to use 

a toilet a..YJ.d there is no apparent re:~.son l·rhy coTitaminated persons should 

net be allot·!ed to do so, if necessary, a.fter an initial careful decon

taraination. Circn.11nste>.nces jn no way justify :-;, sp0cial separate sewer 

as sometimes required by the authoritiAs o~ ~ccoont of radioactivity 
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which mit:;ht be cont?.ined in the faece;:;, since, even in the most serious 

cases of intake, there is no radioactive elimination in the f~eces 

o.uri!l~ the first 6-G hours and if there is ~cti vity in the urine' 

it is so O.ilnted t:hat s:pecio.l :neo.sures e.re" unnccessa.ry. Finally 1 

frorn the medic"·.l poin.i: of vie..,T it is .?.bsolutely necessary to have 

a first aid post or medical room in every lart;e decontamination 

c:.rea, H:here :::~irst aid and prcpz.ratior..s for specia.l transport to 

hospital, if n3cassary, can bo initie,ted and carried out both for 

norm::tl and conto..r:~inated casualties ax:d in case of otl:er radiation 

incidents. 

If t'Vhole body or h211d-:foot contamincdion monitors indic:1te radio

activity, th-3 first step is to 2.ssess its extent and intensity. r: 
the h.::.:'lcls ar2 contQJ;'linated, special attention must also be paid to 

the other D.nclothed p::u-ts of" the boriy, i.e. in particular hair e.nd 

face. If the t•wr1:in[.; clothes 2.re not cont.:unin2.t-?.d, it m2.y be n.ssnmed 

th?.t th0rc is J.lzo no 2-.cti vi ty on th::! body surface covered by the 

cloth·:::s. If the clot:-~cs nre conta.mir .. c:.ted, loca.lized. activity mus-t 

be rrev)~r~~d :fror.: ss;r:.:::aCtin.:; to other areas, or t:1~ s~in, l·Then they 

are renovcd. ;fncn tna outer clothinG h~s been removed, the under-

\':e:1I" shoul.cl b·~ ::te:J.sur~d for conta:dnc..tion <md removed i:' necesscr;;r. 

G3.re raust be t.s..~("!:1 to ensur3 tho.t c>,ctivity on clothing or skin does 

not ent2r th:o: r.r:mth or nose and beco::1a i:;.corporr·.tcd. If the conditions 

of the \'iOrkplD.cc .;·ive reason to believe the,t incorporation has also 

taken place, in p~rticular in the case of dusty or Gaseous comrounds, 

the doctor or tr:.ined health v:orkers should t32~e nos~ and throat smears 

wit:i1 s•,r:.:.bs on stocl::r; as soon as possible; these ar~ tnen to be 

tho radi2.ti0!1 1:-rot·action -vwrkers should h:.::.v-3 th3 person concerned 

blow .his .:1.ose in filter pe.].:'er and this should then be mee.surerl. If 

maz"surc::PE-t s co::1firr:1 th:;~t i:ncorpor.?;t io~1 h2.s t :::tk~m place, body counter 

e:x.0.mElc..tlOl1S or e:~crctio~1 a~alyses must be tmderta2~en to assess the 

upt.s..ke, if nccesss.ry e.f-ter decontonine.tion. 

Th0 success of ~very ::..' .. ccontemin.:.timl treatme~t depencis mainly on the 

spee.:-1, but also on the car\3, 1-Iith w:nich the action is ta.;.;:en. Re.diation 

protect ion ~vor~~ers IT~3t t:C~erGfore b'3 specio,lJ..~r t:ro.,ined n21d cv~ryone 

i::: cor:ts.rniY':-.;tjo~L occttrR. 
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TJ.12 b8ni; ~r-1.~r to r·~:nov~ the skin cont2.oine..nts is thorough vw.sh:i.nc- ttnder 

lul-cr~i;~lr;-,1 rtuTJ.ir.c \·:~o.t~r with mild. ::-:oe>.p c:md :.1 soft brvsh. The t.;hole of 

tborov.~-::J.lJ ri::-1scd :-lith vnter. I 1his we..shinz is to b-:J rr::1r-cated scv3ral 

times for ::;, ;:crio~l o.~ sev;3ral r.1iT.uteG. Only lie;ht pre3sv.rc shoulr1_ be 

the hcn,:s <1-re cont:;;.J:-,inatzi, for eJ~a;npl'3, s:d::-1 folds, nail groove 

and. fin[:cr:ne.ils must b~ c l.canerl with part ict'.l::l.r cr.-.re. The fingernails 

may l,avG to be cut Ehort •. P..:fter this extensive Hashing process has 

been cc.rricd out sever~.l times, the ski:n should be thoroughly dried, 

preferably \vith te;:;,.r-resistent bonded fibre cloth, then checked with 

a measnrir~g instru.m-3nt. In the mn.jori ty of oases, the greatest decent a

mination effect occurs a.fter -the first thoroue;h Hashint:;. :Further 

decont~mination ur.til zero reading or at least acceptable residual 

contaminatio"l is reached cal'l, however, be a lengthyrrocess. 1vashing 

under luke\-rarm runnin.:; \-Tater Hith S':l~p 8-l:.d bru:=;h must be patiently 

rr::p~c;.ted., ev'3n if the ~noni tori.._...~G equipm:mt shm·rs no further dccontami-

nation effect. If results arc not satisfactory, lizht duty deterc;ents 

a::1rl 1r.'ett ing .:v;ent s available oommarcially r:t8.y a.l ~o be used. There are 

moreov:)r various co;T.:ercial prt;parat ions ·...,hic:h c>re used for more severe 

convcntio:1al soilinr.; of the hands and e.rc also r:_r1.:!.ite suitable for re

moving cont~':!ir.::1-tio:'1. 'These rely mostly on ahre.si011. 

In e,ddition 3,:~ citric .;.ci1 hc;,s proved eff·~ctive. 

If the sid:::. is i.1i,:;>·lly cont2.n1in<e.ted, sddition2.l E1easur·3S must be tc;.ken, 

if possible only under medical supervision, since they 8.11 att2.ck the 

skin t0 sor.1e extent. It ha.s been fou.ncl that 2. oonbination of' a l·Tetting 

consirl?r~,_"')L') n.cld.~ t ionc:.l effect • rrhiG 1 001nple.-:in~~ solutio::.. 1 :i 8 CO'npOSer'l 

::;,s follo'··s : S t-: ·ritripl3x III (bi;sod.iu:n salt of ~lYrA), 5 c so(lium 

la.uryl sulph.::;te, S f, st<:;.rch :;,r-,J. 3) ;:: sodi,,m _cr·.rbo::1:;:,te (:--..:-J.hydrous) 

clis.::;obr~cl iYt lOOO r:1l Hc:>.ter~ 'l_lhis sol-atio!: \·rill ~~~op for months in 

2:1ci tlLcn ril'1so:·'t lJ..:'l'-'-·'3!' luken . ..,..:c·ll runninp: \va ter. This process is repea tecl 2 t::- 3 
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The mo8t p:r:'acticP..l w"-y of P.ppl.yin~ this,:md the solutions mentioned 

below, to the cont:::.:nin~ted skin is to ,_,_se ple..stic spray bottles. Another 

substa.l1.ce v;bich has proved useful is 4/~ potassium permanga.n,ate solution. 

:il'or ex:·mple an equally saturated solution· of potassium perma!l8'anate 

and li·~ sulph,J.ric acid solution has also proved successful. Sine~ 

:potassiUl'l perm'3.l1Gan?:.te an.d 1;~ snlphr:.ric .?.ci<i does not keep for longer 

p~riods bec.:w.::;e py-.colusi tc is precipi t::ted, the pot rtssiur.1 perma..l'lge.nate 

solution of 6) ; potassium I-'3rmangE'.natd n.:ncl. 1 litre 1;·; sulphuric acid 

solution c~1 b~ prepared .-;hen requir:ad. This mixture, ~rhich has a slight 

D.cid re3.ctio::1,is to b~ poured over the moistened sl-:in, for exar.1ple the 

ho:mcl, thoroL1::::~l;:r cov3riTIG th•3 nails and cuticles too. The lihole surface 

of the na.:.1d including the a..rea bett-Jeen the fine;ers is rubbed gently 

t-vith n. m~ilbru::.>!:.. After abo1.:t 2 minutes the ha.nrls are rinsed 1mder 

run..l'linc t-rat~r·. This process can also b,~ r~peaterl 2 to 3 times. A.s 

the ski::-! thus acquir~s a d::o...rk brovm colour, it is t:hen treated \-Tith 

a 5/~ Rodiur11 bisul,rhite solution, whicn h.s.s also been freshly prepared 

and reg,?.ias its norrnl colour within 2 :r.i.nut3s, after repeated gentle 

rubbin,; a"'l.l bruc'hin.:; followed ·oy rinsing. It h'3-S provod. ad.va:cte..geous 

to have a supply of 2l.::stic paclcs contai11ing 16-20 e sodium p;yTos,~lphite, 

\•Ihich is simply dissolved in 400 ml o:' water to .obtain fresh 5,; sodium 

bi~ulphit ~ soh,_tior•. 

If it is r~ally hc..rd to r3move the contel!!ination, soda blee.c!:ing 

lye c2..n also b,~ ussd. T'1is sodium h;;1=ool-tlori te is e.v:>.ila.ble commercially 

a.>;.d r:1ust be diluted to "'· conc.~ntration o:i.' 51~. 'rh~ skin is severely 

att2.cked 2-.ncl. if t:!:l::; solution r~mB.ins on ti1~ s~in for any ler~h of time 

slight burnin.g tel\:·3S ¢ace, b1.~t th2 deconta.'!lination effact is often 

very good. 

11h3 d3contQ!Di:Gatiol1 solutions are best used in the ord'3r given, i.e. 

\•Then onr.;! has :'1o satisfactory decontamination affect, the next one is 

to b~ us0d. If :necess-3.ry, th'3S-3 -='.c:nts must be used se-veral ti;nes in 

th~ st:~.t~ci ordGr as lone as this does not involve too much strain 

for the sii:in. I~~ost of the solutions, excludinz the complexing solution 

and citri0 aci6, h::>:ve no specific effect, otht;r than a purely abrasive 

one like the m-?.ch1.nic:1.l meBns used lJ~fore. As e.lre::..d.y mentioned, soluble 

ra.dioact:i. ve sub:::;t c:nces C?.n reach th3 str:J.tum f;r.s.."'.,,loGu:.. of tb~ epidermis, 

Hhich firsts~,;,cks th:)m up like a sponcP.. Som~tim~s 7 ther-=for-9, the 
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la.y'Jr is r•3.::.ched. 'rhis is,however, also the tolerance limit of the 

s:cin i:::' or:e wishes to avoid th~ stratum germin."-':ti vwn which is the 

reg:m"I''"tt ins l.r>~:rer of tha epid'3rmis, end the v.s,sculc,r layers of the 

corium b0i13e,th it 1 b!'\in;:; e,ffected. 'l1his would mean rapid incorporation 

into the Eubcutis c-..:1(l from ther·'3 into the r,v-holA boc.y. 

If ,in spit.:; of :-<11 th·3S"3 me,asures, no s::>.tisfa.ctory d.econt.smination 

effect is obtn.~:ned, or the co.a.clition of the skin does not Rllmv of 

any more t.re:1tiTJent, thn dP.contamination process must be interrt;.pted 

and then continued after some hours or on the follorr:ing day. This is 

a quite acceptable _!)roced.ure, since the cont::J,mination is most unlikely 

to spread after all the deconta.rni:nation measures ta,ken. In addition 

the activity Hhich hc:ts renetrated the stra,tum gra..'1ulosum of the 

epidermis may partially diffuse to the out side again. At Fmy rate 1 

it is often surprising that when one or another of the decontamination 

measures is r~pe:; .. ted after some hours or on the next day, an effect 

can ofti'O'n. b~ ~chieved which was simply impossible beforehand. 

'ro cteGont,minet~ the face and hair, 3A ~itric a?id solution and, if 

11ecessary, th~ comple.:.dng solution can a:so be <:>,pplied in addition 

to water a.ncl soap or sh::mppo. ~fith particularly sensitive parts of 

the skin, the solutions mentioned can be applied. -v:ith sliG"htly absorbent 

cotton Hool after cov:!ring the surround.ine; areas. 'rhe hair should always 

be v1ashed. ui th the head til ted baclc·Jards to avoid S-9concie..ry contamina-

tion of th3 face. If the mucons membr.:mes of the mouth a..'"'ld the teeth 

are contc:.;r;inatcd, the mouth should be thoroughly cleaned vrith tooth

brush, toothpaste e)'lrl possibly 3% citric acid. - ~~ith contamination of 

the thro8..t, ga.-rG,"ling with 3.6); hydroeen pe-roxide is one possibility. 

Rinses ctnr~ Gargles mw=:t not of course. b;:J sv.Tallovred.- If the nos3 is 

contami:lo,t8d 7 3, nasal douch~ usine H::to..,.. or ;'rl~rs~ 01 o.;::ical soclhun 

chlo..,..i~i::> so]_11t.ion is r~commenn.-9dj the e,,,CJitory can.s,l can be ~~r:r·-i.:1.s;ed. 

I~~ tL'-' s-;fcS ar8 cont2Jni:ae,tod, th:~ eyelids are to ·be held wicle o:;_:Jen by 

m-3::t...'1S of th~ thumb a.VJ.d index fi!l.[;0r and. the r')ye· "rinsed thoro'...,_.;·hly 

under r~~:nr.inc \·::J.t er, c.l:oJo..ys 'l"iorkinc f:::-ou the in--..'1-,;r corn3r of the eye 

(sic.3 :1e.::::t "to nose) to the outer to ?.void contc:.rr.il1:J,tion of the t'3a.r 

cJuct s. 
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Adhesive ?luster, sellotafc or soxething similar is recommended to 

remove small localized skin contaminations. J.fter caref.ul shaving of 

any hairs on the skin, these adhesive.itrips are pressed onto the 

contaminatad spot and then pulled off again. This can be repeated 

several ti~es if necessary. (Care should be taken to avoid undue skin 

dama0 e). 

All the decontamination measures mentioned refer, of course, to intact 

healthy skin. ~~fter decontamination has been completed, the skin should 

be treate& with a rrotective cream. ~ith persistent severe contamina

tion, cloth cloves could perhaps be worn in between treatments or a 

dressing could be attached by means of a gauze bandage. 

~he attsched decontamination regulations contain a summary of both 

general and specific decontamination measures and should only be 

applied under su~ervision of doctors or workers specially trained in 

radiation rrotcction or industrial hy6iene. 

DISCUSSION 

Dr HU:3LET (Be lei Ul:J) 

Having heard Dr Nohrle's well-documented paper, I should like 

to comment on the following points: 

- on the subjPct of gloves and the use of talc to absorb perspiration, 

it is better to wear a pair of rubber gloves on top of a pair of 

thin textile (cotton) gloves than to wear a single pair of textile

lined rubber gloves; 

- the w~ter taps for the washbasins should not be hand-operated (foot

operated ty?es, fo~ example, are preferable); 

- \!orkers liable to be con ta.mina ted (i.nternally that is) must be given 

prior instruction and i~formation on correct decontamination methods. 
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Why did you not mention decontamination by dilution in your 

paper - for example, washing contaminated areas with non-rvdioactive 

sodium iodide in the case of contamin&tion ~ith iodine-131, or washing 

with phosphate buffers after contamination with phosphorus-32? I have 

found that washins with these solutions gives very good decontamination 

in cases of contamination with these nuclides. 

Dr MOEHRLE (FRG) 

In reply to our Belgian colleague, first of all, I should like 

to say that I agree ·Completely ~vi th his com:nents. 

To answer Dr Ritzl's question, I would say that the use of 

phosphate buffers for contamination with F-32 is most effective, but I 

ar:~ not sure whether isotopic dilution of iodine is to be recommended. 

Dr CATII-AY (Hetherlands) 

1. Where should the first decontanin~tion treatment take place? Should 

this be on site and if so which chemicals should be made available 

there? 

2. I am surprised that you recommend removal of contaminated clothing 

in the decontamination building. I think it is better to leave 

contaminated clothes in the immediate area ~nd to transport people 

to the central buildinc after they have chansed their clothing. 

3. Has Dr MBhrle any experience of skin resor~tion of iodine-131 in the 

form of potassiu~ iodide? 

Dr EOi:HrtLE 

Stronger uzents, such as rotassiu~ perman~anate and soda bleaching 

lye, are only intP.nded for deconta~ination of the hands. ?or the rest 

of the body, I would use the complexiLg solution, or I would just scrub 

the area with soar and water. Of course I agree that contaminated 
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clothins should if p9ssible be removed in the contamination area or 

nearby, 'but tine and again we have found that contamina.tion of clothing 

is only detected when the persons concerned arrive at t~e central 

buildinG, a.nd :or this reason con t...::tiners should also be available to 

deposit clothin~ there. I cannot give you any more detailed informa

tion on resorption of ioeine. 

Dr CAi'.rJ~ 1 (NetherlanC:s) 

Vhat eecontauination agents are provided at the place of work? 

Dr l~OE:mLE (FEG) 

At our centre, where there are so~e 2,500 occupationally exposed 

persons; only so~p and water, and someti~es citric acid, are available 

on the spot for self-decontanination and everything else is kept in 

the central decontaoination area. 

Dr JCLIVE~ (CEC) 

I think that the various methods proposed by Dr Lohrle for ef

fective decont~~ination of the skin are the best methods currently 

available, for t:1ey are straightforward and their value has been de

monstrated over the years. Some ti~e a~o, however, several authors 

noted that radioactive particles tend to move down the hair follicles 

and settle in the sweat glands. They observed that these particles 

could 1e brouc~t b3ck to the surface by sweating. 7hey therefore pro

posed decontarr.ination treatment by sweatin~ and showed that when the 

skin of the body was expcri~entally subjected to external contamination 

then made to sweat, part of the radioactivity trapped in the skin 

aprendages returned to the surface. A good deal of t~is radioactivity 

could then be reooved in the usual way, by washing, or with adhesive 

textiles, sellotupe or plaster. Should _this J:<ind of treat:nent be used, 

or should it be avoidee, as being too ti~e-consumin~? 

Dr HOEIIRLE (i!"'RG) 

This would depend on the extent of the contamination. We use 

this kind of troutment where n~cessury, but sometimes one can manage 
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without it. I would only recommend local decontamination with adhesive 

tape etc. if it cannot be done in the moral way by washing.· 

W i j k e r (Netherlands) 

1) In some plants special attention has to be paid to contamination of 

the working environment with trithun, especially during shut dovm 

periods, as this can lead to internal contamination of the worker by 

penetration of tritiated water through the skin. The probability of 

such a contamir~tion is highest were heavy water is used as a moderator. 

But also in a pressurized light water reactor tritium is produced in 

appreciable amounts in the primar;y coolant as a consequence of the 

addition of boric acid as a burnable poison. The chance of contamination 

with tritium in a plant with a boiling water reactor is one or two 

orders of magnitude smaller than with a pressurized water reactor. 

The tritium problem leads me to the proposal to include as a discussion 

point during this meeting also the question hm-t fast tritiated water 

will penetrate the skin. Here the _thicknesses of the various skin 

layers will play a part. The values ge::1erally used are obtained from 

mea~~ements on dead skin samples, as far as I know. Some measurements 

on living skin however seem to indicate that in situ the layers are 

somewhat thinner. This difference seems to be caused by the dis

appearance of stretch when removing the skin from the body for measure

ments. (Publication in Health Physics?) 

2. I want to take the opportunity to put right a mistake that has occua~ed 

in my paper on decontami~4tion read at the Euratom symposium at Munich 

in 1962 and to stress the necessity of reading the last version of your 

article where possible. I have noticed that some translators make 

mistakes. For instance in my paper the translater changed roy right 

English text "eye-,.rashing in a direction from the nose" into "eye

washing in the direction of the nose" on his· own account and without 

notice. Away from the nose is the correct treatment. 
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Dr MOEHRLE (FRG) 

I do not have any precise information on the diffusion of tritium

contaminated water into the skin with time; I do know that tritium can be 

detected in the urine as little as 5-10 minutes later. In reply to the 

question on skin diseases, I am afraid I cannot give you any details; I 

am acquainted with the paper you mentioned, and it is true that in part 

the experiments were only carried out on dead skin. I would imagine that 

the results would be much more favorable with living skin. 

Dr LALU (France) 

1. Which of the methods mentioned by Dr. Mohrle in his paper are in fact 

new, and what advantages do they have over older methods? 

2. Where there is resistance to decontamination, might it be useful to 

apply Vaseline and leave for 24-48 hours? 

Dr MOEHRLE (FRG) 

In me~ paper I made a point of saying that there have been no 

important new discoveries in this field in the past five years. However, 

having been asked to give a report on this subject, I decided to give a 

general survey of what is lmov-m now, and that is unchanged. I do not know 

of any more recent methods of decontamination. The reply to your second 

question is that we avoid using Vaseline because of its high fat content, 

and use lanoline or similar cream for skin care. 

Dr ZUIDElf~ (Netherlands) 

In general occupational medicine we have observed that some rubber 

and plastic gloves are surprisingly permeable to hydrocarbon solutions 

and sometimes even aqueous solutions. 

It is therefore recommended that before use, the various types of 

gloves are tested in the laboratory with the solutions used in radiological 

work. 
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Tnis is a very interesting piece of information. We have no experience 

of this type of thing, as most of the work at our centre is carried out 

with large rubber gloves in hot laboratories and in glove boxes, and there 

are very frequent cases of allergic skin reactions to the rubber. 

Dr CAill.UCHAEL (U.K.) 

My question perhaps extends, in part, to yesterday's discussions in 

respect to unfitness for radiation work, this involves the compulsive 

finger nail biter. Because of the great difficulties, even after cutting 

the nails short, of decontamination under the nails, should these people 

be excluded from the risk of hand contamination? 

Dr !.10EHRLE ( FRG) 

Yes, I would agree with you. One of the most important contra 

tions for contamir~tion is acute or chror~c skin disease and at the preli

minar~ examination affected persons are, from the outset, barred from work 

with unsealed sources of radioactivity, although there is still a possibility 

of employing them in other controlled areas Hhere there is no danger of 

contamination. Hl1en reservations are expressed on health grounds, we 

distinguish between reservations about suitability for work involving 

unsealed radioactive substances and more general reservations about 

unsuitability fer a~y kind of work in controlled areas. 

Dr LE GUEN ( 

Skin conta.rnination is rarely straightfoi"\t-..ard and is often accompanied 

by internal contamination. I think that the latter is just as important, 

if not more so, because of the risk of contaminants migrating through the 

lungs or the blood to the critical organs. 
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In view of this danger, immediate action is often called for on 

the spot. For this reason wo have recomm~need immediate. inhalation of 
11DTL.;_-Ca 11 ae-rosol in cases involvinc afmosFheric and/or skin cont~mi

nation by plutonium-238 and 239. The sooner this treatment is applied, 

the ~ore effective it will be • 

. ~t CEA and Fontenay-aux-~oses, we are now planning to provide 

persons exposed to these haz.:trds with a portable "Spinhaler"-type 

aerosol for inhalution of a dose of 500 mg of micronized DTFA-Ca in a 

snap-tor ampoule (treat1aent based O!l the findings of Ducousso-I'asquier 

ot al. Den/CR.:..;.::.;,~ - to .be publist.ed in ":Zadioprotection"). 

Dr l:OE!IRLE (IRG) 

I quite acree that roughly speakine 30~ of all contamination is 

accomranied oy inta.~~e resulting :from inhalation. · ie try to monitor this 

by nose and throat smears, ~r by asking the subject to blow his nose 

into filter pa,er, and analysing the result so that appropriate 

measures can be taken. However, tl1is is done in the central deconta

mination area, not at the place of the accident. 

Dr JJUiEET (France) 

I think it is wrens to treat radioacti7e contamination of the 

skin in scch a dramatic way. In the vast majority of cases it is a 

run-of-the-mill occurrence and it would be a pity to apply measures 

which are out of all proportion to the actual risks involved, both from 

the economic point cf vi~~ and from the psyc~olo3ical point of view, so 

far ~s ~orkers are concerned. 

Dr I·:CEERLE (FRG) 

On the whole I would asree entirely. I .was not at all happy about 

beine given this ratl!er barren subject and would have much preferred to 

give a raper on internal decontamination measures. Anyway external de

contamination is virtually everyday practice in radiation protection. 

At our centre we have had more than 2,500 cases of contamination, of 

which so~e 70~ were very minor cases where it would not be worth 
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applyin~ these mcthofs. Cf course this was untrue for the remainder, 

and in the case of skin diseases such as psoriasis or e~z~ma of the 

hanc~s. In these cases the 9erson concer·ned must be barred from work 

with ra~ioactive substances, as there are difficulties with deconta

mination. 

I acree with Dr Xoehrle, especially with the point about radio

active decont6mination bein~ a daily routine. No such concern is ex

pressc~ about caraee mechanics who have to wash their hanas before 

meals because they work with dirty oil and grease. If atomic power had 

been in usc for a thousand years a~d th~ notor car had just been in

vente~, special rrecautions would be taken - ~echanics would have to 

wort with glove boxes and would be barred from ~ork if they had sen

sitive ski~. But this is not the case, even thoueh some of the products 

used in eara~es can c~use skin cancer. 

I would li~e to speak i~ supfort of previous two speakers. As 

the resfonsible of:icer for 2000 rueiation workers I know the occupa

tional physician cannot be present when the accident happens. He must 

train th0 tea.,! ~1?1ich .starts \d th ttl€: \·/C•ri:er.3 and r.10V€:S UIJ through 

stages of cuF~bility. ~he ~an on the job must cover the first two 

hours. Tben a skilled nurse ane health physicist will be av~ilable. 

An occupational ~hysician illay be availa~le after 4 hours. It is there

fore NiSt::n tial that t~le im:::!C uia t1-) Cleasures .s.re Sl.l!:I le • 

Dr BO~JKE::\ (U.K.) 

I a[;ree 'v:ith the last speaker. In our e:qerience most deconta

~ination of t~e intact skin is done in the m~in chanzeroo~ and never 

reaches the me~ical services. I won~er whether Dr E~ehrle would care 

to widen the sub~ect a little and Eay a fev wnrds about wound decon

taoination. ~s Dr Er.3kine said on CEGB stations i~itial treutment is 

carrie2 o~t by first-aiders a&~ ~ust therefore be simple. However, 

even superficial ~cu~ds can present proble~s particularly of detection 
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Rnd measuremP.nt. To help to overcome this difficulty our normal pro-

.. cdure is to monitor- the cause as well as the effect. If contamination is 

detected, simple techniques as tourniquets, washing with light scrubbing, 

~tc. are carried out by trained first aiders under the supervision of 

Health ~hyEics staff. If necessary further measures are carried out on 

the an·i val of nursing and medical staff. 

Dr HOBHRLE (F2G) 

I do not have anything particular to say in answer to your 

queRtion, but on the whole I agree with you. If I hav~ put more 

emphasis on certain asrects, it is bec~uso at our centre in Karlsruhe, 

wr hav~ nome 600 persons working with unAraled plutonium. The whole 

subject of contamination appears in a different light wh~n one is 

dealing with other radioactive substances. 
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J. Lafuma 

Several experimental studies have been carried out to remove 

insoluble radioactive particles from lungs in 't,hich they had settled. 

The only method vlhich has proved effective up to the present is pulmonary 

lavage, generally carried out with a physiological solution of sodium 

chloride. 

The research was carried out on several animal species: dogs, 

rats and baboons (1), and approximately 50% of the particles in the 

lungs were rerno'red by this method. Only one human contaminated with 

plutor~um-239 oxide has been treated by this method, which enabled 

a fraction of the contaminant (2) to be removed. 

For several years the C.E.A. has been carrying on research to 

develop a pulmonary lavage technique for use on humans. 

So far the experiments have been conducted on 80 baboons (3 & 4). 
They can be summed up as follo'tvs: 

- 13 animals free of Pu were subjected to lavage for histopathological 

studies of the method itself; 

~ 67 apes underwent lavage after inhaling Pu-239 oxide. 

Of these 67 apes, 47 were used to perfect the method and 10 were 

put down for a histopatholoeical comparison of the treated animals with 

similarly contaminated untreated animals. 

The last 10 animals were kept for studies on the effectiveness of 

lavage vli th regard to the animals' life expectancy. 
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During these studies no injuries due to the lavage itself were 

observed, but 5 apes died as a result of the anaesthetic, no facilities 

for resuscitation being available. 

I. Method of nulmomry lavae;e 

I.l ~Both lungs are lavaged with an interval of one· hour and 

respiration is assured each time by the lower lobe of the opposite lung. 

- oxygenation and degasification times were reduced to a few minutes. 

- lavages were begun at the earliest 24 hours after contamination, since 

this is the time necessary for, on the one hand, the particles deposited 

in the respiratory passages to be eliminated and, on the other hand, the 

particles deposited in the alveoli to be phagocytized by the macrophages: 

- thus the problem is one of eliminating as much as possib~e from these 

cells 

- the liquid chosen for the lavage is a 9% solution of NaCl 

- the experiment showed that preliminary oxygenation and degasifica.tion 

increase the method's effectiveness. 

I.2 - Recovery of lavage liquid 

- 95% at each lavage with the exception of the first, where less liquid 

is recovered. 

I.3 - Elimination of the activity and number of macrophages 

- Results shm-r that the first lavage gives distinctly better results, since 

it is this operation which eliminates the ascending macrophages. 

- If the proportion of macrophages eliminated during each successive 

lavage is studied, it can be seen that there is no useful purpose 

served in conducting more than eight. 
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II. Effecti'reness of pulmonary lavage 

The following results were obtained from lavages repeated at 

weekly intervals : 

lavage 1 (D + 4) 12% 
tt 2 (D + 11) 19% 

" 3 (D + 18) 34% 
tt 4 (D + 25) 40% 

" 5 (D + 32) 52% 

II/2. Determination of a set procedure 

- The experiments show that the yield decreases during the first three 

days and becomes constant at approximately 10% elimination per lavage. 

In addition, the ;yield does not depend on the pulmonary burden. 

-The laboratory's current procedure is to a~~inister the first lavage 

at D + 1, a further lavage at D + 4, then one lavage per weeJ~. 

In a total of 10 lavages, 5o% of the deposited material was recovered. 

- In practice, the number of lavages must be modified according to the 

effe~tiveness of lavages already carried out, since individual variations 

are considerable. 

- In addition, it can be observed:that pulmonary lavage is conducive 

to the passage of active particles into·the interstitium,which has a 

decontaminating effect but at the same time increases the burden of the 

lsmphatic nodes. After some months, decontamination of the alveoli of 

certain animals reaches 9lfth. 

III. Ph,ysi.opo.tholot;,v 

- Checks showed that variations in cardiac and respiratory rhythm, 

blood pressure and composition of the gases in the blood were temporary and 

that recovery was complete. 
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- The anatomopathological examination revealed 

- slight swelling, inflam~ation and some haemorragic areas. In 4 days 

the lungs returned to normal. 

The pneumocytes I disappear and changes in the pneumocytes II are 

o~served in the first 6 hours. 

- BetHee!l 6 and 12 hours afterwards, polynuclear leucocytes and 

megacaryocytes are seen to appear in the alveoli. 

- After 12 hours the epithelial membrane is restored and after 48 hours 

the lung is normal. 

- No lesions were observed 3, 6 and 12 months after such courses of 

treatment. 
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TRITIUM CONTAMINATION AND EXTRARENAL CLEARANCE 

Ph. Hen::ry 

Summary 

In cases of significant internal contamination by tritium, a 

therapy aimed at accelerating the turnover rate of tritium in the 

body should be applied. 

The purpose of this study is to determine the effectiveness of 

extrarenal clearance methods in hastening the elimination of tritiated 

water. The results of our experiments show that the biological half 

life in man can be reduced to 13 hours by peritoneal dialysis and to 

less than 4 hours by hemodialysis. 

The type of treatment and its duration should be based on the 

calculation of the dose commitment; in practice, this can probably be 

reduced to 5% of the initial concentra~ion. 

I - RISKS ARISING FROM TRITIUM 

Tritium, classified as a low toxicity radionuclide, is handled 

in industry although its potential danger is considerable because of 

its high specific activity (app. 10
4 Ci/g for T2 and 1.5x1o3 Ci/g for HTO), 

its marked volatility and its capacity to diffuse through a very wide 

range of materials. Tritium most usually finds its way into the body 

in the form of tritiated water, which is absorbed rapidly through the 

skin and the lungs. The partial conversion of tritium gas into HTO is 

the result of biological or spontaneous oxidation and of isotopic 

exchange with H atoms in water vapour. In whatever way it is intro

duced, tritiated water diffuses and spreads through all the water in 

the organism, extra- and intra-cellular. Within three to four hours, 

This study was carried out in cooperation with the Clinique desMaladies 

Metaboliques et Endocriniennes, Clinique Saint-Eloi in Montpellier. 
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a state of equilibrium is reached in all the aqueous compartments ot 

the organism, which is thus completely irradiated. 

After a single contamination, the tritium concentration in the 

body water is progressively reduced as the water in the organism is 

replaced. The biological or effective half life of the tritiated water 

ranges from 7 to 14 days with extremes of 4 and 18 days. The average 

is between 9 and 10 days. 

The CIPR, in its publication No 10, reduced the half life re~ 

commended for calculating the dose received by a standard man from 

12 to 10 days. (1) 

A fraction of the tritium contained in the tritiated water is 

exchanged with the hydrogen atoms of organic molecules. This organic 

component has a much longer half life, of the order of 1 to 3 months. 

However, its share of the total dose is so slight as to be negligible 

(2, 3). 

II - METHODS USED IN TREATING CONTAMINATION BY TRITIATED WATER ( 4) 

In order to eliminate the tritiated water more rapidly, it is 

clearly necessary to use therapy which will shorten the average life 

of the water in the organism. 

II - 1~ Renal Clearance, Osmotic Diuresis 

The first therapy, the least aggressive in a healthy subject, 

is hydrotic diuresis, which consists.of having the subject ingest large 

quantities of water each day; but this very soon becomes intolerable. 

The perfusion by molecules with a strong osmotic effect, which 

can be filtered by the kidney and are riot re~bsorbed, promotes a 

marked degree of diuresis; this is known as osmotic diuresis. It can 

be simply achieved by perfusion with mannitol or urea. This treatment 

producing diureses of from 5 to 8 litres per day, can reduce the 

biological half life of the tritiated water to less than 4 days. 
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For more intensive osmotic diuresis, it is necessary to monitor 

the central venous pressure, insert a catheter into the. bladder, 

measure the hourly flow and ensure hourly clinical supervision and 

frequent biological monitoring. 

II - 2 - Extrarenal Clearance 

The purpose of extrarenal clearance methods is usually to 

maintain or to restore satisfactory biological equilibrium in patients 

with acute or chronic renal insufficiency, by eliminating toxic mo

lecules and waste substances contained in biological fluids. 

Two methods are used: peritoneal dialysis and hemodialysis. 

II - 2a - Peritoneal Dialysis 

This treatment consists of injecting into the peritoneal cavity 

a given volume, usually approximately two litres, of isotonic or 

hypertonic fluid which absorbs the substances to be eliminated by 

exchange with the blood through the serous membrane of the peritoneum. 

After a residence of variable duration, the fluid is drained off 

and replaced with fresh fluid. 

The time between the beginning of the injection and the end of 

the drainage constitutes one dialytic cycle. 

The cycles are repeated until the desired result ia obtained; a 

session normally lasts 24 hours, but may be extended if necessary. 

II - 2b - Hemodialysis 

Hemodialysis is based on exactly ~he same principle as peritoneal 

dialysis, but exchanges between the blood and the dialyzing solution 

take place not through the serous membrane of the peritoneum but 

through a semi-permeable membrane in a machine known as an artificial 

kidney. 
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The patient's blood circulates in a cellophane pocket around 

which the dialyzing solution flows in the opposite direction. A cannula 

or arteriovenous fistula must be used ·for the circulation of the blood 

outside the body. 

II -2c - Exchange mechanisms in extrarenal clearance 

The peritoneum behave& in practically the same way as an inert 

semi-permeable membrane; excha~ges through this serous membrane obey 

'the traditional laws of osmosis and diffusion and are of the same 

nature as the exchanges which occur during hemodialysis. The difference 

.between the two methods lies in the kinetics of the exchanges. 

In both cases the effectiveness of the clearance is due main+y 

to the diffusion of molecules through the membrane. 

III - CLEARANCE OF THE TRITIATED WATER BY PERITONEAL DIALYSIS 

III - 1 - Theoretical study of the "kinetics of the clearance process 

In the interests of simplicity, we have supposed that only one 

~ubstance was on either side of the serous membrane of the peritoneum: 

the body water and the dialysing solution. 

III - la - Kinetics of diffusion during a cycle 

Diffusion obeys Fick 1 s law: 'the rate of diffusion of one material 

in another is proportional to the negative of the gradient of the 

concentration of the first material'.· 

Let K be the proportionality or permeability constant of the 

membrane for the substance under examination. 

let : 

1 refer to the body water 

2 refer to the dialysing solution 
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vl a.nd v2 be the volumes 

c1 and c
2 

be the concentrations at time t 

c1•0 and c2•0 the volumes at time t - 0 

At time t = 0 all the molecules are in substance 1 

When the concentrations on both sides of the membrane are equalized, 

the situation is : 

and 

The calculation of the concentration at time t in the dialyzing 

solution gives the following formula : 

in which 

vl + v2 
K = the diffusion constant 

vl v2 

III -lb - Kinetics of clearance during dialysis 

t, the total length of a cycle, is taken, as a first hypothesis, to be 

equal to the time taken for the diffusion. 

Let c
1

•0 be the concentration in the body water at the beginning of 

each cycle. 

The proportion cleared in each cycle is equal to 

0 
v

1 
• v 

2 
(1 ·- e- A.nt) 

l.o v + v v2 
=r ___ ...,.1.___..2...._ _______ = -----

.A t· 
(1 - e- D ) 

The mean cleared fraction per unit of time ..\E is therefore given by 



The proportion A.E represents the clearance constant or relative clearance and 

0.693 
=--- , the clearance period. 

At the end of the Nth cycle, after a dialyzing time D = Nt, the 

concentration in the body water is given by the equation : 

in which ci represents the initia~ value of cl before the test 

(c1 •0 of the first cycle). 

The absolute clearance CL is obtained by multiplying the relative 

clearance by the volume to be cleared, viz.: 

= 

According to this formula, the clearance should increase with the 

flow of dialysate and move eventually towards K, the peritoneal 

permeability constant. 

Experience shows that the clearance reaches a peak, then falls 

when the flow of dialysate is increased. There is a simple explanation 

for this phenomenon. 

Only part of the peritoneum is involved in the exchanges which 

take place while the peritoneal cavity is being filled and drained, as 

if part of the time t were lost in a resting phase during which no 

diffusion takes place. 

In these circumstances 

- let m be the length of the resting phase 

and 0 = t - m the effective diffusion time. 
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The constant A~ is then obtained by the formula 
I.i 

·-0.693 t-m 
1-e ~ 

t 

The calculation shows that, for a given value of m/TD' there is 

an optimal value of t which corresponds to a maximum clearance AE• 

By giving the relative value of the unit of time t in terms of 

-0.693\-m 
1 - e D 

t/TD 
it is possible to calculate the numerical values for 

when the ratio t/TD is varied. 

The graphs thus obtained are shown in figure 1. The duration of 

the cycle and consequently the flow giving the best clearance can be 

selected by reference to the graphs when m and TD are known. 

III - 2 - Experimental work 

The subjects tested in the experimental work were anuretic 

patients suffering from acute or chronic renal deficiency and who were 

being treated by peritoneal dialysis. 

III -2a - Protocol of the experiment 

Labelling the water with tritiated water 

- Ingestion when fa~ting of 50 cm3 of tritiated water containing 

approximately 1 millicurie and twice 50 cm3 of rinsing water (activity 

evaluated before ingestion). 

Three hours later a sampl~ of blood is taken in order to 

measure the activity of the water in the plasma in equilibrium with 

the body water. It is clear from the available data that this provides 

ample time. A test carried out on a healthy subject has provided 

confirmation of this. 
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Figure 2 shows that the peak of the activity of the water in the 

plasma is reached 14 minutes after ingestion and is stapilized at its 

equilibrium concentration in less thari two hours~ 

Peritoneal dialysis process 

The dialysing circuit consi~ts of an injection v~sael and a 

drainage vessel both connected to ',he intraperitoneal catheter by a 

Bimple Y joint. The two tubes are clamped alternately during the in

jection and drainage processes which are effected by gravity flow. 

The fluid is drained off into a measuring jar to determine the 

distribution and quantity of the substances being examined. 

Throughout the experiment, the volume injected per cycle is 

fixed nt approximately two litres of a solution containing: 15 g of 

glucose, 100 meq of sodium chloride, 35 meq of sodium acetate and 

3 meq/litre of calcium chloride. 

However, the length of the cycle is varied according to the 

purpose of the test. 

To simplify the description of the test, we shall call 

- t
1 

the injection time for the dialysing solution, 

- t 2 the residence time in the peritoneal cavity between the end of 

the injection and the beginning of the drainage, 

- t 3 drainage time, 

- t = t
1 

+ t
2 

+ t
3 

the total time taken by each cycle~ 

The duration of t 2 varies from one test to another and, in some 

cases, two different times are used during the same session of dialysis 

in order to observe their influence on ~he ef£ectiveness of the 

clearance. 

At the beginning or end of each session, ~ome cycles were express

ly used for studying the characteristics of diffusion using methods 

described below. 
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Samples taken during dialysis 

These comprise 

- blood samples taken at regular ~ntervals, every three or four 

hours, the first being taken after ingestion and just before the 

beginning of the dialysis (D = 0). In some cases a monitoring sample 

was taken two hours after the end of the dialysis session to detect 

any "rebound" in plasma activity, 

-varying numbers of samples of dialysate taken during the dialysis 

after drainage or taken during cycles used for studying the diffusion. 

III -2b - Presentation of the results 

The results of the measurements w_ere ·shown in volume concentra

tions or activities expressed as 
1

uci per litre of water contained in 

the plasmas (C1 ) or the dialysates (C2 ). 

Calculation of the volume v1 'f the water compartment 

The water compartment is calculated according to the formula 

Vl = Activity ingested - Activity eliminated 

Per unit volume activity of the water in the plasma 

The plasma activity is that of the sample taken three'hours after 

ingestion. 

In the case of anuretic 'patients, the activity excreted through 

the skin or the l~ngs in these,three hours is considered to benegligible. 

Calculation of the constant J.E and of the clearance period TE 
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-A. D Rather than show the function c1 = Cie E on semi-logarithmic 
} 

paper, we preferred to take napierian logarithms of the c
1 

values and 

ehow on paper with linear coordinates the straight line describing the 

function : 

The straight line graph gives the ·values of the constant .AE' viz.: 

ln ci - ln cl 
D 

Calculation of the diffusion parameters 

a) Calculation of diffusion time TD 

~wo methods were used. 

- Method using a dialysing cycle 

After injecting the dialysing fluid, samples of approximately 

5 ml were drawn off every five, then every ten minutes by the evacuation 

catheter, after the solution lying in the catheter had been removed. 

The first sample was taken immediately after t 1 • The concentra

tion c
2 

of the tritiated water in each sample was determined, and C eq 
was calculated using the formula 

The value cl.O at the b~ginning of the cycle, hereafter c1 , was 

x·ead off the straight line graph of plasma acti•vi ty. It waa then 

possible to draw the ascending exponential c
2
;c = 1 - e-Ant and the· 

eq 
descending exponential. 

1 - C /C ::-. 2 eq 

The .negative part of the straight line representing the linear 

function ln (1 - c2;ceq) = - A. 0t is the constant . ..lD' from which the 

diffusion time TD is deduced in accordance with th~ usual formula 

TD = 0.693/.tn• 
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- Method using several complete cycles 

Several complete cycles, including drainage, were carried out 

successively keeping t 1 and t 3 as constant as possible and gradually 

increasing t 2 • The same calculations were made as in the previous 

method, using the appropriate C value for each cycle. eq 

A straight-line graph was plotted, taking for each value of 

ln (1 - c2;c ) the abscissa corresponding to the complete time of eq 
the cycle (t = t 1 + t 2 + t

3
). This straight line passes through the 

ordinate 0 (on which 4.6 = ln 100, if c2;c is expressed as a pereq 
6entage) for a value of t greater than 0~ equal to the value m of the 

resting phase in each cycle. 

b) Calculation of the dead time m and of the effective diffusion 

time 0 

- When diffusion had been studied over several complete cycles, 

the value of the dead time was obtained directly by using the graph 

described above. 

- If diffusion is studied over a single cycle which does not 

include drainage time t
3

, the graph cannot be used to calculate the 

dead time. 

It can, however, be calculated indirectly by using the measure

ments taken of the dialysates recovered during the session from cycles 

for which t 1 , t 2 and t
3 

were standardized. 

Ocan then be calculated· by using the formula c2;c =Ieq 
The dead time m is then obtained from the equation m = t - 0 • 

Calculation of absolute clearance 

Taking a minute as the unit of time and a millilitre as the unit 

of volume, three formulas can be used to calculate the clearance ex

pressed in millilitre/minute. 
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1) CL = AE • v1 • This formula gives the clearance bas~d on the 

development of the plasma activity. It measures th~ total clearance, 

peritoneal and extraperitoneal (sweat and expelled air); this latter 

.form, in normal conditions and excludin~ any perfusion, represents 

only a negligible proportion of the total clearance. 

2) CL = 
c2 • v2 

• It is possible with this formula to calculate 
cl • ~ 

the clearance, cycle by cycle, using real and measured values of 

c2, v2 and t, the value cl being read off the plasma activity graph. 

The clearances thus calculated measure only the peritoneal clearance. 

Naturally, they fluctuate from one cycle to another. In any pase, 

an average clearance can be established, the value of which depends 

mainly on the number of cycles examined. 

v
1 

• v
2 

1 - e-AnB 
3) CL -- V1 + V2 • t • It is possible with this formula 

to base a forecast of the peritoneal clearance on the diffusion para

meters alone. The same formula, using the curves in Figure 1, may be 

used especially to calculate the optimal residence time in the peri

toneum required to obtain the maximum clearance in operating conditions. 

III - 2c - Experimental Results 

' Six sessions of dialysis were performed for five patients. Details 

ou the methods used in each session have already been published (~ • The 

graphs showing the stages of diffuDion and clearance are given, t~o 

per session, in Figures 3 to l4t The first shows the stages of diffu

sion in the peritoneal fluid, the second de6cribes the clearance of 

the body (water in the plasma) during the peritoneal dialysis. 

A summary of the values obtained is given below. 

* See figures 3 to 14 pp 153-164 
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III -2d - Summary of the experimental study of peritoneal dialysis 

Diffusion times - Table I 

TABLE I 

Diffusion times 

Patient No 1 TD 12.4 mn 
Patient No 2 TD = 28.0 mn 
Patient No 3 - Session 1 TD 31.5 mn 
Patient No 3 - Session 2 TD = 23.5 mn 
Patient No 4 TD = 18.3 mn 
Patient No 5 TD = 20.4 mn 

Average T. 
D = 22.3 mn 

There is a significant variation in the diffusion periods between 

subjects. It seems to be shorter in those suffering from chronic renal 

insufficiency, repeatedly subjected to dialysis, but this requires 

corroboration. 

TABLE II 

Dead Time (mn) 

(tl+t') ·-
!Patient Direct calculation Indirect calculation m/Ct1+t2 ) average 

1 - 13·6 26.2 0.52 
2 - 8.3 24,7 0!34 

- o.o 17.3 o.oo 
3 I - 5·3 20.5 0.26 

- 3.7 18.4 0.20 
3 +I 6•0 - 18.0 0.33 
'4 4.6 - 18.0 0.25 
5 3·0 - 18.0 0.17 

This table shows that the dead time represents approximately 

25 %, or 1/4 on average, of the sum of t 1 + t
3

, when it falls between 

18 and 20 minutes, which is the normal time taken for an incident-free 

cycle of dialysis. 
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Clearances 

The cases studied show a good measure of agreement between the 

clearances calculated by different methods; the few discrepanciee noted 

can be explained. 

The table below shows the experimental peritoneal clearances and 

the maximum clearances calculated on the basis of the average injection 

and drainage times noted during the sessions. 

TABLE III 

Patient CL (ml/mn) CL {ml/mn) max 

1 35.5 36.0 
2 31.6 36.5 

3 I 27·3 28·5 

3 II 28.0 31.0 
4 36·8 41.0 

5 34o9 41.0 

Aver~ges 32·3 36.0 

Note: When sessions of dialysis included two stages, we have retained 

only the stage best suited to the elimination of tritiated water. 

Conclusion 

What results can be expected when a person contaminated by 

tritiated water is treated by peritoneal dialysis? 

The clearances achieved during experiments reached an average 

of 32.3 ml/mn and they could have been improved to 36 in optimal 

dialysing conditions. 
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It is also possible to estimate the probable clearanc~ on the 

basis of the average values adopted for the diffusion parameters. 

If 

4 (standard ma:n.) vl = 4.3.10 ml 

v2 2.lo3 ml 

tl t3 = 20 mn 

TD = 22 mn 
-2 -1 iln = 3.15.10 mn 

m = 5 mn (25% of t 1 + t3) 

Then : m/TD = 5/22 = 0.23. 

The best clearance is obtained for t/T D ~1, viz t::::: 22 mn. In 

these conditions : 

e = 22 - 5 17 mn and CL vl v2 • 1 - e-AnO = 36 ml/mn 
v1 + v 2 t 

To this value can be added the normal clearance which,~in a 

healthy subject, amounts to approximately 2 ml/mn for a daily balance 

between 2.5 and 3 litres. This therefore-results in a clearance of 

38 cm3/mn. 

The clearance constant is deducted 

and the clearance period TE 

38 X 60 

4.3.10'! 

' -2 -1 
= 5.3.10 h 

0.693/AE·= 13 hours. 
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IV - Clearance of tritiated water by hemodialysis 

IV - 1 - Summing up of basic principles 

The theory of the artificial kidney is sufficiently well known 

for a detailed explanation to be unnecessary here. We shall therefore 

merely refer to a few basic principles. 

The mechanics of hemodialysis are the same as those for perito

neal dialysis but it is a continuous process, without a dead time and 

depending basically on the quality of the membrane, the geometry of 

the kidney and the flow speed. 

The cleansing power of an artificial kidney is expressed in 

terms of dialysance, wkich are identical to those for clearance used 

in reference to natural clearance. 

If 

Q
1 

is the blood flow in ml/mn 

Q
2 

the flow of the dialysing medium 

c
1

E the concentration of the substance in the blood on entering the 

dialyser 

c
13 

the concentration of the substance in the blood on leaving the 

dialyser 

c
2

E the conc~ntration in the dialysing medium on entering the dialyser 

c
23 

the concentration in the dialysing medium on leaving the dialyser 

The dialysance D is obtained by using the formula 

O, which is the most frequent situation, the formula 

becomes 

When the streams of blood and the dialysate are flowing in the 

same direction, the best result is obtained from the dialyser when both 

fluijs have-the same concentratioc on leaving it: 
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The calculations then show that 

D max 
1 

or -D--
max 

When the dialysate and the blood flow in opposite directions, 

theoretical equilibrium is reached when c23 = c1E: The maximum dia

lysance is then equal to Q
2

• 

In practice, commercial dialysers, in which the two fluids flow 

in opposite directions, do not achieve a real counter-current extrac

tion such as would enable ideal conditions of equilibrium to be achieved 

with the rates of blood flow used. 

The limited extractive power of all dialysers is not generally 

due to the quality of the membranes, but to flow characteristics and 

to geometrical conditions governing the distribution of the blood and 

the di.alysa te. 

The best dialysing conditions are generally obtained with 

a flow of dialysing medium four times as great as that of the blood. 

IV - Experimental work 

IV -2a - Protocol of the experiment 

The two patients subjected to tests had multiple injuries and 

were suffering from acute renal insufficiency. The conditions in which 

the water was labelled with tritium and the activity of the biological 

fluids measured were the same as for peritoneal dialysis. 

The hemodialysis process 

In the clinic St Eloi in Montpellier for metabolic and endocrinal 

diseases, extracorporeal flow of the blood is ensured by a surgical 

operation, under local anesthetic, during which a Scribner type arterio

veinous circuit is inserted between a distal artery and a vein in an 

upper or lower limb. 
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Disc kidneys of the KIIL type and "P.T. 150 cuprophane" membranes 

are used. The "heparinisation" of the patient is general and continuous. 

The rate at which the dialysing medium flows through the kidney 

usually varies between 500 and 600 ml/mn. The dialysing medium consists 

of : 100 meq of sodium chloride; 35 meq of sodium acetate; 3 meq of 

calcium chloride; 1.5 meq of magnesium chloride and 1.5 meq per litre 

of potassium chloride. 

The following samples were taken during the session 

- blood entering the kidney : one ~ample per hour; 

- blood leaving the kidney : two or three samples; 

- dialysing effluent : one sample every half hour. 

Analysis of the results 

The results were used to 

- calculate the volume of the water compartment 

- plot the clearance exponential, log c1E as a function of time. 

The straight line representing the development of the activity 

of the dialysates, ln c25 as a function of time, was plotted on the 

same graph. 

- Calculation of the dialysance by the two formulas 

Since the voluminal activities c15 and c1E were the eame as those 

of the water infue plasma, the calculations of the flow Q1 (and the 

dialysance) were based on the water, allowance being made for hematocrit, 

and on the average volume of water in the plasma (94%) and in the 

globules (66%). 
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- Comparison of the dialysance achieved and of the clearance deduced 

from the plasma clearance graph. 

IV -2b - Experimental results 

Patient No 1 - Mis~ MES 

Volume of the body water V = 904/37.1 = •.•• 24.3 litres 

. Hemodialysis Conditions 

Because of the low hematocrit reading in this patient, we u~ed 

only one sector of the kidney, since a two-stage dialysis might have 

resulted in serious resuscitation problems. 

Blood flow .................... Ql = 128 mlimn 

= 115 ml of water/mn 

Dialysate flow ................. Q2 :.:::: 600 ml/mn 

Interpretation of the results 

Clearance constant (se~ Figure 15, p. 165.) 

Clearance period 

Clearance AE V 

Dialysance D = Q1 

• • • • • .. • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • .. • • • • TE = 4 .. 2 h 

(0.164/60) • 24.4.103 = ...•.. 66.5 ml/mn 

~ - ClS) = 115 (1 - 0.44) = 64.5 ml/mn 
\ clE 

- 600 x Ooll = 66 ml/mn 

The correlation between these values is satisfactory.· 
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.Patient No 2 - Mrs DES 

Volume of body water V = 890/36.05 = ••• 21-1-.6 litres. 

Conditions of the hemodialysis 

Because of the clotting of an upper stage of the kidney at the 

beginning of the session, which put that stage out of operation, the 

hemodialysis was carried out on one sector only. 

~lood flow Q1 = 160 ml/mn = 138 ml of water/mn (hematocrite = 29) 

Dialysate flow Q
2 

between 650 and 580 ml/mn (average 615 ml/mn). 

Interpretation of the results 

Clearance constant (see Figure 16, p. 166 ) 

Clearance period •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• TE = 3.5 h 

Clearance .lE • V = ¥o99 x 24.6 = Bl-6 ml/mn 

Dialysance D Q1 (1 -01s) = 138(1 - o.424) 
01E 

79.5 ml/mn 

C2S = 615 X 0.133 
01E 

81.8 ml/mn 

In view of the precision of the flow figures, the correlation 

between the values is satisfactory. 

IV -2c - Conclusions on the study of hemodialysis 

In this very brief study of hemodialysis, the modest results we 

have obtained are due to the fact that, for various reasons, it was 

possible to use only one sector of the kidney for clearanceo.In both 

cases, the dialysances obtained for tritiated water (66 and 80 ml/mn) 

came to approximately 58% of the maximum theoretical dialysis repre

sented by the flows Q1 (115 and 138 ml/rnn) of the water in the blood. 
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There is good reason to think that this performance could be consi

derably improved if a complete kidney were being used and that it is 

possible to obtain a dialysance approaching 90% of Q1 • 

Assuming an average blood· flow of. 180 ml/mn, viz 145 ml of 

water/mn, in a healthy subject weighing 70 kg, a dialysance in the 

region of 130 ml/mn might be expected. 

The following averag;e values can therefore be taken for tlte 

standard subject : 

CL = 130 ml/mn 

AE = 130 X 60 = 1.81.10-lh-1 
43.103 

IV - 3 - Comparison of peritoneal dialysis and hemodialysis 

The incontestable advantage of hemodialysis lies in its effec

tiveness, which is noticeably greater than that of peritoneal dialysis. 

The use of an artificial kidney for clearance does, however, present 

certain disadvantages, in particular: 

- the need to use an artery and a vein 

- the time required for the process 

- the risks involved in the use of the artificial kidney. 

The main disadvantage of peritoneal dialysis is the danger of 

infection which can be minimised by proper asepsis. 

On the other hand, this method of clearance has considerable 

advantages : 

the short time required for preparations; 

- the patient's arterio-venous system is left intact; 

- an extensive deployment of staff and equipment is not required 

for supervising the patient's equilibrium; 
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- the process can, if necessary, be extended over several days and the 

dialysing cycles may be controlled automatically. 

In conclusion, peritoneal dialysis is the therapy to be preferred; 

hemodialysis is only advisable in exceptional cases. 

This leads us to consider what procedure should be followed for 

different levels of contamination. 

V - Procedure to be followed for different levels of contamination 

The level of accidental contamination by tritium is evaluated 

by calculating the dose (dose equivalent) received. 

General formula 

where : 

D = the dose in rems to the critical organ 

f = effective energy in MeV abEorbed by disintegration 

m = mass of the critical organ (in grammes) 

Q = the total burden of the activity in the crital organ in 
1

uci-days. 

Contamination by tritiated water 

• -3c r- ) f = 5. 7.10 F. Q = 1 ~] 

• Critical organ ( in whole body). The highest concentration of 

water, approximately 80%, is in the gonads and the bone marrow. In 

these conditions, the activity of the critical organ is evaluated by 

multiplying c, the concentration of tritiated water in the body water 

or the urine, by 0.8. 
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Taking C to be the integral of the concentration in the urine, 

the general formula becomes : 

D -3 51.2 X 5.7.10 X 0.8 XC 

[ D = 0. 233 c I 

The dose is expressed in rems or in millirems, depending on 
-1 -] 1-1 J.-1 whether the integral is given in 1uci ml j · or in 1uci If 

we assume a single exponential retention function then : 

t 
0 = J O Ct • dt 

...t-1 
= co (1 - e- .At ) 

and for t » T, 

C ...t-1 co 
.A-1 D - o.23 c0 

If we attribute to T an average value of 10 days (...t = 6.93.10-2 ) 

the following formula.can be used to evaluate the dose received: 

f D = 3.37 co J 
The value co is the initial concentration of the tritium in the 

body water, when the status of equilibrium is reached. 

As a guide, we shall give the burden in the body Q0 which 

corresponds for a standard man to the value co 

lst patient 

D less than 10 rems 

c0 less than 3 uCi cm-3 ·; 
Q

0 
less than 130 mCi 

No intensive therapy seems justified. The only recommendation 

would be to increase the daily ingestion of liquids. 



2nd patient 

D between 10 and 100 rems 
-3 c0 between 3 and 30/uCi-cm · 

Q0 between 130 mCi and 1~3 Ci 
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It seems to us that this patient should be hospitalized and 

treated by osmotic diuresis which, if applied for some days, should 

reduce the dose received by half. 

3rd patient 

D in excess of 100 rems 

co in excess of 30 Ci-cm3 

Q0 in excess of 1.3 Ci 

When the dose equivalent is higher than 100 rems, we think that 

intensive treatment is required. The choice of therapy, osmotic diuresis, 

peritoneal dialysis or hemodialysis will depend basically on the dose 

receivede In most cases it will be possible to use peritoneal dialysis, 

a moderately aggressiveprocess which can be carried out promptly in a 

hospital environment. 

The length of time selected for the treatment and any decision 

to use hemodivlysis will be based on careful calculations of the dose 

which, depending on the treatment, will actually be delivered. 

We shall take as an example the case of a standard man who has 

accidentally absorbed 10 Ci of tritium 1 which,roughly, corresponds to 

an initial volume activity of 230 1ucijcm3 and to a dose of Boo rems. 

The total dose D received by the contaminated person can be 

divided into three components. 

1. n1 = dose received during the time between the incident and the 

beginning of the treatment. We shall assume this time to be equal 

to 4 hourss 

2. D2= dose received during the treatment with a half life of 13 hours. 
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3. DR = dose to be received after the dialysis, with a half life of 

10 days. 

The total dose received D will be equal to the sum of D1+D2+DR. 

The following table sclts out the doses received depending on the 

length of the dialysis. 

TABLE IV 

Dose in rems delivered by 10 Ci of HTO in standard man 

Dose received ~ Boo rems 

Treatment by peritoneal dialysis 

Duration 
of the Dl D2 DR DT 

Dialysis 
-· ·-- -- -
12 hours 9 20 410 439 
24 hours 9 30 216 255 
36 hours 9 36 I 113 158 
48 hours 9 

39 1-~- 60 ~ 108 

D/DE 

55% 
32% 
20% 
14% 

·-

This table provides a simple forecast of the effectiveness of 

the treatment depending en its duration. 

If we take 48 hours as the maximum reasonable duration for the 

dialysis, a dose approximately seven times less than the received dose 

can be attained. If this reduction is thought to be inadequate, it 

would be necessary to consider beginning hemodialysis as soon as 

possible in addition to the pa£jtoneal dialysis. Such a decision could 

be taken if calculations show that 4B.hourst dialysis will not be 

enough to bring the dose belcw 100 rems~ 

A therapy combining the two methoda of clearance can give a half 

life equal to 
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Let us suppose for the sake of example that, in the case studied 

above (absorption of 10 Ci by a standard man) the hemodialysis begins 

12 hours after the beginning of the p~r~toneal dialysis; other factors 

remaining unchanged. 

Depending on the duration of the hemodialysis, the following 

results are obtained : 

TABLE V 

Peritoneal Dialysis (12 hours) + Hemodialysis 

Duration 
of the Dl + D2 D3 DR DT D/DE 

~emodialysis 

12 hours 29 4.8 25.5 59 7.5% 
24 hours 29 5.1 1.6 36 4.5% 

Dl = Dose before treatment 

D2 Dose during the peritoneal dialysis 

D3 = Dose during dialysis + hemodialysis 

~ = Residual dose received after treatment 

DN = Total dose 

This table shows that one can hope to reduce the dose received by 

a factor of 20. 

A greater reduction of the dose could only be obtained by re

ducing the delay in beginning treatment. 

CONCLUSION 

Extrarenal clearance is an ideal_ treatme~t for accelerating the 

elimination of tritiated water in the case of serious accidental conta

minationo The procedure which we recommend should not be regarded as 

inflexible; it may be modified in the light of the clinical features 

of each case. Nonetheless, we think that it can serve as a guide in 

making the necessary decisions when incidents occur. 
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perforned on occ~Eion, a~d w0 are curr~ptly ~evelopinJ a~ infrastruc-

!:.urt~ for carr:,•:l!1i~ out l~va_:::10r:: in ti1t> ce.Dr:: of un aceic1ent. If tomorrov 

yoH fJ·:::r:t c.. suhjsct c.-l::t:-,ulLJ~!tl,;d 'I·J:.th l;o Ol' 50 /t::.Ci of plutonium-2.39, 

1 t!-::i.~~1-: L1w.t u pul·11o:~e_:ry 1~-ife-_:·o;; ::-:oulc~ be cnrried out \tiith a good 

Could 1 ~sk Dr L8furna one qt::.estiori and make one cc~~ent? 

1. In Hhat chc:r,ic<...l c:~n.d p~:.:;rd cal for::: ~ .. :ere t!1e rc._Cli.oactive materials 

2. ':he coH:m._:•;~:- refer::; to UH; treu_t~·:eut c-~" iLte.st'-:rl rc·,,lioc.;:::tive rnate

r~~ls. J\l::::::L-le.,to hr ... G 1Jecn shc>·IH to e.:-(ucc the ~~;;porr,tion of stror!

tiu~-90 fro~ the cut by ~ factor cf 4. ?ot~sciu~ io6i~e and iodal~ 

ca': be usee~ :oJ:' trc::.tr.;E:·n~: of thyroi(: irra_;:'iatior, t'y .radio~~ctive 
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Dr STOTT ( U. :·~.) 

Firstly I concrntulate Dr ·Lafu~a on his excellent work and also 

0:1 bi<3 cour:.•-~e. D'J.r:L:1£~ discussior;.~:-~ j 11 the U.K. on this subject none 

of our ~atio~~l cxpe~ts could deci~e on a lune burden of insoluble 

.a-c ... i. ~. tc:.:·E: :-.· t ·.,;-:~ :\. c h this ire at,....:.::, r.-t r;L oulr1 be started. Lafuma has 

spoke~l cf 10/u:i ·_,rJ-d c 11 ir• in f<:;_ct DJ ~~lo.st lCGO r.wx:imum perr~li~sible lun:; 

hu.rc~r;rs. I -_,_,,1 cu:··::: }.t"' ·,;jll c-;crec t':-u:,-:--. thiD is tte sort of accident 

\v}:ich bo:r.~fully is ver-y rare. !-Ie aL::o s'dc\ th8.t the treatl'Jent l!1Ust not 

me~>ns tJ-;;:t t:·1erc is Jitt18 time to Ji1d;o accurate estimat0s of lung 

burdr:n. J,_, -..:e hElve St. E".itu--:tion ·,:Ler•· r:1. ra.re ty_pC' of accir~ent nn.:st b8 

dealt v:: LJ~ r1n:Lcl-:ly 0.11::~ t}le trot~_blc is th!:l_t unless hosri tal ar1'angemer.ts 

initinJ. eErosited ~ctivity. If JOU ~t3rt nt lOOO maxi~um per~issible 

s0, shc:1uJ.C: i -: 'os .zi ven sir.-ml tancot;:~ly or c.fter the lav.J.ce. 

l:eys. Dw:~~ :1;J tllink t!.-e response \:c,ulr1 be eqt:a.lly c:;oo6 in the typical 

\.;orl-:.er ~:•.': I!>~,ve in t:i:t€:! U .!(. - a :r.ic]_dlc--aged sr.wl:inr:; bronchi tic? 

It is ef fecti veJ:r E1. bove 10 mi crocuries thn t treatment should be 

conditio~s of the accieunt ~auld t~v~ to be very unusu~l fo~ the lunss 

to a';)sc•rl.J a E!a.Gs af rxJt<>rial reprc:~3e~:;.tl.·lG 1(: t:;i.~~rocu.rir::s of radioacti

vity. On the other ~anJ, our experje~ce ~ith plutonium-?38, and plu

toniv.:::-2.:;/3 oxic1e in pr..-rticuls.r, ir~r'l..i;:;:\tec that t:1is type of accident 
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could v<."'ry .,,1':'11 happeJ.:. T!:e macs of r'1c~.tcrial required is very small 

and the diff~eibility of plutonium-2~f is very high. Lnd basically 

Lllis :netlwrl, ~-f a!:.:.~ t:hen it iFJ apr lie(:, vlill be used m'3.inly in the 

case of contamination ~i~h plutoniu:n-23e oxide. In such a case, with 

a cor;lpletF)J_y insol ublc o~dc e 1 ike tl': {' p1 utoni tH!l o~ides, DTPA 'dould ad<.1 

nothinc to tl1n decontaminEtion effect. But with acericium and curium 

oxi~cs jrhalcd i~ the for~ of i~solublc particles, we often observe 

extrcr1cly rapi~ solubili~ution in the lungs an~ pul~onary lavage would 

th crefcre not ~0 \Wrtln:1d..le. DTPA aJ rmo is much rt;ore effective. That 

iG why it ic i7:iy:0rtant to check the-· t the substance to be elir.lina ted 

is j.noolubl~ before com~encine tre&t~ent involvinc lung lavace; other

H:l_sc tr:cre j G no roin t in doinr:; the J s. v:.f.;e. As for your come1en t on 

extra:jJ:.::>.tic.r: fror:: :r;r:Lm::..t.e:~E:i to '.vor~crs, it is rather Difficult to e;ive 

you an ::··.~1S'::er on this 1 i1.S He do have J.j ttle ~:rrnrttmi t~, to test the 

treatL·E:nt o•1 }:11LiHn bsinc:s. It is to b~ Jwpe~1 t.h;: .. t ;.:orkers twuld rer::ron.1 

In th~ conr:::;e 1)f t':'1e discussi )n •.;c hc.ve tot:cr,ed on on.c: problcr.t 

is q1~~ tr; not':·,e,l :.n r..uclear :'1cc;ic:i r1c to 'olDc;( ioC:ir,e r::~etabolism not o!:ly 

in t1:c thy:·(lift sln.::td bt~·l, i'1 aJl CelJ D •:JiU• .:~.r. lC'f.i.L:e uetabolisa~, CS.f.•e-. 

c5ally ~~~tric cAlls, ~y in~e~tion of rotacsiu~ ;erchlorate or i~jection 

iodin·~ co:l U. :nin.::t tio:1. 

thyroiJ ~l~n~, whi~~ is t~e only pr0ble~ fro~ the ~oint of view of pro

tectio~1. 
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Dr ·.n.JI.:"'CR (Netherlcmds) 

Jn;::;ol uhl::: I uc
2 

cone en tra t.2s in the ly:~r·h noccs &nd c:;i ves a more 

conce~trated irrh~i2tion there than srread in the lung. Is this incor-

:pore tc d in :=:e t tin::::; :::. vnl ue as incl.ica tion- for lnvaee? 

In the caE;-:: of =:.lrha emitters I sl>0i· 0 of .qcti vi ty levels, not 

no.(,f: •· the fi2:ur(;:._; re1:re.sc1Jt leveL:; of microcuries and nanocuries in 

the Plveoli. Given tl1e differenccc in dis;crEion, ~~lculnting in rads 

\>.'O'Jl!l be of 1: t tJ. c V"'Je. On t~1e ot!1 er han·d, for beta er:'li t ters, which 

havv ;o lon:::.;er r.')!l_r:'/~ I I !wvc ci VC'Tl the fi.::;nres in rc:~.cls beCY.US€ the ene:r,:sy 

of bcd.n _D3.rt:Lclo:E~. <:al·l vu'!·y very •.·d.rlely <:.:J.cl it \vould be of little use 

fi.Lure of l,CCO n.~_?.s ,_,s the l·2vcl a:Jove · ·-1h:i.ch Ltva3e treatnent may be 

cc,n.-:.j ·':-·=·t.;d for l::c-:Ja r:r:~ittcrs. ~!e ca·:nct calc:xl."' te in ru.:-:s for alpha 

e:Hi t cers. 

Your tests and measurem~~ts wore on a~~ric subjects, jith healt~y 

subjcci3, ~1ere ren~l func~io~ iG perfectly ffi&int~ine~ with peritoneal 

c'lialy,:.;is, Hh9..t ef~'ect 'wJill '!:hif' oiurc::Ji.c l:av~ 0.':1 t~le cf.fcctiveneBS of 

ti1e i.·.D.~ (E; irJ.still:-.tion cf 21 c.f liqn::.( ':!ill a:fect diurenis). In 

in ur;iJJ:_:; the pcr:i.to:::e:?..l techn:Lqur:: '::ith he'll t:i1J SUojects i:n :_1referenr.e 

to c·.:::: .. 10 t i:J di ur0~~is, ':Ii·d :::h c:.1:1 be carric0 out Hi thou t a~1y specie.l 

equir:nent, even th;:·.t '.ihich is nor:nz.lly av.:.'.iLJ.ble? 

norrYil .fil tra tior;. '.Jy t::.e kidnc?ys an() hca~odialysis, I juct thi:r..k thG. t 

norr~J~'.l kiz111f?Y fil~:cation it.: ro"J.L_;h}~· C.,CCC: 1:3.tres per :-llinute and would 

t~1~refore c.-:·.:1..~ tu t:!£ filtr:~tio .. l s~fec: of t~1r: cx·Lra-rena1 r1ethod. I ~lo 

not see ~hy t~ere a~ould ~c a&y i~terfer011Ce as lo~: as the individual 
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en.ts or drinks, 

Dr. RITZL (FRG) 

VhRt ~isc~sen or conditions would; in your opinion, represent a 

contr~-indication for pulmonary l~vaze? 

I do not Lnov1 • I think you i'fould have to ask a specialist in 

lJHl!!lOllary :tJ~· tholo~y; I ad.n:i t that I ha 1,:e not thoush t c-,bout this. 

Dr f.'.r\~U!..Li• (Itr:.Jy) 

At \·:h:I ch J.cvel of contar:dn'1tion of the lung by insoluble beta 

e;·Ji t ters c:e> :;;ou s1.:~;cest tc .r·ecommenc ru~.:;!Oni..ry lavage; considering 

lhat the event of pul:~~nary fibrosis ~ust rea~ona~ly be excluded? 

I ::;nve the fi.::;ure of 1, C(:2 r,"l.d ::> j_n R. nor:-na.l :i.ndi vic~.ual contami

rated v;:i th a ver:" :>·.'r'o- 0cta emitter r-ro('i.ucecl by fien:i.on and v:ithout 

a1~y o th•n- ac.~ni tiona.l tnzi ci t;y. T!1is ic ':3. tF ... ni c fi...:~ure, r..ot an absolute 

v&lue; it is the limit ~bove which onr: ca~ Beriously consi~er the poG

sibility of treatme~t by lunc lava:e. C1viously the figure would be 

lo\:er in the ce.se of radioe.ctive cv":-JSt~,ncos :i.n a :orm havine e. very 

h:i.t:;'ri level cf che:·d.cD.J. to:·.ici ty. 
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BIOLOGICAL HAZARDS OF EXPOSURE TO HICRO\VAVE RADIATION 

E.H. Grant 

In this brief communication the facts concerning the effects of 

microwave radiation on biological tissue will be review~d and inter

preted in practical terms. Areas where controversy still exists will 

be discussed and mention will be made of some of the outstanding 

proLlcms yet to be solved. 

More than 15 years ago the maximum permissible recommended power 

level for microwave workers in the United Kingdom1 was proposed as 
-2 10 m\1/. em. • This was in line with the American recommendation which 

was based on observstions made 2 on rabbits.that cataract could be 
-2 produced by ~icrowaves at power levels 6f about lOOmW.cm .• Bearing in 

mind the possi l1le errors in dosimetry and the. fact tha. t different 

species might react differently a figure of ten seemed to be an appro

priate scaling factor for the purpose of producing a maximum permissible 

intensity for personnel working with microwaves. This figure of 
-2 10 mW. em also appeared to be of the correct order of magnitude in 

that it is only about twice the amount of· heat given out by the human 

body under normal conditions. A typical human has a surface area of 

about 2 square metres and loses heat at a rate of lCO watts, i.eo 

5 mW. cm-2 • In the past few years the American Standard3 for the 

emit.;sion of radiation from micro\>:ave ovens has been lowered to 1 m\oJ.crn- 2 

at 5 em distance from the oven at the time of its sale and not more 
-2 than 5 mW.cm · during the working life of the oven. The maximum per-

~itted levels in the USSR and other Eastern European countries are 

10- 100 times less than the American figures. The first comment which 

must be made i::; that it is necessary to distinguish bet\'/een a microwave 

hazard and a microwave effect. Clearly there must be some effect when 

microwaves interact with a medium, whether it is an animal or a piece 

of inanimate material. Whether the effect constitutes a hazard depends 

very much on the circumstances and upon personal opinion. However it 

would be emphatically agreed that cataract is an undesirable effect and 

that the risk of its production in those exposed to microwaves must be 

reduced to negligible proportions. To date no cases of bioloeical injury 
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have been observed in man which can be clearly and unambiguously at~ 

tributed to microwaves at incident power levels of 10 mW.cm- 2 or below. 

As large numbers of military personnel have been under close medical 

survei1Jance
4 

over a period of time longer than that during which 

cataract would be expected, this result is reassuring. At higher power 

levels lens opacities in humans due to microwaves have been reported5, 

as have r8tinal lesions
6 

due to microwaves of an unspecified power 

level. Also there are the well known cases of glassblowers cataract 

or furnace workers cataract which occurred in the days before pro

tective goggles were mandatory. These latter cases of cataract were due 

to infra-red radiation but the low frequency end of the infra-red region 

merges into the high frequency end of the microwaves region;the banic 

difference between the opacities is that tcey occur more superficially 

in the lens for infra-red radiation. 
-2 At microwave power levels below 10 mW.cm various effects have 

been reported. For example mice exposed.to microwaves of an incident 

power l~vel of 0.5 mW.cm- 2 were affected in that the circadian rhythm 

of the mitotic index of the bone marrow cells was shown7 to be signi

ficantly altered 24 hours and 48 hours after exposure. After three 

days a full recovery was observed, with no significant difference bct

w~en the exposed animals and the controls. There is no reason to expect 

that Dimilar effects would not be observ~d in man. At still lower 
-2 power le;vels - even as lo~1 as 5 ;u\v. em - effects on i.solated nerve 

and muscle fibres of the frog have been reported by Russian workers
8 • 

These effects include a slowed conduction of nerve impulses and an 

( -2 increased synaptic delay. At slichtly higher power levels 30;uW.cm ) 

inactivation of the brain of cats and rabbits has been described
8 

and 

in the Dame paper numerous effects on the central nervous system of 
-2 aniffials are reported at incident power levels of between 1 - 10 ruW.cm • 

One must presume that these effects are reversible and therefore need 

not necessarily be designated a hazard. However, in the same publica

tion it is claimed that irreversible damage to the reproductive system 

of mice can occur at Pxposures of 10 mW.cm- 2 and evidence i~ also ad

vanced that lens opacities can b~ produced in rabbits my microwaves of 

power level 10 mW.cm- 2 • Another relatively low-level effect, which has 

been repc~ted by French workers9 , is the reduction in the sensitivi.ty 

to paralytiin~ drugs of rats irradiated with 3 GHz microwaves at an 

intensity of 5 mW.cm-
2

• 



The above facts taken together appear to indicate the· possi.bili

ty of contradiction between the conclusions arrived at by different 

workers in the field of the biological effects of microwaves. Of the 

various reasons that might be proposed .to account for this, two are 

particularly worthy of consideration. They are the difficulty of 

measuring power levels accurately and the variation with frequency of 

the biological effect for a given incident power level. In other words 

it is only possible to make strict comparisons between two experiments 

concerned with the biological effects of microwaves if the frequency 

is the same and if the dosimetry is accurately controlled in both 

cases. Until such time as a small isotopic and \'ddeband field 

sensor l,lO,ll is developed and the eff~ct of geometry is understood12 

the errors associated with the measurement of incident power level at 

the surface of an animal are likely to be large. Given an accurate 

value of this power level a knowledge of t~e electrical permittivity 

and conductivity of the ~ppropriate tissue (e.g. lens) is required to 

calculate the energy actually absorbed13 • Although there is an under

standing of the electrical properties of tissue below 1 - 2GHz it is 

necessary to make the corresponding measurements at frequencies higher 

than this, patticularly as there is good reason to expect rapid chan

ges with frequency of these electrical parameters as the frequency is 

increased14 • Furthermore absorption of energy in the water immediately 

adjacent to the bioloeical macromolecules (bound water) 14 will become 

increasingly important at the high frequency end of the microwave 

region, as will the possibility of resonance absorption15. Increased 

research effort in the areas of dosimetry and the electrical proper

ties of tissue over a wide frequency range will help to resolve soma 

of the apparent ambiguities and contrndictions existing in the field 

of microwave biological effects and thcil· associated hazards. 

All references are to the International Symposium on Biologic 

Effects and Health Hazards of Microwave Radiation~ "WarPaw., Octoberl973, 

sponsored by the World Health Organisation, the U~S. D~pariment of 

Health, Education and Welfare and The Scientific Council to the Mi

nister of Health and Social Welfare, Poland~ Proceedings are published 

by the Polish Medical Publishers, Warsaw, (1974). References to ear

lier work can be obtained by consulting this volume. 
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BIOLOGICAL RISKS HESULTING FROM THE USE OF LASERS 

L. }.fire 

Between 1960, when Maiman and Jayan developed the first laser 

beam and 1967-1969, resear~h has centred mainly on the principle of 

laser emission itself with a view to creating new types of ·laser and 

increasing the levels of power and energy emitted. Since then, while 

theoretical research continues in the laboratories of universities 

and large industrial firms, there is an increasing tendency for laser

based sys~ems to be devised and put intq uoe. At present, such systems 

are used in metroloey, data banks, telecommunications, holography, 

machining, microelectronics, nuclear research and medicine, and this 

list is not exhaustive. 

It is quite cleal· that in view of theR~ applications, which are 

as numerous as they are ·~·a:ried, users have felt concerned about the 

dangers w~ich might arise from such systems and during recent years 

we have seen many reeulations of a more or less official nature intro

duced to deal with the use and installation of lasers. It is therefore 

useful, at a time when lasers are being developed for industrial use, 

to try to evaluate the risks involved. 

The first feature of this problem is that it seems impossible to 

solve it without understanding the nature of laser radiation and the 

manner in which it reacts on tissues. 

If we consider the history of ita development, the laser, which 

is an acronym of "light amplific;..~.tion by sti;nulated emission of radia·M 

tion'', should be an amplifier of optical electromagnetic waves using a 

quantum process. In fact, "lasers" are haE·.:ically g•-r. ··:'a torn of coherent 

electrome3.cnetic radiation at optical f:c~:quen.cies. ln "...:onVC1ltionaJY 

optics, a light source radiates in all directiona in space and the 

waves associated vli.th the different photons .vhich make up this radia

tion have a variable phase. Besides, all photons do not necessarily 

have the same wave1engthe On the other hand, with laser emission~ the 

waves associated with the photons are all in phase, there iu radiation 
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in only one given direction and all the photons have the same wave

length. 

In brief, a laser beam is therefo~e an emission of electromagne

tic waves coherent in space and time whose wavelength is in the vi

sible infra--red or ultra-violet region. 

There are different types of laser, classified according to their 

wavelength their energy or power and their mode of emission. 

Some have a pulse length of 1 to 500 ms. They are said to be 

11relaxed". Others have even shorter pulse lengths of about 4 to 50 ns, 

which allows considerable instantaneous power of some 50 gigawatts or 

more to be reached. These are what the Americans ce.ll "Q Switched'' 

lasers. In such cases it is usually the ene~gy produced by the laser 

which is considered. Finally there are continuous wave(CW) lasers,which 

are classified according to the power of the laser during the exposure 

time. It should also be noted that pulsed lasers can operate at re

peated intervals and that in that case account should be taken of the 

frequency with which the pulses are repeated and of the exposure time. 

The biological effects of laser radiation are complex. There are 

in fact several processes by which the laser reacts on living matter: 

firstly, the thermal effect resulting from the absorption by that 

matter of the enormous amount of energy contained in the laser beam 

and from its local degradation into heat. 

Because of the intrinsic properties of the laser beam - it does 

not scatter and can be focused - the energy which~it carries can be 

concentrated by classical optical methods (mirrors, lenses, etc) on 

very small surfaces. The degree of heating which this produces is 

sufficient not merely to burn the tissues within a very limited area 

but very often literally to volatilize them. 

This thermogenetic effect is normally considered overall, i.e., 

it burns all types of cells irradiated by the laser beam. However, 

the effect can be much more selective with only a defi~ite type of cell 

or even a constituent substance of the cell being destroyed. 
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In fact, certain tissues or cert~in substances, because of their 

chemical composition, selectively absorb light on a given wavelength. 

Thus, most ami~~ acids have an absorption peak at 280 nm; vitamin Bl2 

shows three absorption peaks at 278, 361 and 550 nm; diphosphopyridine 

nucleotide (D.P.N.H.) s~lectiv~ly absorbs 260 and 340 nm. Therefore if 

a laser beam, whose wavelength corresponds to an absorption peak of one 

of these substances is used for irradi&tion, most of the energy will 

.then be selectively absorbed by that substance. The result is the 

destruction or dena tura t:i.r•:. 11 i:n vi vo 11 of one or other cellular 

constituent though this ~oes not lead to the death of the cell. This 

selective effect has been ~xperimentally established for Cytochrome B, 

which is one of the links in the oxidoreduction chain governing cellul&r 

respiration and whjch shown Rn absorption peak at 564 nm. It fs the 

only ~ink in that chain which fixes molecular hydrogen in the presence 

of oxygen. ~hen a cell cultur~ is irradiated with a 1 mW laser on a 

frequ0ncy of 530 nm, a reduction in the cellular respiration rate of 

more than 6o;6 is noted. If the Eiame cul turc· is irrad:i.a ted with a ruby 

laser (694.3 nm) or with a He Ne laser with a frequency of 632.8 nm, 

using the same power, no effect on the respiration is observed. In the 

former case histochemical studies sho~ that only Cytochrome B is 

inhibited. 

Another biological effect is deter~ined by the electric field 

whi<.:h accompanies the laser beam. Because of its spatial '·coherence, 

this field can reach considerable levels comparable to those of 

interatomic fields. It is therefore not surprising that jt can affect 

the physical const~nts of the milieu it passes through, such as con

ductivity or the dielectric constant, or ttat it can upset the balan=e 

of certain chemical reactions and even reshape certain molecular systems. 

At the very lea.st, it alters r:temb:r-anr. l;olarizat·lc,:Js, thus 

disturbing ion exchange in the cells and eiving rise to functional 

disorders of the tissuesv 

The laser also acts on livicg matter in a purely m~ch~nical way, 

by producine shock ~aves at the plac~ of j~pact, ca~sed by the pressure 

of radiation which is CGnsiderable at that point. 

These waves force back the cells hy forming a definit& crater or 

by directins Lhe molecules in the dir~ctlon of the laser be~m. 
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Nor·eover, these shock waves give rise to very marked qltrasonic 

phenomena which, spreading into the surrounding milieu, can cause 

lesions in living tiasue at some distance. 

Finally, the laser shows effects never previously obtained in 

practice with non-coherent light: these are the non-linear effects. 

Thus, with the laser beam, in certain conditions and in certain 

milieux, the wavelength of the beam itself can change : a red beam may 

produce a green beam which in its turn can produce an ultra-violet 

beam. While red is inactive from the biological point of view, ultra

violet, especially if emitted in these conditions, is very harmful 

to living cells. Moreover, these same non-linear effects can cause 

acoustic waves (Brillouin effect) which must be taken into account 

biologically, although our understanding of this phenomenon is still 

very imperfect. Finally we must not ignore 'the mul tiphoton effect, 

i.e., the ability of several photons to combine their energy. While 

with non-coherent light the chance of such an effect being produced 

is practically nil, it is considerably increased in coherent light, 

since it is a function of the 4th power of the electric field of the 

wave which, as we have scen,is of great intensity. Also, red laser 

photons can have an dfect which is similar to that of blue, ultra

violet or even }"'-ray phot=>ns. 

We can see, therefore, that the action of lasers on living matter 

is complex. Depend:f_ng on the type of apparatus used and especially on 

the modus operandi, one or other of the~e effects will predominate, 

although it will not be possible to isolate any one of them. This fact, 

combined with the fact that many of the effects described are still 

not clearly understood, justifies the caution we must use in estimating 

the risks arising from the use of lasers. 

Since the laser emission is in the visible part of the sp.ectrum, it 

was reasonable to assume that the eye would be the organ most at ri~k, 

and this has been experimentally established, making the eye the cri

tical organ in this type of radiation. 
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If we are concerned simply wit~ the lesions which las~rs may 

cause to the eye, it is quite clear that the thermogenetic effect is 

of central importance. However, while it may seem easy a priori to 

establish treshold values of energy or power beyond which radiation 

would result in a lesion, it is in fact· the case that the parameters 

involved, either physical (wavelcngth,mode of emission, length of ex

posure, power or energy emitted etc.) or physiological (focusing pro

perties of the eye, con~iticn of retinal circulation, degrees of 

pigmentation J diameter of th~ p11pil etc.) are so numerous that the 

pr0blem is very complex~ 

In fact, the stnndRrds at preGent.in use were drawn up on the 

basis of the least favourable readings for these physiological para

meters, cince it is usu~l.ly impossible to monitor or anticipate them 

because they vary from ono subject to another and in the same subject 

from one moment to ano U:o<:>r. Tbe diameter of· the pupil can vary from 

2 to 7 mm depending on t~e ~mount of light, so the standards were 

based on a pupil diamot~r of 7 mm. The standards therefore take the 

form of sets of tabl~s ~hich allow the risk in each c~se to be deter-

mined individually. 

Basically, it is necessary to remember that ultra-violet and 

infra-red lasers, in particular co
2 

with a wavelength of 10.6 p, are 

more dang2rous for the cornea and the lens than for the retina, par

ticularly since the beams are invisible to the eye and the intensity 

can be so low that thE subject is not consciously aware of it. The 

most likely risk in that case is cataract formation. 

On the other hand, lasers emit~~ne in the visible band are 

extremely dangerous for the retina. In pff~ct, the ey~'s dioptric 

system concentrates the aln1ost parall~l and v8ry ener~0~iL beam of 

light which strikes it on a point sjtu~ted on the r. ~ ~u with a dia

meter of between 10 and 200 11• Th~ increase ~n the Cen~ity of energy 
' s 

registered is thereforA about 10·. f~~s if th~ radienc~ of a laser 
2 ~? 

beam is 5 rnW em- at the cornea, it reaches at. ld~Gt 500 ~ em~ in the 

retinal image. It is therefore easy to und~re~end in these conditi0n~ 

that the pigmentary epithelium can b~ ve£y rapidly destroy~cl, but o~ly 

over a very small area. Since thiG Apitheliuru cannot be regeneratad, 

an optic hole results, a kind of blind spot, of whjch th~ subject is 
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not aware because of the areas of visual int~gration in the occipital 

cortex. 

If there is only one lesion, the resulting visual damage will be 

negligible. On the other hand, if there are multiple lesions, the 

functional impairment will become progr~ssively more serious, hence 

the increas~d aanger of repeating pulsed lasers and CW lasers. In 

effect, there is a tendency for the eye, by its abrupt and unconscious 

movements, to present a different part of the retina several times per 

second to an incident beam, and multiple retinal lesions may therefore 

occur as a result of exposure to radiation from lasers of this type 

for a relatively long period of time. 

Finally we have until now consideted only lesions of thermal ori

gin. However, it seems that repeated exposure of the ·eye to less intense 

low encrcy beams, subliminal from the thermal point of view, can even

tually lead to permane~t alterations in the_ physiology of the eye. In 

this connection, we should remember the· 3elective effect of certain 

wavelencths on variouo chemicul mediators and the existence of other 

phyGioloGical ~ffects Rbout which little is known at present. 

'I'he second organ affected by laser radiation is the skin, but 

since the skin has no autoMatic focusing system it :i.s much less sensi·· 

tive thaL the eye. The general problems - occurrence of lesions, their 

thermal origin, the possible effect of r~peated low intensity exposures, 

s~f!!ty standar0s - a1·e the same as thoae which apply to exposure of the 

eye; the ocly difference is in the energy or power involved, since 

there are much higher energy threaholds for this type of lesion. Finally, 

it shouJ.d not be forgotten that skin heals and that the short term 

consequences of a cutaneous lesion ~aused by a laser are less serious 

than those for an ocular lesion. 

Safety standards have until now dealt only with the thresholds 

beyond which laser lesions could occ~r. However, in view of the wider 

use of lasers in metrology, in particular their use in aviation alti

meter systems and in public may be affected by laser radiation. In such 

circumstar.ces, the lesion threshold level is of secondary importance to 

the question of function. Let us take the example of someone driving 

his vehicle on a rnotorway and unexpectedly being struck in the eye by 

a laser bearn fro~ some surveying equipment. The destruction of a certain 

number of coLes and rods in that person's retina becomes of secondary 

importance to the psychophysiological reaction which will result from 
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the impact of the laser, and the road accident which that reaction may 

cause. In effect, hospital emergency departments are quite familiar 

with accidents which happen as a result of the driver being dazzled, 

even momentarily. In such a case, it is necessary to establish not 

the lesion threshold but the dazzle thrpshold in order that safety 

limits may be determined before a given piece of apparatus is used in 

public. 

In conclusion, it is ~lear that at present most permitted exposure 

levels are established on the basis of physiopathological data relating 

exclusively to thermal effect. In view of the knowledge currently at 

our disposal, it seems natural and even desirable to determine as 

quickly as possible lcsional levels whi~h ar~ universally accepted, 

easy to apply and based on th~ hazards resulting from thermal effect. 

Jioweve1·, it is quite c1ear that such a table of permissible exposures 

will be incomplete since it will not take account of other physiopa

thological effects. 

It is therefore e~:..ce:J.tihl to intensify -the work being done to 

define these effects more prccicely and to create a central body capable 

of coordinating research and collnting results and so gradually 

supplen:enting our krwwlede;e of the real haz~.rd arising from a particu

lar wavelength or from different &spects of l~ser radiation. In this 

way it would be possible to update the s~fety standards for laser ap

paratus, which would ensure an increasing degree of protection for 

workers and the public. 

DISCUSSION 

Dr WIJKBR (Netherlands) 

Are the resonance lines a consequence of the introduction of 

(thermal) quar:tisized vibrations in· the molec·Jl~s? 

Dr.GHAH·r (U.K.) 

The answer to the question is ye~. Those lines, in otter words 

the resonance absorption, are due to thP resonan~es between quantisizPd 

energy levels in the mole~ules with a frequency of about 1010 nz~ 
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Dr GIUBILEO (CEC) 

Is it possible that the disturbance in the circadian rhythm of 

mitoses in the bone marrow is a secondary effect of neurohormonal 

disturbance? I should like to know whether any histological lesions 

have been observed in nerve cells. 

Dr GRANT (U.K.) 

Unfortunately I just can't answer that question, that particular 

branch of microwave effects is an area that I have not worked in myself, 

and I don't know muct about. It was my intention to try to be as com

prehensive as possible and to describe the work which has been carried 

out by vurious other people. So I was merely describing the results cf 

the Polish work, but I am not competent enough, I am afraid, to give 

an interpretation. 

Dr FABER (Denmark) 

1 think if I had to answer the question, I would say that any 

measurenent of circadian rythm is to such an ex~ent depending on the 

total state of the animal body, that some sort of central regulation 

muct be involved. 

Dr PELLERIN (France) 

Could Dr Grant and Dr Miro give us their opinion as to the 

existence of biological daruag~ thresholds for non-ionizing radiations, 

as suggested by the ICRP in Report No. 22 for ionizing radiations? 

Dr GRANT (U.K.) 

We have to discriminate oetween the thermal and the non-thermal 

effecto. Regarding the thermal effects there must be a threshold for 
<j 

biological injury, which is more or less 10 mW/cm'. But the non-thermal 

effects, such as the effect on the central nervous system, if these 

are clearly and unambiguously proved, then I suppose that there must 

also be a threshold which will be very difficult to evaluate and it 

would be considerably lower than the threshold for thermal effects. 
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Dr MIRO (France) 

In reply to the question on thresholds for non-ionizing radia

tions, I agree in part with Dr Grant th~t we must make a distinction 

between the thermal effects of no~-ionizing radiation, on the one hand, 

and the non-thermal effects on the other. As far as the thermal effects 

are concerned, I think that we now know roughly what we should aim at, 

and that the dose of 10 milliwatts per cm2
, which has been adopted by 

all western countries, is probably right - although we may have to 

adjust this figure, I think that roughly speaking it is the right one. 

However, as far as the non-thermal effects are concerned we are still 

completely in the dark b~cause it is quite impossible to make exact 

measurements, as Dr Grant just pointed out. As soon as you put an 

animal in a microwave field you automatically alter the field. As all 

measurements at thes~ energy levels are bas~d on the effects of the 

electric field, your mehsurements will ~utomatically be incorrect. 

Until we manage to solv~ this probleru, we will be unable to solve the 

problem of dosiMetry and cafety standards relating to non-thermal ef

fects. There is ~nether phenomenon which also affects measurement. 

Living organiEms, both animals and human beings, can divert ultra

short waves. We have actually carried out an experiment which involved 

tBking ~ radiation emitter and plncing a-sheet of plastic underneath 

it, with neon tubes below that, so that when we put an animal on the 

plastic underneath it, with neon tubes below that, so that when we 

put an animal on the plastic sheet, we obtained waves refl~cted on 

the neon tubas. If we put two animals on the sheet, the reflected 

waves are displaced with the ani~&ls, but wh~n the animals approach 

each other there is a certain moment even befor~ the animals are 

touching, when the two reflected waves join to form one. In other words, 

the animals themselve8 will influence the field experienced by other 

animals. Our knowledge of these effects is still imperfect and it is 

clear that they are liuble to affect the fields we are trying to 

measure. 

Dr JAMMET (France) 

Our approach to non-ionizing radi~tion ehould be based on what 

we have learnt so far about ionizing radiation. Rsdiaticn protection 
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has to do with lesions, not with non-injurious effect5 - we know that 

both types of radiation can have temporary, reversible neurblogical 

and opthalmclogical effects, but these do not constitute injuries and 

should not be taken into account when establishing safety atandards. 

Dr MIRO (France) 

I agree entirely with Dr lTammet, on all but one point. There can 

be injurious effects which arc unstable but nevfrtheless constitute 

an injury for the person concerned, even at low exposure levels. When 

Dr Grant said that there had not been any clinical experim~nts, he was 

obviously unaware of the work done in France at the time of the Alge

rian wart when there wan de facto, unintentional experimentation on 

human beings. During the war, it wo.s necessary to put a certain number 

of per8ons in very confined radar stations, and, for reasons of secu

rity, tneEe men were obliged to stay insid~ the en~losure 24 hours a 

day. We compared the~~ ~nclosures with identical ones without radar 

facilities and we f0un1 a 6ifference, significant to 1 in a thousand, 

in +.l.e occurrence of neuroveee t3. ti ve phenomena of varying severity, 

but which in some cases led to loss of consciousneAs for several hours, 

so that tho pftrsons affected had to be hospitaljzed. When the patient& 

arrived at the hospital in Conotentin~, no anomalien could be detected 

apart from some disturbance of ionograms·and blood resistance~ As soon 

as it is clear that phenomena can occur and can affect relationships 

betwe0n individuals - for there was a high level of psychological 

disturbance - we have a duty to take account of this, in s3nsitive 

subjects, and to protect them fr0m such risks~ 

Dr PELLEHIN (Franc(:>) 

1~ the most interesting exa~ple just given us by Professor ~ire, 

was proper account taken of psychopathological symptoms, possluly 

linked with the extremely unusual conditions in which th~ aoljiero had 

to work? 

Dr GRANT (U.K .. ) 

I would like to make a ~omment to t~e co~~ributicn of D~ Jammet. 

He said that there are a lot of si~ilar1ties between the situation of 
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ionizing and non-ionizine radiation, but there is a very important 

difference: the quantum energy of ionizing radiation is about 109 times 

greater than the quantum ~nergies due to microwaves and this iz the 

reason of course that in the one case t~ere is sufficient energy to 

cause ionization and in the other case there is not. The damage caused 

to the nuclides of the cells by ionizing radiation cannot occur with 

the microwaves be~ause there is no sufficient quantum of energy. A 

question to Mr Mire about these experim~nt~ in the Algerian war. What 

power levels were these men exposed to? 

Dr HIRO (France) 

The power level was approximately 0.3 milliwatts per 2 em • On the 

other hand, the ntudies made afttr this discovery were carried out in 

French bases where the problem was completely different, as the persons 

concerned could return to their homes and were only exposed for a certain 

length of time during the day. However, for a number of bases with 

particularly high exposur~ levels~ the information we obtained was 

identical. When we contacted one of our RuAsian colleag~es, he con

firmed that the same type of neurovegetative symptoms h&d been found 

there too in iaolated bases. This indicates that, after all, workers 

must be present for a certain time or be .exposed to a certain radiation 

intensity, before these phenomena can be observed. 

Dr JAHME1r (France) 

A certain amount of information is avkilable, particularly from 

the Soviet Union, on persons showing p8~chopathological symptoms after 

exposure to ionizine radiations. But whut exactly is the situation for 

persons exposed to radar radiation 24 hours a day? N0 d0ubt they must 

be exposed to high-energy doses. Wh6n a person is ex;oEed to high doses 

of ionizing radiation to the wholb body, he or she will, first of all, 

be affected by nausea and vomiting. In this case th~ bo~y i~ subjected 

to ionization, whereas with non-ionizing radiations 1 it is ~xposed to 

thermal stress. Hcwever, in the casa of non-ionizi~g radiatio~s, the 

energy levels are extremely low and it is u~likely that they could 

cauae significant phenomena. No electromaGnetic radiation, ionizing or 

otherwise, can give rise to these symptoms when the energy levels in-
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volved are very lowo I am not suggesting that there are no effects on 

the nervous system and the eye, but thnt these effects are not injurious 

and should be considered as negligible. 

Dr HECHT (CEC) 

This is an example of the caution with which we should approach 

and interpret scientific information. What concerns us here is the 

interpretation of this information in terms of public health. We may 

consider that any a~umaly which can be detected at the level of cell 

cultures or at the paychosomatic or enzymatic level can have reper

cus~ions in certain sectors of the envirbnment, but we should not then 

conclude that these repercussions are ''per se" eviden.cc of a::lverse 

effects. 
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NATURE OF MEDICAL EXM,!INJ\TIOI\S OF PERSONS WORKING WITH LASER BEAHS 
--------------·------- -----------------------------------

Dr Renz (FRG) 

Wherever people are exposed to particula~ health hazards in 

connection witt their occupations, in6ustrial medical precautions must 

be taken. 

This principle also applies to the use of laser beams, a branch 

of modern technology which is still in the process of development. 

J,aser.s e1.re sourcf:E> of intense, sharply focuse<.l radiation in the 

visible band or the invisible infra-red or ultr&-violet regions of the 

spectrum. In the previo tr lecture Professor· Miro gave a full account 

of the bi olocical k~zEu·dr:;. But it should be notcrl that the -:!ffcct 

produced by laGers, if one discountA extremely brief and highly in

tensive irreiiation, is mainly one of heat. In short, lRser injuriss 

are uGually loGalised burns. 

The main danger cansed by la.scr beaMs is to the eyes. One must 

distinguish between radiation capable of penetrating the eye and 

radiation whjch is absorbed in the outer layers of the cornea. ThA eye 

refrectors arc pe~vious to light whose wavelength lies between 400 

and 1 4oo nm, i.e. to visible laser light and radj_ation in the near 

infra-red region. 

Because of the special physical properties of laser radiation, 

the beam which was already well focused can be extremely sharply 

focused on the rt·tina. ~,he size of tlJe rc tinal i:ner;r-~ is l.in:i ted only 

by defracticn. In extrer:1e cat~f.·s~ the i·:tensity of ·: :·:,; ·oe.:tm may thus 

be increased more than a hundred thousa:r;d !'e1C.. 2'.hc eyegrc:1!ld may 

therefore be injur8d by radiation of relatively lnw intensity. 

Injury to the eyaground and espe~ially to the retina mny range, 

according to radiation intensiTy, from very sli~~t carnage to limited 

groups of cells to rare cases of devastation of portions of the eye. 

I,ascr injuries to the eyeground are mainly limited burns on the retina 

which later cicatrize. 
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An injury of this ty~e waa reported by Florian and Laue. Dr Florian 

was kind cnoue;h to prov5_de !lif' with the slide which I am about to show. 

This is n photograph of the eyeground with a limited burn cen

trally located in the region of rraximu~ visual acuity. It was calcu

lated that th:i..s injury was c;c:.nse'j by radiat::' 0n of not more than 40 

m-Joule fro~ a ruby laser. T~e vio~al power of 5/4 which was known 

from e,::irlier examino.tion, vm.s reduced as a re.::mlt of the accident to 

5/20~ 

Damaee to lhs ~ctina caus~d by burning is usually irreversible. 

Where the rAtina is scarred, jt no longer performs any optical function. 

In the vicinity of the nacula or the optic nerve even minor 

burno cause permanent impairment of vioion. 

Less ~evcre, periphnrally located in~uries usually have no sub

jective effPct on the victi~. It is thu~ ~uite possible for such peri

pheral da.ma€~e to tLe r-etina not to be detected until a routine eye test 

in carried out. 

In one nccidcnt in which the point of impingement was outside 

the fovea the objective result observed was a limited scotoma. Tho 

subjective effect of focussing the damaged eyP with the undamaged ~ye 

closed was a minor blank spot. 

Such damage to the retina can only be caused by laser beams 

who:::,e \':a·.;elengt.h l:Lcs tetween 4oo and 1 l100 nm. Damage cauBed by the 

uae of lasers who2e radiation ia the infra-r~d or ultra-violet band of 

the ~pectrum lies o~tside this range, are to be regarded as injuries 

to tLe cornea of the anterior segments of the eye, and to the skin in 

general. As in thiL> case the beam is r~ot focused by the eye, the ra

diation illtcc!.'·>ity required for dam.s,,ge to t!.P cornea or tel the skin in 

gt:neral is 0r.ca.ter by m.::u:y factors of teJ.-: tha.n that whir-r~ may cause 

jnj~.ry to the retina. 

Tl:e ....:~L~..:~~_?-~·._:1 '"2l..!..:~.t~·n _ _?-_::s thu~_th-: __ ~2.£ 1 e['peciall:r in C3ses where 

radiation par..e trc:.. tc s the eye. l·reca n tionary cxamir.a tions of persons 

who work wJth lacers are thercfor8 primarily FJC t~st~. 
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There arc many national and supranational laser safety rules or 

draft rules re6arding ~edical surveillance e.g. 

American national standard for the safe use of lasers of 1973 
ANSI Z 136.1 

Guide on protection of personnel ~gainst hazards from laser 

radiation: British 2:/tandards Institution BS 48o:5 : 1972 

Euror~an List of Occupational Diseases: Appendix II - C 3b Lasers 

Draft Recu~~endation hy the Commission of the European Communities 

to Member States on protection of individuals against the hazards 

arisine from laser radiation. 

Trade Association principles for indu~trial medical examinations 

of percons exposcn to hazards arising from laser radiation, which 

were published in 1973 in the Federal Republic of Germany. 

At a recent meeting in Dublin tho World Health Organization also 

produced a significant report which based its approach to medical 

(:Xamination,s Cin the .AiT3I~ 

Most of these Etandards prescrib0 examinations if there is a 

possibility of injury through working with laser beams. In the American 

standard the comprehensiveness of the examination d~pends on the degree 

of l"'isk. 

It is cenerally agreed that personnel should undergo a pre

employment examination before starting to ~ork in the vicinity of lase~s. 

Durinc a worker'G employm0nt routine examination~ for purposes of 

surveillance are conducted at regular intervals~ lt is usually recom

manded that examinations be carried out once a year$ Many staLdards 

state that the interval.:.> between exanlin'l.tions are to be determined by 

the medical officer responsible tekinf into nccount the degree of 

nazard involved in aach case. In certain circumsta~ces an examination 

may be required ahead of schedule e.g. in cases of severe eye affection 

or of unacceptable known or suspected exposure to lasers. 



It is recommended that a final examination be carried out when 

a worker ceases to be employed in the field. 

The main purpose of pre-employment examinations is to screen out 

per sonG who alreHdy suffer fror.J signi fice_n t impairment of one eye. It 

must be decided in the light o! the impairment observed whether the 

ri,sk of furthel' damage as a result of a laser accident is acceptable. 

One of the principal aims of subsequent examinations is the detection 

of any laser injury, especially to the eyeground. As I have already 

mentioned, la~er injury to the peripheral region of the retina need 

to necessarily be detected by the worker. 

As an example we may take the following case, of which I can 

show you a slide. 

The picture shows a number of sma~l g~ey-black pigmented foci of 

a quilling sea~ patt~rn. These were detected by Laue and Florian during 

the routine examination of a worker employed in the vicinity of a laser. 

They were identified as burns from a ruby laser operating at a fre

qt:enc~r of 50 Hz. 

The following specific tests arc ~lways necessary: 

Prior scrutjny of the family, individu~l Rnd occupational 

&namnesis; 

DeterminRtion of the visual acuity of each eye, i.e. vision 

without corrective glasses and where ncccsoary with corrective glasses; 

Test of colour vision; 

Inspection of anterior segruents; 

Examination of refractors; 

Examinatio~ of the eycground by means of pupil dilation. 

Other tests - some af which are carried out only if there are 

special grou~ds for d~ing so - are as follows 
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Test of field of vision1 

Test of foveal vinion with Amsler grating; 

Test of colour vision by means of an anomaloscope; 

Heasurement of intra-ocular pressure; 

Examination of binocular visualization, i.e. binosular near and 

far visione 

Careful recording of data is important in the~e examinations, 

especially 1n the examination of the refractors, and above all the 

eyeGround. In order to identify e possible laser injury jt is important 

to describe even small devjations from the normal condition and to 

determine their location carefully. 

The American stnndard stipulates that in the case of persons 

exposed to pr~rticularly high risk photographs should be taken of the 

eyeeround in the vicinity of the macula and the point of entry of the 

optic nerve. The study group which drew up the Trade A&sociation prin

ciples for industrial medical exami~ationa in the Federal Republic 

of Germany argueF that this comparatively costly method of examination 

should be used only when there are special grounds. Thus far both views 

are in agreement. 

The Tr~de Association principles are based on_the assumption that 

standard examinations must be cap&ble of being carried out by any 

orh thalr.10lor;ic t v:i th normal oph tha.lmol og:Lcal a.ppara tus. 

The opinion on criteria of suitability for employment given 

below is that of the German study group which drafte6 the Trade Asso

ciation principles for industrial medical examinations. Mea~urement oi 

visual power i.e. viPion without co~rective glasses, and visual acuity 

i.e. vision with corrective glasses is cf particular importance in 

determiniltg suitah~lity for employment in laser worko Visual a~uity i.e. 

vjaion with corrective glasses must be at least 0.5 or 5/10 in both 

eyes. Reduction of visual acuity to below this level ks a result of 

laser injary r!lust be prevcLtt:d. 
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The study group also feels that binocular visualization must be 

examined. 

Binocular vision must be sufficiently good to provide normal 

stereoscopic vision. 

Tests of colour vision are of particular importance when the 

person in question works with lasers whose radiation lies in the 

visible bancl. 

Such a worker may be exposed to a greater risk of disturbance of 

colour vision ns a result of workine with certain lasPrs. It may also 

be possible to cictect secon~ary disturbances of colourvision resulting 

from the effects of lasers. 

Examinations of the anterior se~ments and the refr&ctors snd of 

the retina by pupil dilation make it pos~ib~e to detect anatomical 

changes. Fatholo~ical changes which may be exacerbated by working with 

lasers may be grounds for excluding a worker fro~ this employment. 

As a general rule persons ej:h:_bitine acute, chronic and progres

sive patho1or;ical chC:tnges of the eyes, •,-;hich are e.lready causing or m<.y 

give riGe to decisive impairment of the visual apparatcs should bt 

excluded from worki~g with laser~. 

Recording of data is particularly jmportant in detecting anato

mical changes. The symptoms by which laser damage is recognised may be 

entirely a typic<ll. Cataract, f-:1r t"xar11ple, or scarring and changes in 

the retinal pigoent, which have nothing to do with laser effects, are 

known to be frequent occurrences. Much greater importance therefore 

attaches to r~cords of medi~al data as a means of anticipating accidents 

and giving adviGory opinions. 

In routine examinatio~s rarticul3r attention wiJl be paid to 

alterations in the data observed both to detect any laser effects, and 

to clear pe:r:soruAl :!'or continued work in the field. 

The skin may be regarded as the sncond critical organ, in addition 

to the eye3. While the risk of lae0r-induc8d skin burns does not com-

pare with that of eye damage, caution is called for in certain cases. 

If changes have already taken place in the skin, the effects cf lasers 

may lead to additional inadmissibl~ dam~ze. The following are examples 
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of such changes : 

prior damage to tho skin by ultra-violet radiation, x-rays, toxic 

substances e.g. arser.ic; 

pre-c&ncerous cutaneous diseases; 

semi-m~lign~nt and malignant tumours in skin damaged by ultra

violet radiation, x-rays or arsenic. 

ln cases of acute and chronic dermatosis work in the vicinity of 

lasers is not advisable. 

Tl~e American standard, the pc-.. per of the i'/orld Health Organization 

and the di~cussion of lasers in tlte European List of Occupational Di

seases thc~efore recommend a skin cxaminatio!l. This is also being consi

dered at present in tlte Federal R0public of Germany. It is certainly 

reasonable, however, to restrict such examinatioPs to personnel working 

with hich-intensity lasers. 

It shculd however be borne in mind that irradiation of the skin 

by lasers operating in tt~ visible and infra-red bands is not nearly 

as important from the biological point of view as overexposure of the 

eyes. Unlike eye injuries, injuries to the epidermis can usually be 

healed or reversed. ~he ~ffects rr.3y vary from slight reddening to 

blistering, depirmentation, ulceration with scarring of the skin and 

in extreme canes even damage to the organs beneath, thouc~ only when 

the laser radiation is at an extremely high energy levelo 

When workine with ul tra~vj ole t le.sers consideration must, however, 

be given to the well-kno~n carcinogenicity of ultra-violet radiation. 

In this connection, mention rr.ust be made of the 1973 study of 

the carcinogenic effects of visible ruby laser licht by Ehlers and 

Florian. They had exposed mice to radiation from a xanon flash-light 

lamp and a ruty laser. It is clear from the :::.tnd;y that the histological 

and quantitative histochemical r~Gults available even from prclonged 

experiuents on anjm3ls give no indication of a carcinoge~ic effect of 

ruby lnscr light. 
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DISCUSSION -----------

Dr HILL (U.K.) 

In the U.K.AoE.A. codes of practice we require initial and final 

retinal examination but we do not require annual examination for the 

following reasons. 

1. No successful treatment iD available for any burns seen. 

2. It is notan accura~emethod of monitoring the safety of 

laser operations. 

If the accuracy of examination is to be increased we would 

require to use unacceptable methods such as fluorescein angiography. 

Dr JOLIVET (CEC) 

The l~st speaker referred to the Eu~opean List of Occupational 

Diseases, but occupational disorders liable to be caus~d by laser 

radiation are not in fact included in this list. They have been put 

o~ a waiting list -_the Member States have been invited to examine 

the possibility of including them in the list ~roper, and to compare 

and discusA all the information available on these diseases, with a 

view to improving treatment of victims. An explanatory memorandum has 

been drafted for this purpose by a tenm of Community experts, and it 

was no doubt this document to which Dr Renz was referring in his 

paper~ ThcrP are two topica that were not touched on in Dr Renz 1 s talk, 

probably owing to lack of time. These concern the protection of wor

kers - the matter of prote~tive goegles or spectacles, and the cladding 

of work premises. This is outside the scope of today's symposium, but 

it is a field where there is much to discuss and a possitle subject 

for future research. It might perhaps be a go6d id6a to discuss these 

two points at another confererce dealing specific~lly with this topic. 



Dr VIGAN (CEC) 

With regard to the hazards created by lasers, which arc due to 

direct beams and which are caused by reflected radiation? Is reflected 

r.c..diation as harmful as the direct beam? Is there not some kind of 

absorption which makes the reflected laser less harmful? As for taking 

photographs of the back of the eye, I think this is important from the 

medico-legal point of view, as in the event of an accident where the 

victim claims damagea, it could be used as evidence and compared with 

earlier photographs. 

Dr RENZ (Io'RG) 

First of all I should like to reply to Dr Hill of Great Britain. 

Of course it is true that there are one or two things one could say 

about routine examinotions. Obviously you have had some unfortunate 

experiences with theM. Of courae the frequency of routine examinations 

should not be the sa~e fer all cases. It must depend o~ the degree of 

risk, and perhaps also on any damage alrea~y observed in one of the 

eyes of the person concerned. At the same timet it should he acknow

ledged that routine examinations are not completely qaeless. In certain 

ce.scs, as in the slide ! showed, they can in fact ir.d:icate real laser 

lesions, though of course not all Jaser damage, particularly if this 

is beyond the pigmentation of the eyeground. But some laser damage is 

periFh0ral and is not observed subjectively, except when several parts 

of the back of the eye are damnscd. Then there ~ay, in so~e cir

cumst~nces, be a eudden loss in the field of vision~- The ether point 

is that over a certRin time, say after 10 years of wor~ with lasers, 

the eye c&n be affected by certain 6is0rders and the riRk involved 

ceases to be tolerkblce 

As for the second question - yes, I Waf; _refon·lnr: to the annex 

to the list of occupstional dise~ses; I did not know whether this paper 

had been fiLally adopted or not~ 

In reply to Dr Vign.n, I would say thot of course ~;re should only 

photobr.::,.pL the back of the eye when there is reas1>n fo'!' c:oncern, or 

ltJhen there is an irrcrnediate requirf:ment for sortif~ kind of documentation. 



Photographing the eyegr6und 1 especially taking photographs of several 

areas, is far from pleasant for the patient. In our opinion it ehould 

definitely not be included in ~outine examinations. 

Dr STOTT (U.K.) 

May I first put a point of information. I understood that, 

contrary to what Dr Renz has stated, the recent WHO meeting decided 

that routine medical surveillance was not necessary but that epidemio

logical research vas needed involving periodic eye examination of some 

groups of '1-JOr~er- s. 

This leads me to my second point. Yesterday someone made what is 

to me the most profound remark of this meeting. He said that in respect 

of ionizing radiations we have become the "prisoners of history". He 

meant that although we ar~ beginning to doubt the value of some of the 

medical procedures ~hich have become customary, for many reasons, some 

of them political, it is olmost impossible to depart from them~ 

We should be very careful that we do not create a similar trap 

with regard to non-ionizing radiation. I would ask the Community to 

sponsor s~ecial Rtudies of selected groups of workers to devise 

meanir1gful information before formulating rigid directives and legis

lation. 

Dr MlHO (France) 

I should like to make one comment and ask Dr Renz one question. 

First of all, the comment. I think that it is far more important, from 

the workers• point of view, to protect them by individu~l ~nd ccll~c-

tive Bafety meens, than to give tl1em routine checks with more or lees 

complicated and numerous examinations. Setting up controlled areas 

subject to certain stan6ards, and making work~rs wear spe~tacles pr 

goggles would, I think, guarantee workers more safety than would medi

cal surveillance, slthough this nhould nnly b~ reduced, not done away 

with entirely. 

Secondly, I should like to asL Dr Renz to tell us what are the 



out vysternatic exa~inhtian of 

Dr REr~z (YUG) 

nweti.ng in Dublin~ I o~1Iy s:.n·: 1;·rte ,;:,]:' t-11.(' doct~rr·.<.:n+,:;.; from the rh;.~ting~ 

and that was haoed entl1~ly on the ~~cricfn stunJ~rrl whi~h stipulates 

very deudlcd dxamj.'·Latic:·c;s, l am avn::.:r-~.:: that t:h,~ u:3G 0£' rout:i.n.=. exami-

natjons was questjoned &t tbi~ WHO mc0ting, but I ~lao ~~v~ the im-· 

.fully Ji~:;ct,,:_:~;cd. I eX!l~<.:t Dr liiro \·J.i.Jl be abJe t0 C(mf.'::irt'l thi:-:o. A.B foJ..~ 

the other :;.;~1i.nt mcntione,'J b:y· _l)t· Hh·o, the protec:.:ior:. vf th.~ ~ .. n(h .. \):-liu:;!J., 

I too fe 01 thu t this E~::wt1J.d be .f or~mod: ,. I :t:oul r:l hr;. '<f.::· ;-:·re :~e.n'<.,. d -h; 

vbout th~t than e~e ex~~inatlons. But the subject I was given ~y rhe 

Europt>an Co:umicsion 'it.'ac, !•rn:.e nature r,f tnt:d:ical exs.<:.:i.;:;_ . .:_t~_on o: }:;C?:·:::ons 

\•:o::.·;ci.tlg •_,,i. tl.J non·- ion~. z:Lr:r :.:·a di.:t tiun s" ~ Dr Mi:;:·o a.lso &• skec~ ~ !:;1)~.1 ~- ·thu 

to \1.1hether theae help to show U!.> lr:c~·:,.::c· effe.r:tt:;\1 l"ut ti:r:.-· f-'.rtd .9gHJ.!1 :i.t 

haa been notert that colour vision i~ cornparatl~cly es~y co test ~nd 

can p-rc-vid8 some :i..n~ication of C<.n l.:..c'd:Ltiom-:..1 ':H.lzar.i, .":~1.c s,.;.'·lYl!}->l.<: '.·'·t.·;n. 

tne work 5.:nvo1v~.:e lccoersw:u.ich f:;:~ve r:,:·r green or red l.i.t~::ht) :;..nd tbert:; 
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Dr JP.MMET (Fronce) 

In reply to a comment made here to the effect that the safety 

standard for ionizing radiation had led us into a trap, I should like 

to say that on the contrary, I believe that the system of ICRP 

standardn has helped to mQke the nucl~~r industry one of the safest 

there is. We Ehould follow this example when it comes to devising 

standards for uon-ionizing radiation. 

ADDRZSS BY D~~. E. r&\STROMATrEO 

Representative of the International Labour Office 

First of all I should like to express my thanks to Dr Recht for 

hie invitation to attend this meeting. I am attending as an observ~r 

fr0r11 the Occ"Jpa tional Safety ann Health Branch of the ILO in Geneva 

and I am grateful for the opportunity eiven to speak. Since its for

mation ill 1919 the ILO :he.s been concerned .about occ'..tpational safety 

ar1d health. The 110 has attempted to harmonize occupational safety ~nd 

health protection by means of international conventions,recommendations, 

codes of practice and guides. 

In Canada I worked in Toronto with the Ministry of Health. I had 

some experience as provincial health authority for two nuclear power 

plants. I~ Ontario there was provinci&l control of &11 users of X-ray 

equipmen ts ar.d there are about 1W 000 1 adia tion workers regularly 

monitored. The mon~toring datahave con~istently shown that only about 

1 worker in lOCO exceeds 5 rem/year& 

I have followed the diocussion cf yest~rday and today with great 

interest. I .o;:ppreciate the opportu;1i-:y given to me- to fipeak on. the 

iosues raised~ 

Radiation hazards are real; control and medical supervi5ion are 

ne0ded. The hQZ~rda :rom radiation, ho~ev~r should be handled in the 

~~me way as many other hazardous work exposures. Controls should be 

realistic and should not impose unneccspary administrative burdens on 
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the user or serve to exuscerate the hazard~ 

Now turning to the point8 raisecl hAre in discussion~ 

Radiation Worker~ 

I feel that there should be only·2 clesAes of workers in terms 

of radiation work 

1. Radi~tion Workers 

2. Non Radiation Workers 

I &m not ~onvinced oi the need on a health basis to make a 

subdivision into 2 cat~gories for workers in radiation exposure. Once 

a radiation worker has been defin~d, the same req11irements for control 

ar.L<l medical c;upervi:::;:Lon should B:f>ply. The medical r;upei"Ji.sion should 

follow the s&me general &pproach to that for industrial workers ex

posed to ha~ardous ag~nts in the work environment. 

Qu~li fication of Physi eian for Medi.co.l Supervision of Radiation Hurkf:rs 

ln rer:;a.rd t·,:., the qua1ificati.on o! -physici:>.ns for med:i..ca.l super

vision of radi at :ion \.rorker s, I ft. el t.ha t a medical doc tor with trainirl§; 

in occuration&l medicine and in radiological health couJ.d be ~onsidere~ 

as a bacic ~ualification. Physicians having equivalent experience 

should also be considered to have qu~lific~tion in this fieldo Phy~i

cians traiLed in nuclear medicine or in raeiology w~tn suitable ex

perience in occupational health waul~, of courae, also be wel.l quali~ 

fied in thiH field. 

Form of the Medical Supervision 

I stated earlier tr~;;;.t. the me:di.cal surf·rvJ.~·ion t:~hu· .. ,Jcl felJ.ot.;: U1e 

sllme gene.t·e.l principles a.s that of inctL'3tc:u ... l ·:.:c.::::·k'ers expost~d to o'~;li<'::r· 

hazardouA agento. 

tra-indicatio~s to ~ork i~ radiation ey~osure. I agr8e also that 

peri0dic medical ex~m:inations have low yi~ld in terms of cietectin3 ~h·· 

E-7fvcts of radir,t:ion exposure i::J. the '..1::;;·-k.er~ 
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Neverthele~s I feel that we are stuck with both pre-employment, 

End periodic examinations for radiation workers.In some places, how

~ve~, there is a strong trend to the use of ancillary health personnel, 

for example, the nurse in carrying out these health assessments and 

this could certainly be explored for radiation workers. There is 

another aspect in medical supervision referred to by participants here 

as the open door policy. Radiation workers should be encouraged to 

visit the medical officer whenever they hRve personal health questions 

wl1eth".::r relative to radiatior1 exposure or not. 

Another point relates to return to work after illness. 

Radiation worke~s with ~hort terw absences could return to their 

reeular work without too m~~h formality; workers with long term ab

sences should ~e asked to produce a medical certificate stating their 

fitness to return to radiation work. This worker sh0uld be seen in 

the plant medical cectr~ b~fore return to radiation work. 

Latter two points ~ay be more productive than annual periodic 

exams~ 

Maintenance Workers in the Nuclear Power Industry 

The questioc of maintenance workers received much discussion 

yenterday. l1c:.~y I g:i ve my own person?..l impression on this questio;.1 .. r:· 

outside workers are used they should not be used to dilute the incl~vi

dual exposure dose because of imprcrer de3igu 0r im~roper operaticrt of 

nuclear reactors. In principle I am <B(Sa.inst increc:'tsing the e;:;:·:)08u:;:•e 

base until we have more ififormation ~n the dose resronse eff~~~~ of 

low dose lev0ls over long period of time. ln add1tion, if outside 

workers are brought in for mainteLnnce work jn radiati~n expo&~r~ the7 

should be subjected to the same control a~d medical supervision. 

Medical and ExpoBure Records 

I support the need for adequate records of health and ~xpo~~~2 

data for radiation workers. I am ~ure that the trend will be ~o 

eimplifiect computerised systems and i~ is inlrigning to con~~d!£ ty~i~: 



in radiation data with all other medical and occupational exposure 

data. I also support the need for confidentiality in any record 

keeping and dissemination syst~m. 

We have a good expos~ of the system used in France. My own 

impression is that thiR system is quite detailed; a more simplified 

system, again involving the use of ancillary personnel, may be con

sidered, The French syBt~~m, however, provides a good basis for further 

discuosion on medical and exposure records. 

Medical Emergencies 

Doctors in nuclear power stations should of course have emer

gency procedure prepared in advance should there be accidental over

exposure of workers. While outside the theme of this symposium, the 

physician should also be involved in emergency plans covering accidents 

involving off-station exposures to the general public. This is a 

question actively discussed in Toronto where a large nuclear power 

station was built within 25 miles of the centre of the city with a 

population of 3 million people. 

Tripartite Interests 

As you all know the ILO is a tripartite organization with 

representatives of governmenti workers and cmploy~rs. 

Yesterday there were statements that management should design~t~ 

radiation workers on the basis of medical advice available to manage

ment. I agree with this. The decision should not, however, be a uni

lateral o~e. This decision should be subject to overview by a govern

ment health authority who would also review the medical supervision, 

radiatio11 control, record keeping and emergency planning. I am sure 

that thit> j_s the ca~e in each country. 

On this general area I would like to mRke one final point. Occu

pational Gafety and health quEstions are now occupying attention b~ 

labour unions. Recently I attended a meeting of an inter~~tional uni01L 

called to diEcuss occupational safety and health. Based on thismcetinc 



I believe that occupational physicians can expect more activity by 

organized labour in the following fields - all pertinent to radiolo

gical health : 

1. critical questioning of exposure limits for workers 

2. change in philosophy that present agents in the work 

environment are safe until proven harmful to the philosophy 

of being harmful until proven safe 

3. increased concern especinlly for agents which cause cancer 

4. increasing pressure by organized labour to have OSH matters 

as matters for collective bargaining 

I am cure that there will be increased emphasis of all medical 

supervision of workers exposed to hazardous agents at their work. Occu

pational physician3 will have to respond to this in the most efficient 

manner possible. Medical &Uptrvision and control of radiation exposure 

involve multidisciplinary tea~ action and the physician has a key role 

to ple_y. I am sure this symposium will help to aim these viewpoints 

and to harmonize them in the European Community. 

ADDRESS BY DR A. LAFONTAINE 

Representative of the European Office of the Hor·ld Health Organization 
------------------------------------

The World Health Organization asked me to act as it~ representa

tive at this symposium organized by the Health Protecti0n Directorate 

of the Commission of the European Communitiec and ddvoted to the m~di~al 

supervision of workers exposE:ld to ioll.izi np; and non-ionizing r:.td5.a tioi!.z. 

On behalf of Dr Kaprio, Director of the Regional Off1~c ol Wfir, 

I should like. to emphasize the great interest which WHO ts.Kt!::: 1r, 

Euratom's efforts to protect the population nnd workers bf;~i~et the 

risks of ionizing and non-ionizjng radiations, and I must first ~an

gratulate the organizers and thank the participants for their cooperd

tion. 

'l'his sy:nposium has been particularly in terest."\..~1g.. Not •jf;.l.)' :~H..:_,·-. 

it provided information on the conditions, organization end .ef:fr::cti·t·;;:r;e;::·:: 
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of the medical supervision of workers and considered the as yet little

explored subject of non-ionizing radiations, but at the same time it 

has also enabled us to compare ~ather different points of view, pin

point gaps in our knowledge and map out new fields for study. 

I should like to point out once again that health as understood 

by the World HeaJth Organization is not only the absence of sickness 

or infirmity, but the state of complete physical, mental and social 

well-being. It is the concern of both the ir.di~ridual and the species, 

in other words it applies to all persons whoever they may be, to 

successive generations and to environmental conditions. 

Ny col.leacue rE::presenting the In terna tiona.l Labour Organization 

has alreBdy expressE::d his vicw8 with great clarity; I can only endorse 

them by emphaEizinc the danger of setting up artificial classifications 

in the field of health protection and of conf~sing the organization 

of nupervision with its objectives. 

Protection must be extended to all e~posed workers, no matte~ 

where they may perform tasks entailing a risk of irradiation. To con

centrate this pr0tection cc the nuclear induotry would be to neglect 

the persons most at risk. Furthermore, it is unt~inkable that the 

doctors responsible for such supervision should not at the same time 

concern themselves with the riskc for the population at large, if only 

on account of possible genetic repercussions; hence the necessity to 

avoid subtle distinctions. 

To be effective, supervision also requires a multidisciplinary 

appro~ch, but a multidiscipJ.in3ry team must be direct~d ~y the docto~·, 

who is the only person capable of systematically evaluating health 

hazurda bot~ at the individual and group level, taking into account 

both the absorbed doses and the other risks ~f chemical aLd physical 

origin, as well as various anamnestic dat&. Hehce the doctor must be 

compl~tely familiar with working conditj~n~ hnl the nature of the 

hazards, and must take actio~ as necessary to ensure that the protec-· 

tive mcasu~es adopted are appropriate for both the workers and the 

environmen~. Furthermore, it seems perfectly logical to us that a 



physician specializing in radiological protection should both exercise 

superviaion under normal conditions and be ready to act as effectively 

as possible in the event of accidents involving any persons - workers 

or others - exposed to a high level of radiation. 

I have regretted to hear some doctors complaining of the 

restrictions imposed by the numerous regulations and standards that 

have been issued. In my view, the protective measures relating to 

ionizing radiations are amongst the most realistic and effective 

in existence. 1 can only hope that the same approach will be adopted 

with respect to the non-ionizing radiations referred to during this 

symposium, which ar~ currently a matter of concern for the Europea~ 

Office of the WHO; above all, I hope that from the outset, the problems 

of the protection of man and his environment will be considered con

currently with the technical aspects of research projects to develop 

new sources of energy. 

If some of my comments have been rather forthright , this is 

precisely because the exchange of views wao so specific, realistic 

and constructive. I trust that these suggestions help to :improve 

the medical supervision of workers exposed toionizing or non-ionizing 

radiatione, and hope, finally, that fundamental research will clarify 

certain obscure points, such as whether there is or is not a threshold 

value for certain mutagenic and carcinogenic effects. 

I am convinced that the Commission of the Euro~aan Communities 

will be able to play an active part in such studies, and shall 

close thiR address by expressing the wish that they will go for~ard 

re.pidly. 
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Dr RECHT ( CEC) 

Yesterday I had an oppor·Luni"L:v' +.·.) make a few comment:::. 'tvhich would have been 

equally appropriate to the co:a.clusion to today 1 s session. Allow me to go over 

them a.gc:Lin, very rapidly, f:rcrn another angle. 

The title of this colloquiwn i.~af> in two parts, one administrative and one 

e:cientific. wnat is the prec:ise ECOpe of tbe first part? The med.ical super

vision of -v:ork.ers exposed to ra.di <:ttio:n currently affects more than 250,000 

persons in the nine countries of the Community. The nuclear pmver sector, 

which is vJCll rcprcsenteci at the colloquium., only employs e1 fifth of the 

expot?(d workers and the other 4/') do not at present seem to be as well 

covered by medical S\..U'voillance. It is our duty to try and harmonize 

arran~;E:ments for the applicEt:Gion of the s·tandards in a progressive way. 

He rmJst conccrE ou.r·~;olve:o; 1 then, ~-rith all typC>s of work involving exposure 

to rac1j~,~.tion, be they medic:J.l, in:lust:rial or reRoarch activities. Our 

di8cussioa has rnacle it clcal' that medical supervision must orit;inate with 

the d.octor, 1.!'\.'.t tht> role 0f the works doctor in inclustry is seen differently 

in ce:ctvin Communi t;y countriec;B In some cou..ntrh:s there is a. 'iery real staff 

problem. ~·!orks c"octors should take an interest in th.a Hork done and fulfil 

all tLc functions laid d<.JHn in inter:n:.'l.tior.tal. ILO and Corarniss.Lon agreements. 

In other cotmtries, the cloctor' s role is not nearl;l as wide~ He cannot take 

the atthude that r:~eclic:tl intervention is only required for cxposux·e levAls 

of ?5 rc:n 8.nd more, as is so:netimos the case in the USA. If this \-Jere so, 

the doctor's task 'f.JO-:.'J.d be a sut1unary c·ne, or he vJOuld only 'ue consulted 

very rarel~r. The si·tuation of the medical officer in industr;y is 3.. general 

prohle>m callirl,'; for a great deal of attention .. It would be unacceptable if 

the orr:;:->.ni:0atiorl of medical surveillance in tbe n,~clear ir1C:.ustry were not 

subj0ct to the principleB and rules of occupation.al medicine and were treakc?. 

diffcrentJy froi:J other industrial activitiE:.s involvil"...cr, risJ:s for workers, (),Y!:S 

v:e will tr~r to harmonize S;'{sterns of occupa.tion:.:J,l ICJediGil:e in a progree.sivs 

wa:{• He at-+;~31ch particular importance to the n2:2d. for tbe principles a-nd 

methods of occupatiorw.l medicine to be appli;;d tn.aJ"l Rc-~.i-·v"ities involvir€ 

fJ.1his symposium has been most useful; guideline:::, nc.we been clarified and 

points hEwe been made Hhich we may be able to inoorporate in the fina.lizatt··)J, 
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of the :gasic Safety Standards. '111E:·l'C' is no doubt that radiation protection 

is baued on multi-disciplinary tcc.tmwcrk, in t..,rhich the doctor must play an 

active and efficient role. It is ::.,Glportant for all the data :~·elating to each 

worker's health to be examined and assessei at some point by the person 

whose prime responsibility is health. 

Because of the key importance of nuclear power in public opinion and in that 

of workr~rs, ,.,.~ intenrl to hold a conference in 1975 or 1976 on the psycholo

gical aspects of medical supervision and the role of the doc-~or vis-a-vis 

the worker. The responsibility of the doctor will be all the greater, for 

when a worker is worried he rlill turn to the doctor, not to his employer, 

in the h0pe that the for111er wilJ. give an objective opir..ion a~> to the risks 

of his v-wrk. The works doctor must have a certain freedom from the economic 

consti'ai nt s that domirw.te business considerations. 

The pro1)l8m of classification of A and B 't'/Orkors has been ver~· i'lidely dis

cus2,r:;:l. 'l'lw 13asic Stc;:,ndards stipul8.te that there should l)e ,._;. distinction, 

but this should be within the msam.ng of the ICRP recom.~.il.endd.-;;ions - to 

simplify a.dministYative proccd.\U'es, a distinction is made betHeen two classes 

of 'HOrkers, and classification must be effected \vith precision and mar.i;nu.rn 

certa:Lnty. The evaluation of doses for these t"t-10 cateeories must bo carried 

out 'ltJith -the minimum of error. It is a ''problem of evaluati11g th~ risk" and 

the idea of l:orkers '.Jeing "liable to" receive a certain dos'3 is per:hape the 

central oue. FI1J.is idea of beiug 11lia1Jle to" receive certain doses is 

applicable ~Iithin the limits set out by the ICRP in publication 9, for 

controlled sources of radia.tion~ Conditions indicate th.s.t accidents may 

occ1..U' vri th the :::;e sou.rces and 3ome 2.bno:.rt:1al sirtglc-! expos-u:..~es of t~ome 10 rem 

are fo:c,~ceen. Unde:r norinal circu.'Tista.nees work -v:ith .:".. rud.:tc-~tion so1.cr:oe can 

lead to f:ome accidents cal line fo.t' int.~rvent io;~ by rnaintena.noe pG.?'sonnel, 

or rescue or repair irorkers. 

As for· the other proble:ns discussed a:t this sym:ro~:;j,:::_rn, .,.Ie t·<.'\.€" :1ea.rd Borne 

fascinu:tiv.§; p2.pers, and it is clear ti1at our rezefl?:0her.:; <:!-r,:. _;_· ~~he ~·orc'~:':t".;L-~· 

of re~-;ea,reh on certain measurement and dec,ontwui:nc•t .. ·:•11 tr::cliniq:aes. 'I'ha 

su.bjoct of lasers is one which we have approa.ched "i'i ~;r, -:.;:.-,;.~i.Jn, s:1.nce tf:-.~1 
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Commission is intending to ::m 1,;w:i.t reconurtendations, not directives. This is 

a nevi field of science and tb.::- advice we have received today, to approach 

the matter with caution, has been potecl and will be incorporated in the 

proposal for a recommendation. 

The proceedings of this colloquiurr, rrdll be·.published a.s soon as possible. I 

should like to thank all the c.peakers and everyone Hho has taken part in the 

discussion and cleclare the colloqn.ium on the medical supervision of workers 

closed. 

F a b e r (Denrn~rk) 

Befoi~e we c.loce the meeting fin.1.lly vie ha·Je to thank Dr. Recht for arranging 

this s;y'111poshFn, ·~;hich has given us a ver-:,r interesting outlook on the pro"Qlems 

of the medic1.l ourvey of the radiation workero. fJ'he meeting has brought us 

information a1wut a largfj rc'.l:nber of problems with which vie are not quite in 

aer(:ement; it betf> given ut: ir.forlJlation on a nu:nber of things which we hava 

to think over Ol'd it haB ~:iven us some information about what the Commission 

is doinc; at pre[;ent. All of these things a.re more than sufficient to have 

filled the t1,·w cte~;ys. v·le are all happy to have been here and to have had this 

opportum ty of eli soussion. I think mar.y others W3.nt to continue the dis

cus;::;ion of the medj co.) survey of the HorK:cn:: and. I hope this \\'ill be possible. 

'tie thank Dr Recht and his assistan-ts t'or the work they have done in getting 

us together here and.. by t.hese words I think I will close the session for 

today. 
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